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o Great Expectations. 

Naked Gty 

► Cameron Mackintosh learns that life imitates Miss Saigon, and First Boston de¬ 
mands cash up front from a famous deadbeat. Jay Mclnerney continues to age gracdessly, while we 
help his buddy Bret Easton Ellis shop around his pornography. Rockinjnto the nineties with George 
Bailey. Plus: introducing our Connie-Maury conception watch! 

Pakty Poop. 

u 

© 
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Just Say Noor 

► The last time anybody looked* Lisa Halaby was an all-American girl whom King 
Hussein had made his fairy-tale queen. But nowt with World War III imminent and Jordan 
on the wrong side, Harriet Barovick and Aim^e Bell talk to palace insiders and royal consorts who 
depict Queen Noor as a bitchy would-be power broker with a hostile citizenry and a fancy new exile 
home —Grace Kelly turned Nancy Reagan turned Imelda Marcos..^ 

SPY JR.: A Very Spiqal Supplement for Our Younger Readers 

► Does Sanra really exist? How can you subscribe to Playboy without Mom and Dad knowing? 
Just what is all that junk in your parents' bedside drawer? SPY JR., our special large-type spin-off, has the 
answers you won t find in Cricket, Scholastic Scope or Highlights... © 

If It's Tuesday, This Must Re a Former Colony of the Communist Empire 

► For one Reagan-administration propagandist, the collapse 
of Communism was just too sweet to savor from his Virginia rec room. So he and some other right-wing 

Americans went off on a 510,000-a-head we-told-you-so tour through what was the Soviet bloc. Richard 

Stengel tagged along .. .. © 

Bid Spread 

► Photographer Harry Benson likes to imagine "all the dreadful things’ that have tran¬ 
spired on his famous subjects’ beds. Now you can* too: SPY presents Benson’s most unsettling 
boudoir portraits. Text by Henry Alpord © 

The Accidental Hedonbt: A SPY Prank 

► When haute clothier Bergdorf Goodman urged men to regard its new store as a familiar, 
time-honored club'1 Joe Queenan gleefully obliged . 

urviixj 

THE COVER 

Bart Simptan llbitnted 
Sy G mrr in-q. 

Hand ptiQiogreptadl by 

Carolyn Jerrn- 

► j. J. Hunsecker on the Rich-Goldberger feud at The Times; Celia Brady 
starts outplacement planning for Michael Ovitz in The Industry; and Laureen Hobbs finally explains 
Diane Sawyer's successes in The Webs .. *.... . . . . . . . . . .. 

► Humphrey Greddqn advises Tom Wolfe in Review of Reviewers; Robert 
Mackenzie visits the Coast with some nerdy TV critics; and Scott Yates relates the Kafka- 
esque tale of an elderly New Yorker charged with a spurious Crime— 

Our Un-British Crossword Puzzle 

► Roy Blount Jr. contemplates God-fearing 
when there's a woman behind His handiwork. .. © 

Oval Office Diary: Notes for a Nonfiction Novel 

► Imagine that George Bush is keeping a Dictaphone diary. Now imagine we 
have monthly excerpts* George Kalogerakis transcribes........ . 

SPY (ISSN 0&90-1759) i.s published monthly, except J a,unary and July, 1993 by Spy Publishing Partners. L.P., The SPY Building, 5 Union Square Wrtt, 

New York, NY. 10003- Subnfuuions: Send with SAStro same id dress. Fqr advertising sales, call 212-633-655Q.Sevund-dass postage pa id a r New York, N.Y., 
and additional mailing offices. Annual subscription rates: U.S. and possessions, il6.95, Canada* U.S.J25; foreign, U.S.S35. Postmaster: Send address 

fhanges, to SPY, PO. Box 5‘739'"?. Boulder, CO ft('l32t-7397. For subscription information, tall 3-AOO-3 33-fll2fl. & Member. Audit Bureau of Circulations. 



Nothing’s happening. You’re bored. You try 
a Merit Ultra Light. WHOA! You’re getting real flavor from 

an ultra low tar cigarette! You light up another Merit. WHAT THE? 
it happens again. Is this mystical or what? Hardly. 

It’s Enriched Flavor,™ something only Merit has. 
Happens all the time. 

Enriched Flavor,™ ultra low tar, 

MERIT 

A solution with Merit 

Merit Ultra lights 

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking 
Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health. <G Philip Morris Inc. 

5 mg "tar;' 0.5 mg nicotine av.per cigarette by FTC method. 
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«jg| While the rest of us slept 

through mornings wee 

Jr'fJ hours, HarrietBarovick(kft) 

and her colleague AlmeeBell 

were brewing coffee and 

placing long, expensive tele¬ 

phone calls to Amman, Jerusalem, Cairo, 

Vienna and London, the better to re¬ 

search their profile of Jordans Queen 

Noor for this issue. Barovick has since re- 

jA 

readjusted her internal clock to Eastern 

Standard Time, which allows her to at¬ 

tend more conveniently and alertly to her 

duties as $PYs chief of research. 

Matt Groening is the cre¬ 

ator of Fox Television's The 

Simpsons, the disturbingly 

profitable animated pro¬ 

gram whose insouciant pro¬ 

tagonist Bart adorns both 

our front cover and the cover of our spe¬ 

cial spy jr. supplement, not to mention 

several million unlicensed products for 

sale along East 14th Street and lower Sixth 

Avenue. Groening’s cartoon Life in Hell 

continues to appear weekly in The Village 

Voice, among other publications. 

"I am not now; nor will I 

ever be, working on a 

book" says contributing 

editor Joe Queenan. A 

popular journeyman along 

the lines of the beloved 

1970s Yankees utility infielder Fred 

“Chicken” Stanley Queenan prefers to 

spread his voluminous output among 

dozens of periodicals, among them GQ, 

The Wall Street journal and The American 

Spectator In this issue he wrires about 

Bergdorf Goodmans new men's "club.” 

Unlike Queenan, Richard 

Stengel is only too happy 

to plug a book in this 

space: the paperback edi¬ 

tion of January Sun, his as¬ 

tringent chronicle of one 

day in the life of a South African town, 

will be published this month by Touch¬ 

stone. A charter member of spy’s contrib- 

uting-editor corps, Stengel has reflected 

in these pages on celebrity' chameleons, 

boring Canadians, freeloading Britons 

and, in this issue. Eastern Europe. £ 
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a At# JANUARY, FEBRUARY, 
WHATS THE DIFFER¬ 
ENCE? BOTH ARE 
loaded with celebrations 
we find it hard not to feel 
ambivalent about. Is it an 
entirely grand idea to give 
kids a day off from school 
on account of the birthday 

of an adulterer and plagiarist, even if he was Martin 
Luther King Jr.? Are we not embarrassed that Super Bowl 
Sunday has become the closest thing America has to a 
national civic moment, a day of TV watching and Doritos 
eating that unites us more genuinely than the Fourth of 
July and Election Day combined? Not since around the 
sixth grade has anyone actually looked forward to Valen¬ 

tines Day Lincoln's Birthday, Washingtons Birthday — these are 
pretexts, not holidays. ^ Even regular Americans aren’t taking 
the old-fashioned pieties seriously —to their credit. Duringthe 
Fort Lauderdale obscenity trial of the obscene 2 Live Crew, the 
judge had to give the jury official permission to laugh out loud at 
prosecution witness- es (nowhere does the Consti¬ 
tution say “a jury of \f §_ your unsmiling peers"), and 

then, after a \J go good guffaw, the jurors acquitted (j the 
rappers. “I basically took [the testimony} as comedy,” one said 
afterward. As we have started taking nearly all Ameri¬ 
can politics, which has become a lame Paddy Chayefsky-ish 

comedy, £*£* full of cartoon evil, brie- 0 f)„ff 
%v kats^ tW auli ? 

tie one-liners and spectacle LrtF substituting for plot. In Il¬ 
linois a state representative named Ellis Levin sent out a fund¬ 
raising letter that said he'd won special recognition by Chicago 
Magazine” In fact, the magazine had called him one of the 
states ten worst legislators. A Levin aide said the letter was 
"tongue in cheek”; in that case, an aide to Levins opponent 
said, ‘they should have written ha ha" in parentheses.'1 Levin, of 
course, won the election. (Ha ha,) m When Ed Rollins, a key 
GOP strategist, advised Republican candidates to repu* 
diate Bush-administration policy in their recent 

campaigns, Bush was furious. 
But Rollins was jolly and 
sympathetic. “It's a crazy 
time” he said, "and a lot of t r 
people [in the administration] 
are irritable. They can only hate one of us 
at a time, One wreek it was Saddam Hus¬ 
sein, one week it was Newt Gingrich, and 

■■I 
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me today” So Rollins basically took it as 

comedy. As well he should, since at press 

time Hussein, Gingrich and Rollins all 

still had their jobs. 

Even before the American ait strikes 

had started in the Persian Gulf, the U.S. 

had grown a little hored thinking about 

itself—our minds have been abroad for 

some time now. The hot domestic social 

issues? Blah. When the antiabortion 

movement is reduced to modifying the 

Pledge of Allegiance to read with liberty 

and justice for the born and unborn" (at 

a Catholic high school outside Cleveland), 

righteousness pro or con seems untenable. 

The economic crisis? Dullsville, Besides, 

as a Harvard investment-banking profes¬ 

sor (i nv es t me n t -ba n k i ng p rofes $o rsh i ps; 

the Afro-American Studies of the 1980s) 

reassured the Times recently, ‘This huge 

superstructure that Wall Street created in 

the 1980s will collapse, and there will 

be a lot of blood on the floor, but once it 

has imploded, Wall Street will be back on 

a normal growth trend.” Implosion, col¬ 

lapse, blood — thenbusinessas usual. The 

drug crisis? Passe. When William Ben¬ 

nett resigned his drug-czarship the same 

day that Edward Lino, the Gam hi no fam¬ 

ily's drug czar, was asked to tender his res¬ 

ignation (ha ha in parentheses: Lino was 

found shot to death in his Mercedes), 

the listless, party’s-over domestic mood 

became roo much to bear. 

George Bush thoughtfully suggested in 

his exhortation to us to support the war 

effort that Saddam Hussein was even 

worse than Hider But he was really, really 

angry that day A week earlier, during 

the federal-budget debacle, he was appar¬ 

ently very, very happy: he personally took 

time out to give Bo Derek a tour of the 

horseshoe pit behind the White House. 

You can worry or you can basically take 

it as comedy—in the case of the White 

House, a pretty good one, part Stanley 

Kubrick and part Francis Coppola. 

Kubrick, as in die "senior administra¬ 

tion official” wTho, sounding unmistak¬ 

ably Bush-like, explained to the Times 

chat the president’s threats of war might 

not be effective because he didn't know 

whether Saddams “antennae will be set 

in a receive mode, or not.” Coppola, as in 

Secretary of State Bakers choppering 

into the Saudi desert to review bewil¬ 

dered troops in formation, shaking hands 

with Gls as the First Cavalry marching 

band belted out Lee Greenwoods Tm 

Proud ro Be an American,'1 

Which is at work here, utter disin¬ 

genuousness or extreme naivete? Ear¬ 

nestness or ha-ha’s-inside-parentheses? 

A Kuwaiti newspaper reported that Sad¬ 

dam had a dream in which Muhammad 

told him* “I see your rockets deployed 

wrongly” This was never confirmed by 

spokesmen for the Iraqi dictator, but on 

that piece of good news — the rumor of a 

dream — the world oil price fell $5.41 a 

barrel the next day the biggest drop even 

On East 71st Street —not ordinarily 

the kind of neighborhood prone to mass 

delusion (unless it involves the prices of 

abstract expressionist paintings and co-op 

apartments) — a truck knocked a limb off 

a tree and exposed a six-inch-high ivory 

statue of the Virgin Mary embedded in 

the trunk. An aide to the local state as¬ 

semblyman helped collect hundreds of 

signatures on a petition demanding that 

the miraculous tree not be cut down. 

“What's nice” he says, “is that it’s a really 

meaningful experience for people in a 

cynical age!" A cynical age? How on earth 

would an aide to a Newark City politi¬ 

cian know? We basically take it as comedy, 
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wife by whom he has fathered five secret 

children, Its a crazy story, and Cuba is 

irritable: “What a lie!” Cuba's ambas¬ 

sador to Moscow declared in a letter to 

the paper, "For writing this kind of arti¬ 

cle, the author would be sent for trial in 

many countries of the world." 

People are irritable. (In Moscow, a leader 

oi the pro-pogrom group Pam vac was sent 

for trial and got two years in prison — 

prompting one spectator to shout, "This 

is a Yiddish, Nazi verdied"} It's a crazy 

time. (Just before Thanksgiving we 

learned that only 36 percent of people 

have urtne that gives off that special sul¬ 

fur smell following a meal of asparagus, 

and that Random House is publishing a 

series of books drenched in thematic 

aromas— a Christmas book, lor instance, 

that smells like cloves and cinnamon.) 

//jr a cynical age, ("Embarrassing?" an in¬ 

credulous Arista Records executive said 

when asked about Milli Vanilli. "We sold 

7 million albums.1’) People are looking for a 

really meaningful experience. CGod, I'm glad 

to be out of WashingtonGeorge Bush 

gushed in Oklahoma. "Fm thrilled ro be 

our of Washington,") We basically take it 

as comedy, D 

C 1990 Anhfruwr-Busch me 5( LoU'E. Mo Bod fry frail 

Pentagon of involvement in black magic, 

is now standing trial for drug dealing. 

Not only have the prosecutors and CNN 

treated him unfairly, but prison stinks, 

too. “lbs vinyl, stucco, brightly lit and 

[the] air-conditioning [is] turned up full" 

one of his lawyers complained bitterly. 

And it gets more nightmarish. According 

to another lawyer, "He doesn't get to 

use the tennis courts, the volleyball court 

or the weight room” Yes, we basically 

take it as comedy —a pretty lame com¬ 

edy in this instance, directed by 

John Landis, starring Gene Wilder 

as the warden and Bob Hoskins 

as Noriega, a Hollywood Pictures 

release. 

Speaking of Latin dictators, docs 

Fidel Castro still exist? His name 

now triggers nostalgia (Hula 

Hoops, pillbox hats, Fidel) more 
than it does national-security anxi¬ 

ety; in this cynical age, Cuba is no 

longer a really meaningful experi¬ 

ence, and the only people outside of 

Miami who care enough even to humili¬ 

ate Castro are rhe Soviets. According to 

Komsomolskaya Pravday Castro has 32 

houses, 9,700 bodyguards and a secret 

pan Stephen King, part Preston Sturges, 

Some of this winters delusions are 

more secular. Having published a best¬ 

selling book ostensibly dictated to her by 

her dog, Barbara Bush has now sent a let¬ 

ter to Marge Simpson, the cartoon charac¬ 

ter. ’ I am looking at a picture of you... de¬ 

picted on a plastic cup," she wrote, “with 

your blue hair filled with pink birds peek¬ 

ing out all over'1 Eleanor Roosevelt and 

Helen Keller, Barbara Bush and Marge 

Simpson: as long as its a really meaning¬ 

ful experience for people in 

a cynical age, were behind it. 

Nutty in Baghdad, nutty 

in New' Ybrk, nutty in Wash¬ 

ington, nuttiest in Lagos. In 

Africa’s second-largest city, 

magically empowered penis 

thieves are believed to shake 

hands with you and poof 

your genitals disappear, to 

be sold later for use in the 

witchcraft trade. Mobs have 

attacked suspected robbers; dozens of 

others have been arrested. As they say, it s 

a crazy rime, and in Nigeria, apparently; a 

lot of people are irritable. Really irritable. 

Manuel Noriega, once accused by the 
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Dear Editors I ina Brown's ooey- 

i gooey love letter to 

Mike Ovitz [“Flattery Will Get You Ten 

Pages,. .Maybe," August) made for great 

reading. What editorial integrity. 

ft also got me wondering; is the movie 

The Gripers a CAA package deal' Does 

Conde Nast own a piece of the actionr1 

The July Vanity Fair had Anjdica Hus¬ 

ton on the cover. She stars in The Gripers, 

Same issue, James Wolcott profiled au¬ 

thor Jim Thompson- He wrote the novel 

The Gripers. And the Fanfair section had 

a pointless profile of John Cusack, He 

costats in., .take a guess,,,The Gripers. 

Cam Anthony Aiello 

Greenville. South Carolina 

Sorry, no CAA deal here. Neither Huston nor 

Cusack is with CAA, and Thompson, by 

virtue of being dead, standi to benefit even less 

from any Brown-Ovitz understanding. We 

admire your spirit, though. 

A 
Dear Editors II s an ex—Vanity hair 

il subscriber, I've no¬ 

ticed that your own magazine features 

have begun co mimic those of VF. Surely 

the introduction of a vapid Contributors 

section represents a conscious effort to 

mock the equally silly feature in VF. The 

continued presence of Party Poop and 

other picture layouts of celebrities in 

issue after issue, however, suggests a hid¬ 

den admiration of VF. 

1 suspect that all of rhe Tina Brown 

bashing in your magazine has been a 

sham. Perhaps SPY and VF are published 

[Books, August). I had the misfortune, as 

a former publicity director during Er- 

roll's early years, to promote books that 

skilled Random House editors turned 

over to himr This was before the Yalie 

boy wonder was discovered to be incom¬ 

petent by the senior executive editors, 

I experienced McDonald as less than 

forthright, conceited (to use a good, old- 

fash inned word) and neglectful. He was a 

poor choice to manage books, much less 

authors' livelihoods. How ironic that he 

called Andre SchifFrin incompetent and 

arrogant. Schiffrin may have ignored the 

bottom line and continued publishing 

books he wanted to do (yes, you can call 

that arrogant), but he was concerned 

about his authors and their work, 

Nancy Lttrmann 

San Ansel mo, California 

Dear Editors I applaud James Col¬ 

li 1 ins's poetic bitchi¬ 

ness {"What Passes for Friendship 

Today," September] with one hand bur 

raise a question with the other: haven't 

these truths of friendship been self-evi¬ 

dent for centuries' The history of friend¬ 

ship is the history of intrigue (political, 

religious, sexual or otherwise): (1) Judas 

and Jesus Christ; (2) Brutus and Julius 

Caesar (the Platonic ideal, of back-stab- 

bing self-aggrandizement); (3) Henry 

VIII and Cardinal WoUey (no divorce, nn 

Hampton Court palace, cloth ears!). 

As far as friendship goes, there were no 

kinder and gentler times, no golden age: 

by the same corporation. 

Katharine M. Congdon 

Bad Kreuznach, Germany 

It 's always a pleasure to hear from our Bad 

Kreuznach readers. Now: (I) Party Poop be¬ 

gan (and continues) as a parody of the sort of 

photo feature Vanity Fair runs. (2) We don't 

have solid evidence to support this, but we be - 

lieve magazines other than Vanity Fair and 

si1 Y run Contributors sections. (3) Published 

by the same corporation as VF? As readers 

Drew Atkins and John Carr on pointed out in 

March 1990. we are apparently published by 

the people who bring you Esquire* 

Dear. EDITORS I savored each detail of 

1 Tod Stiles’s sketch of 

Erroll McDonald's ass-kissing ways 

it's always been your status swap meet. 

Now we just have more magazines to 

cover the proceedings. 

Robert N, Strickland 

New York 

We did refer to Peter betraying Christ, and 

as for your other examples, well, for obvious 

reasons, we avoided any historical figures who 

were — or might just as well have been — 

played by Richard Burton. Didn't you notice 

also the absence of Henry II and Thomas a 

Becket, and King Arthur and Sir Launcelot? 

This ?s the sound of one hand dapping? 

Dear Editors I f public-opinion polls 

81 are correct> I believe 

that 85 percent of all Canadians (myself 

included) would thank you for placing 

From the Rotisserie League Life Up¬ 

date Column** Just kidding* That ever- 

expanding section still follows this one, 

doesn't it? Doesn't it? 

Michael Will of Montreal has writ* 

ten to complain about our choracteri- 

F R 0 M THE zation of him here 

September os "de 

pendably Canadi 

an." How deoen 

ably Catiad 

him* Will claims 

M A I L R 0 0 M was 

neor-suicide" by our "scath 

sponse" to what he admits 

"cloddish inquiry." And he wonde 

whether Canadians ore to become for 

SPY "what the Polish were for Rowan & 

Martin's Laugh~tn.“ Maybe, but not 

until after our Canadian coeditor re¬ 

solves certain outstanding issues with 

the Immigration and Naturalization 

Service. 

Will's letter Is the only one in this 

month's pile from a Canadian reader 

who is not named Clark* (Clark—what 

a dependably Canadian name.) Karen 

L. Clark of Toronto takes issue with 

David W, Ritchie's letter last May de¬ 

scribing Canadian cities os "clean and 

relatively safe." Clark says,, "Stay 

away," citing increasing crime rates 

and the cold weather. (Even Toronto 

and Vancouver, she says, ore ''hyperac¬ 

tive without being interesting.") And 

Joe Dark, also of Taranto, has caught 

us referring to the occasionally amus¬ 

ing TV series Doctori Doctor in one 

issue os "not unfunny" and in another 

as "witless." Clark—this Dark —must 

be seriously devoted to either SPY or 

Doctor, Doctor to hove noticed that. 

We're not sure which explanation 

would make us happier. 

"\ enjoy your magazine as much os I 

can," writes William King of Hayward, 

Californio. Who could ask for more? 

And here's another rabid fan: 

"1 hove just subscribed to your mag¬ 

azine because I was getting bored with 

Vanity Fair's stupid puns," writes 

Christine Stapp of San Marino, Califor¬ 

nia. That's okay— magazines take 

them ony way they can get them, and if 

there arc better reasons to subscribe 

to Spy than a vague disenchantment 

with puns elsewhere, we're not aware 

of them. So welcome. Your check ► 
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LATE MENU 

JAZZ BRUNCH 
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Thursday, Friday, Saturday 

1 1 :30 AM to 4:00 PM 

Saturday G, Sunday 
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has cleared? Terrific. We noticed you 

were able to squeeze a question onto 

your postcard (in the space most SPY 

readers reserve to tell us how much 

they liked the last issue or to ask us 

when this column is finally going to end 

so they can get to the Rotisserie 

League Life update): "Would you 

please tell me how many subscribers 

you have in San Marino?" We have 

dozens — bored, to a subscriber, with 

Vanity Farr's stupid puns. 

"I must confront you with the accu¬ 

sation that you willfully provoked an¬ 

other controversy in your Moilroom 

column," writes lames E. Froeming of 

Appleton, Wisconsin, sounding o great 

deal like Humphrey Bogart accusing 

Sidney Greenstreet of palming the 

$1,000 bill in The Maltese Falcon. Yes, 

sir, that we did. In September we in* 

tentionolly used two spellings {provid¬ 

ed by two different readers) far the 

capital of Burkina Foso — "Ouo- 

gadougu" and "Ougodougou. ' Now 

Froeming provides us with a third and 

fourth: "Ouagadougou" (according to 

the World A/mcmac and the fnforma- 

tion Please Almanac) and "Ouagou- 

dougou” {Universal A/monoc). We hove 

a feeling we haven't heard the end of 

this. 
"Dear Sir or Madam or Pig" —these 

are the ones we love — "I think your 

publication deserves a good thrashing. 

Every month you oink-oink at famous 

people who have actually done some¬ 

thing with their lives, be it acting or 

singing or in the political arena — 

rather than just spending their life 

jerking off with pen and paper. Those 

that can do, do, and thos that can't go 

into 'journalism.' Many of the people 

you put down are people who hove 

given a great deal of pleasure to me,,,. 

Journalism used to stand for so much 

more than just the ability to snear and 

snort. Ask Waiter Cronkite. Ask Hunt- 

ley and Brinkley. If you must go after 

someone, why not go after the gobor 

sisters....Otnk Oink you febile brains!1' 

Well put, except—and this Is where 

your whole argument falls apart—Chet 

Huntley is dead. 

David S. Shukon of Marino Del Rey, 

California, has sent us a letter that 

forces us to mention Rotisserie League 

Life yet again. Shukan has appar* ► 
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Brian Mulfoney on the list of Tyrannical 

Despots in "Rotisserie League Life (trade- 

mark pending)11 [by Jimmy Gu term an 

and Don Steinberg, September]. 

Nolan W Evans 

Guelph, Ontariof Canada 

Dear Editors Tour list of big, scary 

1 organizations in Ro~ 

tisserie League Life” got me thinking 

that something is afoot: 

KKK 
Illiterate 

Stronghold eit South 

Carolina 

Rank-and-file sup¬ 

port tor David 

Duke 

Admits only white 

people 

Membership in¬ 

cludes redneck 

swine 

Represents Clins- 

tian people every¬ 

where 

CAA 

Alliterative (okay, 

assonant) 

Stronghold in south¬ 

ern California 

Rank-and-file sup¬ 

port for "Duke" 

Dukakis 

Admits only 'the 

right" people 

Membership in¬ 

cludes Neil Dia¬ 

mond, composer 

of “ Red, Red 

Wine' 

Represents Chris¬ 

tian Slater every¬ 

where 

1 think a full-scale investigation is in 

order I'd undertake it myself, but all my 

time is currently devoted to the poetry 

compendium I'm com pi ling lor your 

3 Oth-anniversary edition. 

John Pappajohn 

Glen Burnie, Maryland 

+ Past and present membership included 

Dear Editors I sure am having fun 

61 playing Rotissene 

League Life. With all its scrutinizing, 

second-guessing and potential for sur¬ 

prises, it reminds me a little of Clue. But, 

be straight now, is RLE simply a play to 

market an overhyped, gimmicky, Martin 

Mull—ish SPY movie? Oootifl! I hope not. 

Paul C. Treaty 

Ithaca, New York 

No: it's a play to market an over hyped, gim¬ 

micky and highly entertaining spy 900-num¬ 

ber telephone game, explained on page 16. 

D F A r E Di TORS | " d 1 i k c i o c o m m e n t 

I on No, 74 on The 

SPY 100 [October], Not that I disagree 

DISHY. DIRTY. DIVINE. 

NOW WITH AN AUTHORIZED INDEX 

"Fascinating,,, disturbing... 
decadent...no one emerges 
unscathed." — Variety 

NOW IN TRADE PAPERBACK 

"Warhol on Warhol...noble in its 
obsessiveness...terrifying." 

—New York Times 

O WARNER BOOKS 
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FALLEN EMPIRE 
- ideas for the decline - 

The Bag That Goes Anywhere 

Much like the original bike courier's 
satchel but improved: extra sturdy all- 
cotton canvas in Forest Green, Black, 
or Royal Blue with a waterproof lining 
of ripstop vinyl. Big Big pockets hold 
everything, Breaks in like good blue 
jeans and lasts a lot longer. 

Small 19"xl0"x6" S34.G0 
Large: 24"xl 2W $38.00 

Please call for Handbook # 1 
■which is much like nothing you haw seen 

before* Chock full of clothing and 

superfluities plus some furniture. Absurd 

percentage of pre-tax profits given to 

charities so don't ktojtji on that account* 

FALLEN EMPIRE: ideas far the decline 

and the incline and the tvclhte. 

Sturdiest all-cotton on the outside, 
Portugese flannel on the inside. 
Water and Windproof lining in 
between. No unnatural fibers against 
your skin ever, no waxy buildup on the 
car .seats. Fireman's snap buckles, 3/4 
length, lining removes. 

In Canary Yellow, Faded Tan, Navy 
Blue, Ail sizes, $230.00 includes testing 
by hcros. 

Visa & Mastercard Worshipped 

65 Commercial Street, 
Malden, Massachusetts 02148 

1-800-367-0151 
in USA. 1-617-397-0151 elsewhere, 

7 days, Sam to 11 pm (EST) 

emtly written directly to USA Today {^: 

Spy), and his letter drops enough of his 

Rotisserie selections (Trump, Ovitz, Cop 

Rock, Marla Maples, Batman, Senator 

Durenberger, AM PAS, political consul¬ 

tants, Chapter 11, Spike Lee, Lennon) 

to, as he puts it, "pull in o quick 20 

points" if USA Today simply prints the 

letter. Clever, Mr, Shukan, very clever. 

But your point total for this mention 

here is, of course, zero. 

In October, when we reproached Mac- 

User magazine's Guy Kawasaki far bor¬ 

rowing ideas liberally from SPY, we also 

wondered aloud whether we'd ever find 

anything to steal from MaeUser. Now 

Bruce Mewhinney of Mac User writes to 

say we already have, "I refer to your col¬ 

orful, distracting 'infographics/" he 

says, "As one of the MacUser editors re¬ 

sponsible for transforming impenetrable 

technical data into impenetrable techni¬ 

cal charts, I have often remarked upon 

the similarity between our lavish spreads 

and your subsequent efforts," Maybe 

you're right—we started publishing one 

suspicious year after you did. 

Speaking of Rotisserie League Life, 

David R, Peterson of Washington, D.C., 

faults us for listing Burma under "Chaot¬ 

ic Notion" (September), "That which 

was once Burma has been officially 

called Myanmar since June 18, 1989/ 

writes Peterson, Right —we'll count 

mentions of either one in the scoring, 

since, ot least in The New York Times, 

the good old romantic name and the 

strange unpronounceable new name ore 

used interchangeably. 

For Sonia—fust plain Sonia —of 

Lenexa, Kansas, the August spy was her 

first. She particularly enjoyed "A Casino 

Too Fart Pages from the Donald J, 

Trump Scrapbook, 1990-96/ by Jamie 

Malanowski, and "There's a Make-be¬ 

lieve Fly in My Soup/ by David Adam, 

But Sonia says she was disappointed to 

learn that "SPY has existed one year 

longer than I have and up to now I've 

missed every issue/ Sonia is—three and 

a half? That explains it; she hasn't yet 

learned her last name. 

Read our lips; no further talk of nub¬ 

bins, Starree Markham of Raleigh, 

North Carolina, has sent us a clipping 

from the Raleigh News and Observer in 

which columnist Ellen Creager writes 

that "lawn-mower sales have been 

trimmed down to nubbins." Jim Later of 

Dearborn, Michigan, cites o 1987 Chica¬ 

go Reader column by Cecil Adams (de¬ 

scribing nubbins as the little things that 

once were used to click into electrical 

sockets to keep the plug in place) os 

proof that "nubbins are extinct, which is 

why this nubbins question is sa baffling/ 

No less an authority than The New York 

Times's William Satire recently used the 

word (In his On Language column, 

even), referring to a phrase that had 

been "pored down to what seems to be 

its nubbin/ But Jonathan Earle of 

Princeton, New Jersey, has sent us the 

nubbin reference to end oil nubbin refer- 

ences, or ot the very least this para¬ 

graph: in a 1980 book written by Spy's 

non-Canadian coeditor, there's a de¬ 

scription of a proper name that "isn't 

easily hacked into a lacker-room nubbin 

of its former self." That should bring us 

full circle, no? Does anyone really want 

to go round again? 

Thanks to all the conspiracy theorists 

and conspiracy-theorist watchers who 

hove sent along new, crucial informa- 

tion, much of rt previously suppressed 

(see "Coincidence? Perhaps," by George 

Kalogerakis, July). One unidentified 

reader, contending that the JFK assassi¬ 

nation remains "unsolve/ offers to ex¬ 

plain "What Really Happen." It's all too 

confusing to go Into here (rest assured 

there was "Government Envolvement"), 

but we would like to pais along the 

significance now being attached to a 

nearby "Grassy Knob/ 

There's plenty more. Thanks to the 

anonymous person who sent us the "spe¬ 

cial genetic cross-breeding issue" of a 

newsletter called The Missing Link* (The 

envelope, by the way, was originally ad¬ 

dressed to "SPAIGH/ but wiser heads— 

or a telephone directory—prevailed,) 

The Missing Link is a compelling publi¬ 

cation- One article begins, "Lots of peo¬ 

ple are having kids these days. On April 

1, 1990 at about 5 o'clock in the after¬ 

noon I found out that I too, and for the 

first time, had become a father. In fact, 

as I was to find out shortly afterwards, a 

father of 34 kids with 8 more in embryo 

form. You see, I found out that I had 

been abducted by UFOs/ETs (Uniden¬ 

tified Flying Objects or Extra-Terrestri¬ 

als) for cross-breeding purposes,../ The 

same issue includes a poem that ► 
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with your assessment; the 1990 Louisiana 

State legislature definitely was one of the 

years most annoying> alarming and ap¬ 

palling things. However, you state that 

Louisiana passed "one bill that effectively 

decriminalizes physical assaults on flag 

burners,. .another that imposes the na¬ 

tion’s tightest restrictions on the content 

and sale of record albums and another 

that bans almost all abortion/’ and chat 

"a bill outlawing spousal rape was defeat¬ 

ed.1' Well, that's mostly true. 

When the anti-spousal-nape bill was 

hooted off the floor as if the House of 

Representatives was full of knuckle¬ 

walking good ol boys scratching their 

privates (which it soon proved itself to 

be), for many native Louisianans it was 

the first sign of how seriously wrong¬ 

headed their legislature was. But if it 

hadn’t been for this unintentional early 

warning, the prochoice and pro—First 

Amendment groups would have been 

caught off their guard larer on. 

For the record, yes, the abortion and 

record-labeling bills were passed, but 

they were vetoed by the governor, Buddy 

Roemer. Tile flag-burning bill never was 

passed as such (and probably never would 

have got off the House floor in any event). 

After the first abortion bill (which did 

not include a measure for rape and incest) 

was defeated, the flag-burning bill was 

“sacrificed" and rewritten to include 

abortion. Since the basic language of the 

flag bill centered on turning a felony (as¬ 

sault) into a misdemeanor (punch a flag 

burner, pay $25), attempts to rewrite it 

so that abortionists would be forced to 

pay a $100,000 fine and serve ten years at 

hard labor were, to say the least, consti¬ 

tutionally suspect. This piece of garbage 

legislation stood the same chance ol 

being passed into law as would a bill pro¬ 

claiming abortion illegal unless the fetus 

burned a flag, And the anti-spousal-rape 

bill? A slightly altered version of the same 

bill was later passed without comment. 

Nancy A, Collins 

New Orleans, Louisiana 

Dear Editors I think No, 44 should 

I have been called 

“Tone-deaf Defenses of Rap." You adopt¬ 

ed the usual line, comparing criticisms of 

rap to earlier criticisms of rock n’ roll. 

Didn't you ever hear the saying “An anal¬ 

ogy is no proof"? Do you mean you can 

rX Topless golf and Aggie ■/ 
\T football, the Sunbelt and Wall 
\ Street, T-shirts, T-bones, 

exploding phones, rodeos... 
^ Welcome to the world of Jim 

self-made men 

Small Fortunes 

Teal and Pete Birion 
who have nothing in common but a 
commitment to making piles of money, 
one way or another. 

Small Fortunes is the sad. true, uproarious 
story of Jim and Pete's quests for success 
—and a wild tour through the heartland 
and swamps of American culture. Money 
has never been so funny. 

Vastly entertaining." 

■r —Kirkus Reviews 

VIKING 
At bookstores now TV iitr.ji ri L'SLA 
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CfieeiA 
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OUVERT MIDI-MINUIT 

PRE-THEATER-AFTER THEATER 

411 PARK AVENUE SOUTH (AT 29TH ST.) 
NEW YORK CITY (212) 679-4111 
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Back in September we introduced an 

amusing game called Rotisserie League 

Life. Now comes a faster version that 

V 
When yuit ihh yon inti Atar <t u iff-wod/th/ted rw hist meting 

you hm to,,, 

t? Pick 'Em: On ycur first call* you select your team. (Keep 

paper and a pm on hand to record and score your players.) 

You pick one player for each of nine positions; Irani 
among those listed at right. Enter once, and you will be 

eligible to win trvtk a/h f u itk ,tfter irtek, 

'ET Score 'Em: W ith the touch of a button on your push¬ 

button phone, you will hear your own personal weekly 

score, and the average score of all those who are playing, 

mid tlie w i nn i ng st tj re. Stitt i t ■' :,i// At ft pi Lift d dt til), X cct 1 

inside dope on whose srur ss rising and whose is plum¬ 
meting ? just listen to spy's This Week in Life, where 
we'll wrap up the previous week s action and report on 

news-makers worrh watching in coming days, 

S Trade 'Em: On subsequent calls, you can swap your 

poor performers for hot-streaking talent. And each week 

spy will bring up a hoc new prospect for you to choose. 
H? Win With 'Em. Weekly prizes ol S100, and S50 
will be awarded to the three cop-scoring players. In 

addition, die player who accumulates the top score for 

the season (January I, 1991, to June 7O, 1991) will re¬ 

ceive a $1,000 grand prize and a special trophy (personal 

presentation ceremonies optional). To add to the thrill,. 

INSTANT WINNERS will receive a special SPY Pak, 

I'll receive j copy id the S-'int-rnh r i-.-.i.m. v original hiniwriir Lcjjsur Lift article, 

sesul uv j •- hi1- k nf money ofdt r (br 3 1 'no Lash ur credit sards jl wpifd?. Also, old- 

si me rs a1ft.ulj- playing I fur fTMgJ/lltc vrf$n.. months into l heir Season, cam 

gel wi;,4.!'. Hurii.i* frs-ulis 1,-r ilur tanim b) m.ni, -1 no S nii 4 ’iTJISIJV-J, 

Nf It'-aditiTMcd envelope iu 'Kv v lluis^ru I j^l.irt. I lit- SPY Building, ^ I mou 

Si;11jn West, Nl-.s York N.Y.. UHUlv 

C j//i ruff 5/ t-'T tfaf ftrit f.Y.'.'J.'. f; 05 -i.W ,*.,r .fcjj/i jJJnUMjf T/.t’Hiii 

(1) uses modern telecommunications 

technology — as a force for good; (2) might make you 

modestly more wealthy; and (3) is more fun than just 

about anything else you can do with a telephone* not 

excluding speaking to a person ostensibly named Bambi. 

Yes* it's Rothserie League Lije 1991 — The Phone Version, 

This game, modeled on Rotisseric League Baseball, tests 

not sports acumen but your knowledge ot current events. 

It challenges you to assemble a roster of people* objects 

and concepts that will make news more often than other 

peoples rostersi (One point is awarded for each mention 

the entry receives in USA To Jay.) 

Starring January 1* 1991, you can, from the comfort of 

your home or office* measure your powers of prog¬ 

nostication every week and vie with other know-it-alls from 

across the country for actual cash prizes. And best of all, 

now you need not alienate your friends by revealing them 

to be shortsighted rubes. Or* for that matter, by revealing 

your own lack of astuteness to them. For that matter, you 

don't even need friends. You just need a push-button 

phone and a keen eye for trends. 

To ASSEMBLE YOUft TEAM* PICK ONE ENTRY FROM EACH CATEGORY 
BELOW, THEN CALL \ -900-884-4-SPY, 

GfttfDV TtCOOH 

1(11 Leona H elms ley 

1112 Carl 3l abn 

UH Chari rt H 

Kyat mg J r. 

104 Henry Kravis 

305 Mike Milken 

I [)6 Rupcrr 

Murdoch 

107 Rem IV rc I man 

UlH Laurence Tisth 

LI Donald Trump 

II (I Mors 
Zuekemn.ni 

SCAHDAL-TAENrtD 

Pontic i *u 
20 L Alan Cranston 

20 J A | 13'Am arc 

203 Dennis 

DeConcini 

2(1-1 David Duke 

205 Barney Frank 

Ncwr Gingrich 

2lD Gary E Ian 

208 Ted Kennedy 

209 l>on R regie 

Fictitious 

Annoyance 

4(11 Agent Disk 
Cooptf 

302 Freddy Krueger 

-iDA Mickey Mouse 
40 j Dan Qiwylt s 

respectability 
405 B4« Simpson 
406 Teenagi 

Mutant Ninja 

Tun k-s 

307 Pkk Tracy 

41 )K Unde Buck 
309 Nancy Wesmm 

Scary Organization 

ill I- Heabollah 
402 IRA 

i(H IKS 
404 Ku KLuk Kkn 

405 Mafia 
406 Mctt-cIJin Ljrtel 
407 Iht Htu' York 

TiTJWI 

498 NBA 

409 FM RC 

CRumrllhQ 

Institution 

501 CIA 

502 congressional 

ethics 

503 Bill Cosby 

504 health care 
505 N ATO 

500 network news 

5 07 Mew York City 

5OS Nkw York 

Yankec-c 

509 nuclear family 

5 11) Warsaw Pat i 

PiNiCtA 

6Ul Barbara Hush 
6(32 condoms. 

60,4 tnt n-j um! 

pindutiivicy 

604 |nsr Say Xu 

6(>5 limiting terms in 

office 

606 liquid diets 

60 " Prozac 

605 recycling 

609 rough stbnols 

GfT-R|CN-QuiCK 

Scheme 

701 LilSUVO 

gambling 

T02 gel txmglu our 

by the Japanese 

^03 own the film 

rights to a 

ingic late 

704 "900 " phone 

I ines 

■ U5 Sim pies u: 

7(36 sltTp with a 

celebrity 

7(17 win on 

A irterii. * 
Funuml H-rittt 

Video i 
“OS wm [hi- Ion cry 

709 wme a 

screenplay 

Dead CelEhRiTt 

HO I James Dean 

H02 buddy Holly 

H04JfK 

Ml * Julir I . 

S05 Marilyn 

Monroe 

K06 Jim Morrison 

SO’ Elvis Presley 

813H Andy Warhol 

809 Malcolm X 

Se*ror 
901 Tom Cruise 
9U2 Slu rilyri Peon 

904 Andy Garcia 

9(M Mel Gibson 

905 John V 
Kennetly Jr. 

9i>6 Madonna 

907 Michelle 

Pfeiffer 

90S J ulia Roberts 

909 Claudia Schtffer 

nn H-v r'li i'Atjn ii> ! r«KI ii ■■ Ai'i 11 L Sm lUiluri1 lull-! Hi". ■_. -aTl IT (r’liiili 1. I . I X U IV; ' mTi ill iiNTi : il '.TV I KiiilUllf L^'JI Llfil it M IHirr^i II1E 
yula lb Viltaib. IV .jIAt btfl W "llfc LTrabkdLi I#lUIT71U CiCTIIIi 11 Iflin fl AaJIt? fklUV tr| ■ V |jIl_jU r I. I'^Y il-J .-JOnirAaCl ibTlL.Lh fcHIT Of, IWI ft blUn mil I lib if; 
u ini i u -- .I ’/ ih* it im. !anr mirini pri !>■. i ’<■ an*, numJo'i 4 I rlrpiaiif ii-^jwr.riirri Cadlm voiSi j 'i^nh-iuri i:.• | l«i-# i hi jldh rrv .-irv iniriii « hcrr r. uf» 

E'-niinimaX l ni---J hn!« i :*■ I ji uii iitni 2-4 ihaun i ibi, -iui ih n Id iotte,.* .jJIn i r.-ni i:-w> ir r^i •--*> arr ural^r : | lii *• kiv ;iwcj 

v.it j ki > n. iti tvre .an ; !i ■ ilc dJo-.ia' unJd i i.-- r li IH rtuH jM p-iirmiaJ ;v rej »a i- n ‘•■.‘.■tt uLlin* \ I |Viiri vui I '• _• --d i “Jra will Is- nj'iki 

m hi naif ra hn p*rrw e*i Ir^iJ § abrJur B H jki ■■ j.IrI ifarf Tb-i i.aiiH •« idf|ni (u ■ fis .■ r-^lrie TMlii Ruki ft. Lcpt I ihu C j-ii tM K.uln. rkf aliniwii mntoJ il mn 

dif-J- cd* 11 '.tnpfir I »■: I *■ --Jir-i-1 >an hr okaApk Irrr tn |*.in*i ■■ m PPL I t Ibrl Aw. \m h K ¥ h Jun ■“ «-tmI l^i¥nri* h-sji% «-r ■■itr is V' i 
!,i,.^ir.ipEUr.1 > m ro wfciLnidihii-.^ p-r- rwiurti1 uwz -ftratm^*M-im-mihr 
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actually listen to that doggerel and say, 

“Its just another art form, as valid as oth¬ 

ers that preceded it"? Idiotic lyrics, pa¬ 

thetic rhymed couplers chanted over a 

reperirive beat — rap is creri nous. 

Not every form of music that people 

present to us has equal merit. People lis¬ 

ten to Loretta Lynn — does that mean I 

have ro abandon criticism? Even para¬ 

noids have enemies, and even music that 

is criticised sometimes sucks. 

La try Eubank 

Jeff mo >i i illt\ l ml in tin 

Y/j, Larry ! 

Rap — we a hit end (trim' it 

We just tfmin' the people 

Who — 

(Well, that's where we fast it. but what wire 

trying to say is it was the fuddy-duddyish re¬ 

actions to rap by some of the same people who 

once embraced rock's outlaw spirit that an¬ 

noyed, alarmed and appalled its.) 

Yol 

P Df:ar Editors Im ive Henry Alford a 
%A well-deserved stein 

of the Oktoberfest brew for his brave trek 

around Manhattan's quirky bed-and- 

breakfasts ["Don't Let the Bedbugs 

Rice!/' October], I d love to be the first 

guest at the spy B&B But tell me up 

front, are my sneakers going to give oft 

too much negative energy? 

And four stars of satirical insight to 

Paul Rudnick tor exposing Faux Nails for 

who and what they are ["Presumed Inno¬ 

cence'], 

Stephen Ghigliotty 

Teqimta. Florida 

Dear Editors I f, as you say on the 

a Contributors page, 

Paul Rudnick is the dessert at the ban¬ 

quet of literature, I suggest that the bat¬ 

ter is getting a bit thick and you would 

do well to cut a few pounds of butt trial 

and molasses out of the recipe, and a few 

hours off the cooking rime, 

Rudnicks main points were well tak¬ 

en, and high-toned ridicule delivered 

from a platform of moral outrage is, of 

course, the reason we all read your fine pe¬ 

riodical Nevertheless, while overkill in 

the service of social satire is no vice, does 

the author truly believe lie is winning 

over the reader to his arguments against 

creeping cultural infantilism when he 

slams Sinead O Connor for calling her 

album l Do Not Want What l Haven 7 

Got — "an honorable sentiment from any¬ 

one who has just gone multi platinum"? 

We are invited to scorn O’Connor as a 

hypocrite for not knowing before she 

recorded and titled the album that it 

would take her from cult obscurity to in¬ 

ternational-celebrity and millionaire sta¬ 

tus, Once an author displays a degree of 

disingenuousness this extreme, a certain 

distance is created between him and the 

reader. 

O'Connor is faulted for having large 

eyes; Melanie Mayron has "matchstick" 

arms —telltale signs of their dishonesty, 

cowardice and refusal to risk. Kurt Rus¬ 

sell is a simpering Naif for saying that his 

lover "has a natural desire and ability to 

seek out joy/’ Michelle Shocked has "de¬ 

fiantly mouse-brown" hair and her songs 

are lent "a bogus authenticity" by her 

having survived institutionalization and 

rape. 

At this point, the suspicion dawns that 

Rudnick may have problems with life be¬ 

yond his problem with people who affect 

* Over 75 minutes of music 

21 FUNK CLASSICS BY THE ORIGINAL SUPERSTARS 
Shining Stai 

— forth, Wind a fire 

Tell Me Something Good 
~ — Rufus 

Jungle Boogie 
— Keel 4 The- Gong 

Theme From "Shaft” 
— Isaac Hayes 

Lady Mofmaiade 
—labeUe 

Keep On Truckin' 
— Eddie Kendricks 

Will It Go Round In CircEes 
— Billy Preilon 

Give Up The Funk (Tear The Roof 
Off The Sucker) 

— Farllmenl 

Kung Fu Fighting 
— Carl Douglas 

(Do The) Push & Pul! 

Thank You (Fafettinme Be 
Mice Elf Agin) 

— Sly & The Family Stone 

Pick Up The Pieces 
— Average White Band 

Cisco Kid 
— War 

I'll Take You There 
- Staple Singers 

Rook Steady 

• Not available in stores... 
or on 8-track 

Right Place, Wrong Time 
— Dr. John 

Da« 

— Rufus Thomas 

Thot'j The Way Hike it 
— K.C. & The Sunshine Band 

— Aretha Franklin 

Super Freak (Bonus 'BOs Track) 
— sick James 

70s 
PRESERVATION 

SOCIETY 

— Brick 

Dancing Machine 
— Jackson S 

Ves We Can, Can 
— Pointer Sisters 

• DOUBLE PLAY CASSETTE anr $14.99 
• COMPACT DISC tm* $18.99 

PUIS $6,00 SHIPPING AMD HANDLING • ALLOW 3-0 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY 
Manufaclived hr GMSfeccrts ft» Raiot and lie Music 60 Tliini 6«h. hr MY 10003 

To order call: 
1 -800-777-4370 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
“THOSE FABULOUS 70S” 

PLUS MOOD RINGS AND LAVA LAMPS 
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And feel great doing it. 

Before these unattractive 
tee.ih li'f re painlessly 

transformed into the 
beautiful Smite in the 

snnp-thot above^ 

Smile! In moat ryM-H a hrautiful-, healthy 

smile ran be yours, thanks to innovative 

procedure performed by our c reative 

smile specialists. Painlessly transform 

unattractive teeth into a sparkling, eye¬ 

catching smile in as few as two visits. 

Call for a free consultation. You'll learn how easily 

porcelain laminate veneers can turn dull, stained or crooked 

teeth into a dazzling and winning smile, We also have the 

latest in quality esthetic fillings and permanent implant tooth 

replacements. 

Smile again I You can have a bright, attractive smile and the 

confidence that goes with it. 

Marc Lowenberg, D.D.S,, RC, 
Gregg Lituchy, D-D,S. 

230 Central Park South, NX, NY 10019 
(212) 580-2890 

opens with "Is it all a game to you, my 

dien friend?" and ends with the cou¬ 

plet "I love you, my Alien/I am your 

willing abductee," 

Steve Jackson of Austin, Texas, sent 

his board game, Illuminati: The Game 

of Conspiracy ("Nothing terrible has 

happened to us yet," wrote Jackson* 

'The March 1 incident in which the Se¬ 

cret Service raided our offices under a 

sealed warrant wos obviously just a co¬ 

incidence"). John Adams of Lofayette, 

Colorado, sent an excerpt from When 

Worlds Collide, a 1933 novel that situ¬ 

ates a Japanese character at a scene 

of devastation in the United States on 

December 7* (Adams asks, "Prescience 

or conspiracy?" Well, that's one we 

don't have to agonize over; but you 

may recall that in November 1987 we 

predicted to the day when Gary Hart 

would, post-adultery-revelation, reen¬ 

ter the presidential race, and if we are 

part of o conspiracy, nobody has told 

us about it.) Still more readers, from 

Nick Wolf of Columbus, Ohio, to Blair 

McKee of Winnetka, Illinois, checked 

in with amusing conspiracy theories of 

their own (sorry, no room for them — 

that Rotisserie League Life update is 

just sentences away), but the one we 

liked best was on a postcard sent by ill 

Massinger of San Jose, California, The 

card showed the destruction caused by 

the "San Francisco Bay Area Earth¬ 

quake" in four photographs that were 

copyrighted "1988"—a year before the 

quake. 

Finally —finally —thanks to Mas¬ 

sachusetts "assassinolog!st" R* B. Cut¬ 

ler tor all his encouraging, if elliptical, 

mail* "Perestroika without g/osnost," 

he wrote In one missive, "is like,,, 

you're better at this than I." Urn...like 

Rotisserie League Life without nub¬ 

bins? $ 

CORREC TION 

In November's column "Judges' Ed.," 

we inadvertently inflated the city of 

Warsaw, New York, into a county.) 

ATTENTION fans of 

ROTISSERIE LEAGUE LIFE 

See page 16 for information about an 

enormously fun and only moderately 

expensive way to play this exciting spy 

game by phone. 
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a childish or dysfunctional manner. Just 

as tt is not permissible that; Michelle 

Shocked'^ harrowing life experiences 

might authentically inform her music, so 

it is that childhood has nothing to do 

with adulthood. The man is father ro the 

man. 

In the end, Rudnick reveals his eigh¬ 

teenth-century view of children as non¬ 

persons, and childhood as forgotten 

downtime in the waiting room of life. 

The author is clearly an adult who does 

not lack bravado and is willing to "live 

full tilt and to decay with style/' But his 

a rgu ment decays otherwise, ^ 

Audrey.' Christie 

Los Angelest California 

Dear Editors II nfortunately your 

U writer Rachel Ur- 

quhart never contacted me concerning 

the work that Clay Felker did for US, 

News & World Report ["Voyage to the Bot¬ 

tom of the Newsstand/" November]. 

For the record, let me state that Clay 

made an enormous contribution to the 

revitalisation of US, News & World Re¬ 

port, His ideas were relevant, construc¬ 

tive, valued and, most of all, reflected an 

extraordinary understanding of the new 

role that news week lies must establish for 

themselves — not as regurgitacors of the 

previous week's important events, but as 

analysts and interpreters of the most im¬ 

portant trends and issues coming up, In 

addition, he was particularly valuable in 

developing the whole News You Can Use 

section for US. News & World Report, 

which has been extraordinarily well re¬ 

ceived, 

Af ortimer B. Ztaker man 

Editor in chief I 

U.5. News & World Report 1 

New York 

We thank Mr, Zuckerman for his defense of 

Mr. Felker, (Though his complaint is interest¬ 

ing in light of hts content ton in GQ this fall 

that he doesn 't “cooperate with female reporters 

{because} all the) really want to know is why 

aren 't / married to them.") 

SPY welcomes letters from its readers. Address 

correspondence to spy, The SPY Building, 5 

Union Square West, New York. N.Y. 

10003. Typewritten letters are preferred. 

Please include your daytime telephone number. 

Letters may be edited for length or clarity, J 

QUA! D’ORSAY RESTAURANT NEWSLETTER 
277 Cl lURCH STREET (BETWEEN WHITE & FKANKI IV. NEW YORK. N.Y. 10013. 212 966-9881 

'■-pi 

i 

Ir ■* 

FASHION RATION 
PLENTY OF NYLONS ON DISPLAY TO SHOW 
WHAT THE GIRLS WANTED IN 1944 

If you are still all gammed out in Donna Karan, 
Ralph Lauren and Calvin you’re in for a shock. 
When the oil prices hit the ceiling, their jet transport 
from the Far East, (where most of their clothes ait 
made), will drive their prices up 40% for Christmas 
With thin, in mind Quai DXJrsay researched the 
extraordinary fashion period of France circa 1944 
when there was no fashion and no money. Then we 
threw a Liberation of Paris Party where 
everybody wore the rationed look of World War II. 
Women exchanged their skirts for slacks and since 
there was ng coal for heat or shoe leather, wore ski 
outfss with clogs. Electricity cuts closed hair salons 
and caused turbans to come into fashion and women 
painted stripes on Lheir calves to imitate nylons. The 
food for the Quai D'Graay fette was ires simple and 
Quai D'Orsay chefs served up piemy of potatoes and 
bubbly recalling Hem min gw ay storming the Ritz, 
liberating the champagne cellar and forcing the 
Germans into the. kitchen to peel potatoes. 

OFF WITH THEIR HEADS 
ART COLLECTORS AND CRITICS 
CAVORT ON BASTILLE DAY 
Pretty mademoiselles were laughing their heads off at 
the mock constructed guillotine looming in the back of 
the restaurant at the Quai D’Orsay Bastille Day Party 
but some of the col Lee tors and critics above had pretty 
sad faces. It was a terrible, art summer with prices 
plummeting so badly that a few depressed collectors 
had to be restrained from putting their heads in the 
guillotine. Big time West Broadway moguls have 
experienced massive deflation with some Jaspers 
down as much as 300%. This might be time to set 
aside some gtxxl wine from the Quai D’Orsay cellar 
as a hedge against further art market disasters. 

BRACE YOURSELF FOR HARD TIMES 
Quai D'Orsay initiates Brace Yourself for Hard 
Times Brunch 7 days a week. Let the Nancy 
Reagan idle rich keep their anorexic looks.Quai 
D’Grsay patrons intend to face the Reagan/Bush 
recession with a full stomach. After the healthy fruit 
platters, and cereals, you can earbo load on heavy 
orders of grits, crepes, buckwheat pancakes, quiches, 
polenta, 100 % Bran and Wara Bread with assorted 
smoked fish. Or if you want eggs and several 
varieties of French country ham and bacon it's here. It 
will ail be available 7 days a week at a low prix Fixe. 
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ARSITY | 
LUB ( 

37 E, 20th St. iBet. Park & BwayA 328-0200 I 
New York, N.Y. 10003 11 “ 

SUN. & 
FOOTBALL 

LADIES MIGHTS 
^---l^jt--—- j 

THURSDAY 9HQ 
FRIDAY 8’ 
SATURDAY 8-11 

(AT TSE BAR ONLY) 

I 
M 

I 

Lit ilbo sm iipiign&k® 
i,m &um®@§ 

ES&SFIP^ IS®®® |K§ 

Wtit ®m. 

*■ Vg TEMU 
TSlSEJIMaiin? = ME® 

LADIES 

DRINK FREE 

<wul■ stte wm emsMtm mn 
m smt w oo 

*• Rpf valid' thatf. n#v. 29 
Sit- 4t£. I 
sat. dee. & 
Units, dee* IS 
fri. tic. 19 

************************************r*****************************************r**r*********** 

MONDAY— FRUIT 5 tt? 

► * * * 

FREE WINGS, PIZZA A OTHER FOOD 
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i 
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by Jamie Malanowski 

portrait of the 

MEMORANDiSTAS A 
YOUNG MAN 
We always rhought of Mark 

Kosrabi as someone far more 

successful as a self-fTromorer 
than as an artist. How wrong 

even we can be. Recently we 

received a copy of a prescrip¬ 

tive memo Kostabi sent to 

the anonymous painters who 

actually execute his works 

(which sei] for up to 
$7QK000): 

NOTICE TO PAINTERS 

"EFFECTIVE IMMEDI¬ 

ATELY —UNTIL FUR¬ 
THER NOTICE —OR 

UNLESS SPECIFICALLY 

APPROVED BY MARK 

KOSTAB1 

" 1, AU pguns mmt h tendered 

in high contra a: meaning 

either white mto black ot a 

very ligbr color into a very 

dark color. The only exceptions 

an: 
" A. In the case of a multiple 

figure composition, certain 

figures may not be in the 

stream of direct light.,., 

" B. If you arc trying to 

achieve a Deliberate Atmo¬ 

spheric effect, for example: 

figures fading into the hazy 

distance, in which case fore¬ 

ground figures should be 

high contrast and receding 

figures can gradually be less 

contrasty. ► 

Default-Decade Diary: Mindful of Donald 

Trumps notorious deadbeat tendencies. First 

Boston, the investment bank representing Trump 

in negotiations with the Taj Mahal bondholders 

he has been trying to stiff, made a highly unusual 

request of its client: the bank, itself in the throes 

of a cash crunch, demanded that Trump pay his 

fee up front, in cash — no extensions or tough-guy 

tactics permitted. 

II 

Elderly gossipeuse Liz Smith is showing 

increasing signs of mental disarray. This fall she 

somehow got her hands on a p republican on copy 

of New York's warmed-over cover story on Ivana 

Trump and became agitated over its contention 

that she'd written her Trump-split scoop with the 

cooperation of Ivana's lawyer Michael Kennedy. 

She immediately called banty, social-climbing 

New York editor Ed Kosher, and at: her strident 

behest — // you ever want my help on any story again, 

she croaked, change that sentence — the offending 

line was altered to mention another of Ivana s 

handlers, public-relations shaman John Scanlon. 

Apparently placated, Liz gushed about the piece 

in her column, but then she made a special point 

of denying the articles assertion about her and 

Scanlon —precisely the assertion she had all but 

dictated to Kosner the week before. 

III 

In ORDER to HOUSE HIMSELF and his entourage 

during the Broadway staging of Miss Saigon, itty- 

bitty British showman Cameron MACKINTOSH pur¬ 

chased a theater-district pled-a-terre —sight 

unseen. Alas, when the producer of the musical 

about a Vietnamese prostitute finally arrived to 

inspect his new West 44th Street townhouse, he 

deemed it unacceptable. While pimps and prosti¬ 

tutes are fine onstage, it seems that the sight of 

similar, real-life characters in the neighborhood 

was too much for the sensitive producer. The 

cownhouse was immediately put up for resale and 

remains on the marker for $1.2 million. 

111! 

While tiny British composer Andrew Lloyd 

Webber was holed up in hij New York pied-a- 

terre— a crinoline-upholstered Trump Tower 

duplex — working on Aspects oj Lore, he was 

besieged by phone calls from Steven Spielberg, his 

upstairs neighbor. Spielberg asked whether Lloyd 

Webber might be interested in skipping Aspects'% 

Broadway run and transferring the musical direct¬ 

ly to the screen —with Spielberg as director, of 

course. At one point Lloyd Webber instructed an 

assistant to "get Mr, Shpie/berg on the phone." 

Tell me, Steven, Lloyd Webber said, “just how 

much money do you make from your films?" 

Spielberg responded that he had taken in some¬ 

thing on the order of S75 million from ZT. T\ and 

shortly thereafter the rwro concluded their discus¬ 

sion. "Seventy-five mill ion dollars," Webber later 

mused aloud. "It hardly seems worth the bother. 

Jay McInerney has ATTEMPTED to impersonate F. 

Scott Fitzgerald for years, And while he fails in 

rep!Scaring his hero's literary success, he is having 

some luck in mimicking Fitzgerald’s life-style 

excesses. Recently a respected television producer 

was enjoying dinner at Elaines with friends when 

he was interrupted by a reeling, extravagantly 

anesthetized patron who looked for all the world 

like McInerney. The fellow groped for a chair to 

pull up beside the producer but, finding that just 

too difficult a maneuver, fell into the lap of his 

intended comrade. Lhhen, the former boy wonder 

whispered conspirator!ally, let’s get your older croud 

together u ith my younger croud and realty take otw the 

downtown dub scene! As irresistible as the offer was 

to the producer, he politely declined- The would- 

be Peter Pan had evidently forgotten that he and 

his superhip pals are now members of the same 

graying, th ickenirig age cohort — 35-to-49 — as 

the producer and his circle of friends. 
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Sturm uhd Drang und Partial Clearing by Midday 
SPY Discovers an Alarming Meteorological Para hie 

n October 

3“the day Berliners 

giddily celebrated the 

official reunification 

of their country and 

the return of an all- 

Germany Reichstag 

to their city — there 

developed in the 

Caribbean a tropical 

storm named Klaus, 

its curious moniker 

coming from a list of 

names drawn tip by 

the United Nations 

World Meteorological 
Organization eleven years ago. Oblivious to the 

"burden of history" invoked by German president 

Richard von Weizsacker in a solemn speech given 

^,000 miles away, Klaus caused Hash floods in the 

French department of Martinique,, killing six peo¬ 

ple, then bombarded the British Commonwealth 

island nation Antigua 

and Barbuda, causing 

further damage. By 

October 3, Klaus had 

been upgraded to 

hurricane status by 

the US- National 

Hurricane Center, 

and a few days later a 

storm bearing an Ital¬ 

ian name, Marco, 

began to assert itself 

in the region. On 

October 9, Klaus and 

Marco actually joined 

forces and moved in 

toward the American coast, gust mg and spraying 

Florida's shores with Luftwaffe-Iike fury and caus¬ 

ing coastal floods and beach erosion. But Klaus's 

rerrible triumph was short-lived: not long after 

his assault on the United States, Klaus dissipated, 

never to be heard from again. — David Kamp 

Private Lives df Public Figures 

Ronald Reagan celebrates his 80th birthday. 

Illustration by Drew Friedman 

What's in 
a Name? 
Our Monthly 

Anagram Analysis 

NEW YEAR'S EVE 

YES, EVER ANEW 

SUPER BOWL 

BLOW PURSE 

ARAB-ISRAELI 

CONFLICT 
A TRIBAL RELIC OF CAIN'S 

THE FEDERAL 

DEFICIT 

FLEECED THRIFT IDEA 

PERESTROIKA 

PEAK RIOTERS 

A ndy Aaron 

mt pi 11 riiNi cmT|riuf» 

"2. Ad reflectedlight mmt k 

cither a middle-toned color or a 

middle!dark color — titter a 

very tight color and mtw white. 

No painting mil hare a /La 

background, AUfigures must he 

given jimte farm of halation. 

whether it he extreme white or 

red glint S or a stthtle atmospheric 

haze. Thai fxtlm are outIII... 

"4. If the idtkt Person ha.i mt 

indicated knkgrutttid treat meat, 

then the painter mmt figure it out 

aeeurditig to tlx; ijhttve prim iph i, 

"5. [S]hadows should never 

appear i mi dental or it he an 

afterthought- Make them if rung 

Utid deliberate. 

"6. Do mt if a green. (Even if 

Pit iissv med it.t Tht only excep¬ 

tion < are chartrtme [.w] iyel- 

ItnihgrLiitK hut only as a delib¬ 

erate aridtt cWi'etti. and mint 

g rent. 

" 7. Keep orange and Iron it 

J/jtitt to a hart m annum- 

H8. Preferred Koslahi colors: 

Mack, white, rid, hi He, 

tcmrqmtse metallic gold, 

and its small doses: yellow, 

char truest fj/r]. purple. 

THEY FOUGHT THE LAW, 

AND THE LAW WON: THE 

YEAR IN CRIMINAL 

SENTENCES 

Souner or later, experts say. 

thickens comt home to roost. 

Leaving aside.- the question 

of why dus means omn-- 

uppatue (Why vhoutdnV 

chickens come home/), here, 

m our continuing effort to 

keep track of criminal behav¬ 

ior and the amount of chick- 

en-roostmg it engenders, js 

our Review of Criminal Sen¬ 

tences 3 99U, in descending 

order of severity. 

John List, family killer: "> 

life terms 

Will item Underwood, Har¬ 

lem heroin kingpin and for¬ 

mer manager of music 

groups New Edit ion and 

Slave; life without parole 

Richard Angelo. Lung 

Island's "Angel ot Death," — 
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“Dear Penthouse: I Never 

Thought I’o Be Writing for You 

INK f IN L MIn! C« Nil Mu Id 

who was found guilty of 

fiscally in jeering elderly 

patients with Pavtilon: 50 

years to life 

Angel Dio*, who with sever¬ 

al accomplices murdered an 

Israeli man in the Bronx, 

rhen traveled by subway to 

Brooklyn to rob and rape the 

man’s wife and teenage 

daughter: 3Hl/i years to life 

Joey Foma, the trigger man 

in rhe murder of Yusuf 

Hawkins in Ben son hurst: 

3236 years to lift 

Woody Lemom, former 

chairman of i thrift in Texas 

whose collapse cost taxpayers 

S 1.3 billion: 30 years 

Donald Lowry, of Bet ten- 

dorf. Iowa, leader of the 

Church of Love, through 

which he bilked 31*000 men 

out of £ 1.5 million with tales 

oi Chonda-Za, a paradise 

inhabited by nude love 

angels; 2" years 

Gregory Smith, a New Jer¬ 

sey man with AIDS convict¬ 

ed of attempting to murders 

prison guard by biting him: 

25 years 

Ronald Longa, a diner 
employee from upstate New 

Ytsrk who kilted a man tor 

complaining about his 

cheeseburger toppings: 20 

years ro life 

Mark Putnam, an FBI agent 

who strangled an informer 

who was pregnanr with his 

child: 16 years 

Lorry Mahoney, the drunken 

driver from Kentucky whose 

pickup collided with a School 

bus, kilting 27 church-group 

members.: 16 years 

Sandra Amos, rhe Mrs, Fil¬ 

berts margarine heiress, who 

was convicted of trafficking 

in cocaine: I fc years and a 

$20*000 bne 

Gregory Scroggins, a Geor¬ 

gia man with A EPS convict¬ 

ed of attempted murder after 

biting a polite officer; 10 
yea rs 

Williom Lotono, the Miami 

police officer whose killing of 

two unarmed blacks set off 

riots in Liberty City m 1988; 
7 years 

Anffon McCray Raymond 

Santana and Yus«f Salaam, ► 

now we had expected American Psycho* 

Brer Easton Ellis's new novel depicting extrava¬ 

gant disemboweling and sadistic sexual violence* 

to be proudly wearing Simon tk Schuster's 

colophon on its spine [see Books* December]. 

But at the last minute* Simon & Schuster chair¬ 

man Richard Snyder announced that "it has been 

decided not to go forward with the publishing 

[of American Psycho]A calling the decision a 

"matter of taste/' Confident as we were chat the 

book Ellis describes as a "critique of eighties 

morals and mores” would quickly be snatched 

up by another publisher, we felt terrible about 

the reading publics having to wait even a few 

months for the insights of the spokesman for his 

generation. 

To right this wrong, we decided to lend litSis 

a hand in placing his work, We sent a compara¬ 

tively mild seven-page chunk of Ellis's man¬ 

uscript—a passage in which the protagonist tor¬ 

tures a sex partner and then cuts her in half with 

a chain saw — to a number of magazine editors, 

proposing that they publish the section as a 

short story. To make sure the material would be 

judged objectively* we removed Ellis's name 

from the submission. And to stack the deck a 

little* we bypassed manifestly straitlaced publi¬ 

cations and turned right to those periodicals 

where graphic writing about physical relations is 

routine. Here are rhe replies: 

Screw: "[Your piece] is not suitable for our mag¬ 

azine/1 

Swank: “Your style and/or subject matter is nor 

appropriate for publication in Swank" 

Gent: "Sorry we cannot use this material* but we 

appreciate your thinking of us." 

Turn-On Letters; ' Too long/’ 

Options, the (Canadian] Bi-Monthfy: Your story 

isn't hot,*.[is] too short.,.has too much hetero¬ 

sexual content (and] violates a Canadian taboo," 

Cavalier: "Sorry, this story is too short for us* for 

beginners.,, Its also too violent tor our reader- 

ship.,.. This isn't really eroticism — it’s horror 

fiction with brutal sexuality, I'm not sure there's 

a market for it — not in the men's magazines 

(too brutal) nor in the horror mags (too sexual). 

But* you write well!” 

That last compliment made us wonder if we 

hadn’t set our sights a bit too high. Therefore* we 

pseudonymously submitted the excerpt to Van¬ 

tage Press and Carlton Press, rwo so-called vanity 

publishers. The first reply was discouraging: 

Vantage Press declined — that is* even if Ellis hail 

hmi willing to pay sti era l thousand dollars to publish 

his novel Vantage had no interest in taking his money* 

Adding insult to injury, Vantage enclosed a 

brochure that assures writers chat while the com¬ 

pany is willing to publish controversial material, 

"controversy is not the same as... crackpot ism_ 

Such material we emphatically reject." Our hopes 

dimmed* we opened the letter from Carlton Press 

dispiritedly Pay dirt! "Our initial reaction is quite 

favorable and we think it merits publication*" 

wrote Carlton, clearly a visionary publishing house 

staffed by inspired* risk-taking mavericks. “Do 

you have more material of this caliber so that we 

can consider publishing a book-length volume?" 

Unfortunately for Carlton, Vintage Books, an 

imprint of Random House and no relation to Van¬ 

tage, snapped up the novel* and won't charge Ellis 

a cent. —Josh Gillette 

Separated at Birth? 

Adnan Khashoggi... and Cosmo Spacely 
of The Jetsons ? 

Warren Beatty... 

and Roseanne Barr? 

and Steven Tyler 
of Aerosmith? 
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"Karpou Sucks! Kkrpd* Sucks!" 
The Sights, the Sounds, the Action at a Wwid Chanipwmhip Chess Match 

TMf ri>t| HI NI CONTiwUfe 

convicted of raping the C'cn- 

cnl Park jogger: &f\ to 20 

years 

Arch Moore Jr., former gov¬ 

ernor of West Virginia, con¬ 

victed ot gralt; 5- years and a 

$1?IMH)0 fine 
Adclo Hoizer, a Broadway 

producer who claimed she 

was ihe wife of David Rocke¬ 

feller and defrauded investors 

of S i million: { to H years 

Lea no Helms ley. Cone if ted 

ut tax evasion■ i years in 

prtson, s years on prulxujun, 

7M) hours ol community &er- 

vice and a S"’. 5 S2 million 

lint 

Marilyn L. Harrell, "Rtihin 

hud;' convicted of theft of 

approximately S6 million m 

the HUD scandal: 46 

months, plus S6(HMHJ0 in 

restitution 

Fran Trutt, an animal rights 

advocate who planted a 

bomb near the car of an t-xec- 

utive whose company experi¬ 

ments on dogs: >2 months 

Leonard Spodelt. the ’ Drac- 

ul.i landlord*" who refused to 

re]Mir Ins buildings: J years 

and an S1 1,000 fine 
Morsha Cohen, a dentist 

and heroin addict convicted 

ul burglary. ( Vi to Wi years 
Lynet+e Horri-s who jXWed 

nude in PJay&t*) with her 

identical twin, and who was 

convicted ol evading raxes on 

SfihbjHXl given tier by an 

ol togen.Li hm widower in 

exchange lor companionship 
and sot: 1 year and a 

$ I 2,5(H) fine 

M ok go ret Ray, who claimed 

she was David Leccermjrii's 

wife and broke into has home 

for the sixth rime: I year 

Viola Douglas, who stabbed 

her fiance in the neck with j 

barbecue fork alter he 

peremptorily switched chati¬ 

nt'k ro wart h the Super 

Bowl:: HI months 

Marian Barry, convacred til 

misdemeanor cocaine posses¬ 

sion: 6 months 

John Poindexter, the former 

national security adviser, 

convicted of lying co Congress 

about the Iran-contra affair: 6 

months 

Pete Rose, autograph- ► 

osc of the fun of going to see rhe Mets at Shea Stadium or the Rangers at the Garden is being 

part of a big, boisterous crowd, shouting obscenities at the officials and hoisting a jumbo beer or two. 

Add to that the thrill of a pitching duel or the furious skates man ship of’ pro hockey, and you have a 

pretty exciting way to spend an evening. The atmosphere was a little different at the Hotel Macklowe 

during the world-championship chess matches between Gary Kasparov and Anatoly Karpov. Our report: 

5:25 p.mu The crowd: just like a high school 

c h es s c 1 u b — nerd y, be spec tac led, til- d ressed — bu t 

also fat and bald, 

5:30 p,m.: Combatants enter. They sir. Huge, red, 

backlit cardboard chess pieces give stage the fed 

of a bad Broadway musical about chess, 

5:41 p.m,: Lengthy pause precedes Move 8. 

5:49 p.ni,; Still Move 8, Headsets have been pro¬ 

vided for commentary by two chess experts. Com¬ 

ment: "Well, let's see. ...Kasparovs thinking. 

6:00 p.mu Audience of 200 stares silently. 

6:04 p,m,: Concession stand offers chess-themed 

beverages (white Russians) and chess-themed 

sandwiches (the "Bishop turkey, prosciutto, sun- 

dried tomatoes, arugulu). 

6:17 p*m,: Press room. Amiable Englishman 

Nigel Eddis Cl'm one oi the main chess photog — 

really the main chess photographer in the U.S.") 

makes bold chess predictions ( There will be no 

swords sheathed early, I can tell you that"). 

7:14 p <m+1 Mo^t I 3- Kasparov. B—d ?. 

7:33 An usher explains, "Kasparov has a 

townhouse he usually stays in. But last Friday 

night, after he lost, he came back to the hotel rav¬ 

ing and singing in the lobby, I guess he couldn't 

find the townhouse." 

8:17 p.m*: Move 17. Kasparov: N-b7. 

8:39 p*m+: Pause. 

9:15 p.rn*: Another usher, Michelle, a marketing 

major at Ford ham, considers game a probable draw. 

10:17 p.m.: Karpov blunders — B—d2. 

10:22 p *m,: Draw. Michelle prescient. Crowd dis¬ 

perses quietly — no brawling. Plenty of taxis. 

— Michael Krautz 

Something Wild at Heart 
A Cutting-Edge Aittettv Smaanl 

LYNCH BYRNE 

First name Duv uk Yes Yes 

Attended art school? Dropped out ot Pennss lvania Dropped one of Rhode Island 

Academy of Fine Arts alter ivvo years hi htiol of Design after ruts years 

Karly lame with haul Late- 19M)s experimenu 1 him, Late-I9“0s experimental band. 

Era Si rhiitd Talking Heads 

Continued fame with man Autcured 1980s him The Elephant Autcured 198<Js song fdevision 

Mini Man" 

Preoccupied with banal middle- Yes Yes 

class lift and psycho killers:1 

Main si rea i n b re a k l It ro u g h First TV series, 'Tutu Peak', a darkly First feature him, Tnti Star us, a 

satiric l<K>k at small-town life in darkly satiric look at small-town 

Washington, close ro the Canadian life in Texas, close to the Mexican 

border border 

(‘rossovt-r project Wrote lyrics for album (Juice Wrote music for ballet (Twyla 

Cruise1) Tharp's Cal he vim W 7^7) 

Last name describes grisly form Yes Yes 

of homicide? 

Oddly named collaborator Angelo Bada[amend Brian Frio 

Preferred attire Big black suits* shirr buttoned up Big white suits* shirt buttoned up 

Material has been performed at Yes Yes 

BAM? 

Has been on cover ol Timet Yes Yes 

— Martm hsameyer 
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Aerobic Trainer only 
$2095 a month! 

Virtually id-eniicid to the health * 

duh model 

Use while watching TV or reading 

3 programs—12 levels—over 

I million rides 

Unparalleled 5-year warranty* 

Computerized variable resistance 

Self-powered for use anywhere, 

easv to move 

• Convenient — never miss 

another workout 

• Motivating program 

readouts—shows total 

calories burned, miles 

ridden (NEW) 

• Exclusive Kill Profile interval 

training works FAST 

SPECIAL FREE OFFER—SAVE $130 
Order now and get FREE air shipping. Call 

800-877-3867, Dept. 671 >bu must mention 

this magazine to receive1 this FREE shipping and 

handling offer worth $130 

Now you can own a genuine 

LifecvdelTi aerobic trainer for or Iv v 4 

$39*95 a month with no-cost financing 

—0% APR—and no down payment.* 

If you’ve worked out in a health 

dub, you've probably used the 

Ufecvde® aerobic trainer It’s the ■ 
most popular piece of dub equip¬ 

ment because it's fun, motivating 

and it works—FAST! 

A recent 12 week study p 

found that only 12 minutes, 
3 times a week on the 

exclusive Lifecycle® Hill 

Profile program provided 

ignificant aerobic 

REMEMBER, YOU MUST 
ORDER BY FEBRUARY 28,1991 
TO GETTUE SPECIAL SAVINGS! 

■ t cojv, nf the Lift: cycle v^eur ttaitied warranty will ht1 ship|h-d 

wrthl chf Li ft^vCh: ” (rJjfifr, ura Fret: copy cun beufrlained to ^riUn^ 

" LlfecycSt lonsumer Warranty." Li Ft Fitnt'Sh Inc. Jcrunimo tfoad 

IrviiH'. FA9J1# Notluwft Tuym<'n5, ll'.. \PK, JjW.*}* HHI for Hll 

rocis. - S ty>8 iL S.). >alt*b tiv for CA and 11- residwtls imK 
Fmjitsclrtji ..nid UiJ'fc! shipping and handlimi in L S onh OfFer sab^ti 

to credit jppntfal Jipd February JLK, 3Wt 

0CALL7OLL-FR 

800-877-3867 
Dept 671 to order / 
or for the name , ^ 
of a convenient / ^ J 
retail dealer. / ^9 ^2 

y ##" /X 
/ .y / 

/ ,<^W'C' *3' it 

more si 

improvement than a 2r 

minute ride, 3 times a 

week on an ordinary exer- 

cise bike—with the same 

amount of work! That’s why 

thousands of busy people are successfully 

using their own Lifecycle** trainers to 

LOOK BETTER. FEEL BETTER AND LIVE 

LONGER! 

NO-RISK TRIAL-Use it in vour home1 
■r 

for a hill 30 days. If you aren't satisfied 

for any reason, we ll pick it up at our 

expense and give you a full refund 

or credit. 

©J99B Life Fitness. Inc. All riphis resmnl LHW’ydu i>. h moistened 

(ftdtfiwk d Ufo Fitness, Inc ■' a subsidiary of Bally Manufoctortnp 

Corporal Km 8086 I U/90) 
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T H I r I H I CCMTIItylO 

signet-fur-hirc, convicted of 

filing false tax rerurns: 5 

months and a $50,000 fine 

Robert Freeman „ Former 

head of arbitrage ar Goldman 

Sachs, convicted of insider 

trading; I yeart all but 4 

months suspended, and a $1- 

miltion fine 

Peter Brant, hoity-toity 

publisher {hitm'ieu'), convicr¬ 

eel of tax evasion; 1 year, all 

but 90 days suspended 

Martin Ste-gel, convicted of 

selling inside information to 

Ivan Boesky: 2 months 

Kelsey Grammer, Chem's 

Dr Crane, who violated the 

terms of a probation sentence 

resulting from a DW1 viola¬ 

tion: 30 days in jail and 10 

picking up trash 

The Reverend Al Sharpen, 

convicted of disorderly con¬ 

duct during a "Day of Rage": 

15 days 

Yvauiand Bureau, Br-fwak- 

Eyo's ’’Lady Goetz": -1 week¬ 

ends in jail 

Joseph Hoielwood, captain 

t>f tile Exxm VW*s, convict¬ 

ed of one minor charge in the 

dm.mtt-r: $S<1,00(1 in restitu¬ 

tion and l ,000 hours' clean¬ 

ing up 

Vanessa Vadim, the 21 -year- 

old daughter of Jane Fonda, 

arrested with her boyfriend, 

who was allegedly buying 

heroin: ,3 days' community 

service 

Aundray Bruce, Atlanta Fal¬ 

cons linebacker, who faded to 

fTt-rlorm the community-ser¬ 

vice sentence leveled after a 

d isorderfy-co mI ucr con vi c- 

Uon 5 Saturdays’ picking up 

trash on county highways 

David and Ginger Twitchell, 

Christian Scientists who were 

convicted of manslaughter 

after refusing treatment for 

their i wo-year-old son, who 

died: 10 years1 probation 

Eugene Fedor, violinist, 

who pleaded guilty to break¬ 

ing into a muiel (heroin and 

cocaine charges were 

dropped): 3 years' probation 

Matthew Barnwell, crack 

addict and Bronx school 

principal; ^ years' probation 

and community service 

Richard Second. Iran-contra *- 

Datebook 
Enchanting ami 

Alarming Events 

Upcoming 

January 

4 The New York 

National Boat Show 

begins its ten-day run 

ar thejavits Center* 

Tomorrow's Wall Street 

journal has a front-page 

feature headlined "For 

Penobscot Bay 

Lobsterman, Corporate 

Backing Ts the Lure/' 

accompanied by a 

stipple drawing of a 

bearded rustic in an 

Evinrude cap, 

11 A Gershwin 

Celebration with 

Bobby Short"; Carnegie 

Hall, Coming soon: "A 

Con nick Celebration 

with Michael 

Feinscein," 

18 "American Kastem 

The Dutch-Style 

Cupboards of New 

York and New Jersey 

1650—1800"; 

Met ropol i tan M useum. 

Nicely turned out 38- 

year-olds take their 

children to see what 

The SPY List 
Johnny Corson 

John Dean 

Clark Gable 

Jimi Hendrix 

Ron Howard 

Mick Jogger 

Don Johnson 

many other Gentiles 

Johnny Mathis 

Malcolm McDowell 

Rudolf Nureyev 

Elvis Presley 

Burt Reynolds 

Prince William 

life was like before 

IKEA. 

February 

1 Sports Illustrated'* 

annual swimsuit issue 

hits the newsstands. 

Librarians at parochial 

schools draft letters to 

the editor containing 

the words indecent, 

scantily dad and 

impresshnabh; Mar i n 

County feminist 

groups call for the 

publishers castration, 

1 "Age in a virtuous 

person*..carries in it an 

authority which makes 

it preferable ro all the 

pleasures of youth, 

said Sir Richard Steele 

of jolly Olde England. 

And speaking of age, 

Ut Smith turns an 

incredible 68 today! 

Who knows how she 

manages to stay so full 

of "vim and vigor," bur 

hot young numbers 

like Madonna, Delta 

Burke and Kathleen 

Turner should take 

note" of her secrets lor 

a long life: frozen hot 

chocolate at 

Serendipity, cabaret 

shows at Roinbow & 

Stors and chicken-fried 

steaks at Yellow Rose 

Cafe. 

15 Fiftieth anniversary 

of Duke Ellington's 

first recording of "Take 

the A Train." Alas, 

budget constraints now 

dictate chat the 

uptown-express A 

make local stops 

during late-night 

hours, creating an 

invaluable metaphor 

opportunity for anyone 

writing liner notes to 

some futu re boxed-set 

Ellington anthology: 

"The Duke is gone 

now, and with him the 

Manhattan he made 

swing: the Savoy’s been 

stumped, and even the 

A train isn’t the 

seamless ride it used to , 

be. But if you close 

your eyes and give 

these records a listen, 

you'll be cruisin’ 

uptown on the express, 

livin' the lush life with 

your satin doll. Amen, 

and stay cooL 

18 Washington's 

birthday (observed). 

22 Washington's 1 

birthday (actual)* 

24 Abe Vigoda s 

birthday (actual 

and observed). 

26 The final day 

of "Managing 

the Self,' a 

bus i ness m en "s re t tea t 

sponsored by The 

Economist \ North 

Horsham, England, 

Reticent British 

executives attempt 

U.S.-style stress- 

management 

techniques but learn 

only that elastic- 

trimmed socks are 

better for blood 

circulation than leg 

garters. J} 

OH, YEAH? WHAT HAMMERING NOISE? 
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“Okay, Now, What's the Sign for BebiV' 
Our Special Donald Trump Sign-Language Translation Guide 

ver the years., spy's critics have called us harsh, acerbic 
and somewhat unforgiving. But these arc the nineties; we have 
listened to these criticisms, and we have realized that we need 

to turn over a new leaf Today, wrc focus our attention on the 

needs of the hearing-impaired, Our aim is to offer our readers 
instruction in a few of the basic words of sign language, in the 
hope of strengthening the bonds of communication among all 

people Here, then, are some basic words: 

want 

Now that you 

know some funda¬ 

mentals, use these 

words to form sen¬ 

tences, Mix and 

match them as the 

situation demands, 

just as our instruc¬ 

tor does in the pho¬ 

tos below, 

To William Norwich: [Aly] decorator is a magician! 

To a sexy woman: / want to grab [you] ami milk [you]. 

In the best of all possible worlds: / am a u orthim braggart* 

To an [ HS agent: 

[Aly] airplanes are worthless. 

— Henry Alford and Mkaela Porta 

Translations by Dand Berman 
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Where Have All the Doughnuts Gone? 
A SPY White Paper Investigation Into 

a Major Contemporary Law-Enforcement issue 

Y H | MN( r i ! M ? e Q H T i N Si l« 

plotter convicred of lying to 

Congress: 2 years' probation 

'AND OF COURSE, MR. 

MAYOR, NOTHING WILL 

ENHANCE YOUR IMAGE 

MORE THAN COZYFNG UP 

TO THE REAL ESTATE 

HOARD OF NEW YORK' 

Every mayoral administra¬ 

tion seems to generate its 

own tatchphrase. During the 

Lindsay era it was Fun City. 

During the Koch years h was 

Ilvurn i doin'? Now, barely A 

quarter of the way through 

its (dare we say?) first term, 

comes the current adminis¬ 

tration's tag line: .Poor Dave 

Dinkins. And, as chough 

crime and fiscal and labor 

crises weren’t trouble 

enough, the mayor has 

selected as a PR adviser 

Howard Rubensrem, an 

image consultant so sensitive 

to public appearances that he 

has allowed his own employ¬ 

ment (and, perforce, the 

mayor's profound weakness) 

to be trumpeted on the cover 

nf the Near York Pelt (also a 

client of Ruben stein’s). Giv¬ 

en this flack's knack for con¬ 

venient confluences of inter¬ 

est, it's worth noting that 

while Rubenstein is advising 

Dinkins, he has also officially 

registered with the city clerk 

as a lobbyist for nearly 30 

businesses and organizations. 

Among them are many that 

have contracts with the dry 

or that have had or could 

have dealings with it over 

zoning or taxes. As the city 

does business in che months 

ahead, one may wish to refer 

to the following list — and 

how those on it are faring 

before city agencies and 

boards — as a barometer of 

Rubenstdns influence: the 

Associated Builders and 

Owners of Greater New 

York. Carey Transportation, 

Gannett Transit, Glide 

Development Affiliates, 

News America Publishing, 

the Real Estate Board of 

New York, the Uniformed 

Sanitation men's Association, 

the Zeckendorf Company 

and Capital Cities /ABC. J 

^^^icture a police officer. There’s che badge* 

the peaked cap* the nightstick, the handcuffs, the 

smile* the stare that accompanies the affectless 

"Show's over” And the distended stomach* 

swollen from consuming doughnuts on the job. 

So convinced were we of the troth of this 

doughnut-loving-cop image that we decided to 

hold a competition to discover the precinct that 

is, unofficially, the Doughnut-Earin’est in New 

York, SPY operatives staked out six doughnut 

shops* each near a precinct house* during the 

prime doughnut-eating hours of 6:45 a.m. to 

8;45 a.m, Their mission; count the number of 

doughnuts purchased* and crown a champion. 

The results? Surprising, to say the least. 

During ten hours of surveillance * operatives 

witnessed the purchase of only one doughnut by a 

police officer. They Saw fire fighters buying 

doughnuts* and cops buying bagels, and they saw 

a squad car slowly drive past a doughnut shop 

while the officers inside looked longingly at the 

contents of the window. But that was it. Shocked* 

SPY contacted experts for their reaction. 

"Cops are eating healthier foods,” explained 

Detective Joseph McConville* spokesperson for 

New- York Police Commissioner Lee Brown. 

"Myself* in lieu of a doughnut 1 have a bran 

muffin." Al O'Leary, spokesperson for the Transit 

Police, agreed with McConville, saying, "I can 

tell you, from the point of physical well-being — 

although it will be belied by a small segment of 

us who may be overweight — {we at] the Transit 

Police are very health-conscious.” 

Other, more surprised experts greeted the mere 

mention of doughnuts with something akin to 

che nostalgic reverie that a madeleine set off in 

Proust. Gerald Arenberg* executive director of the 

National Association of Chiefs of Police in 

Miami* was astonished by our findings. “I would 

say on a [doughnut-eating] scale of 1 to 10* 

{cops] probably rank somewhere around a IOV2,” 

he said, "The problem I find with jellies or the 

other kind that ooze out is chat they drip over 

your uniform. Unfortunately* now I’m a diabetic* 

so I've stopped [doughnutting}* but [my favorite 

had been a} chocolate doughnut. You start out 

[on the force] with a 32 waist; [now} I got at least 

a 44. It's just doughnuts are a comfortable treat* 

and you’re able to gulp them down. If there's sud¬ 

denly a call on your radio* you can toss them 

aside,” And Frank Rizzo, the bellicose former 

mayor and police chief of Philadelphia, practically 

gushed as he discussed the days when cops ate 

doughnuts and got respect. “Let me tell you that 

when. I was a cop —even though 1 had my break¬ 

fast at home —there was nothing 1 liked more 

than a big, thick doughnut and a cup of caff eel You 

got out there* walked around, rolled in the streets 

w ith criminals [and burned] the calories oft,” 

— David Bourgeois andJosh Gillette 

“Help! I'm a Prisoner in an 

Dfay World!" 

"I really thought he 

was stealing a line 

from Spike Lee in an 

Tm going to get you, 

sucker’ strategy" — for¬ 

mer colonel Harry 

Summers, on the Air 

Force chief of staffs 

predictions of massive U.S, bombings of Iraq* 

referring to the Keenen Ivory Way an s film I'm 

Gonna Git You Sucka 

"As Spike Jones says, you have to do the right 

thing” — New' York State Assembly Speaker 

Mel Miller, trying to comment on the Kore- 

an-deli boycott in Brooklyn ) 

Editing an Ofat Magazine Is 

the Best Revenge 

Number of times Spike Lee’s name is mentioned 

in the October Spin, which he guest-edited : 43 

Number of times his sister, Jose* is mentioned : 16 

Number of times his father* Bill* is mentioned : 3 

Number of times his brother Cinque is 

mentioned : 1 

Number of times AJV Better Blues 

is mentioned : 12 

Number of times Do the Right Thing 

is mentioned : 9 

Number of times She's Gotta Have It is 

mentioned : 9 

Number of times School Daze is mentioned 1 9 

Number of times jungle Lever is mentioned : 1 

Number of visual representations of Spike Lee : 8 

— Luanne Parker 
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It's Only Bedford Falls 

(but I Like It) 
Our Holt da) Guide to Rock V Roll Hepness 

holidays..,and our thoughts 

rurn to holiday music. Sort of. There’s al¬ 

ready a downtown New York band called 

Zuzus Petals; we thought we d save the 

rest oi America's musically inclined youth 

the trouble of cannibalizing It’s a Worukr- 

ful Life for band names. And, for good 

measure, we named their first singles. 

Bond: Hard-Skulled Characters 

Single: "Miserable Failures Like You" 

B Side: "You're Not Paid (To Be a 

Canary) 

Bond: Discontented Lazy Rabble 

Single: “No More We Live Like Pigs" 

Bond: Money-Grubbing Buzzards 

Single: “I Don’t Want Any Plastics" 

B Side: Papa Dollar and Mama Dollar 

Bond: Warped, Frustrated Young Men 

Single: “You Can t Hide in a Little Town 

Like This" 

B Side: "A Pox Upon Me (For a Clumsy 

Lout)" 

Bend: Silly, Stupid, Careless People 

Single: "Why Must You Torture the 

Children" 

Band: Scurvy Little Spiders 

Single: Your Money's in Joe's House" 

Band: Sentimental Hogwash 

Single: "Don't Hurt My Sore Ear Again" 

B Side: T m the Answer to Your Prayer ’ 

Bond: Flaming Rum Punch 

Single: "(I Feet) Like a Bootleggers Wife" 

Band: The Old Granville House 

Single: “He's Making Violent Love to 

Me, Mother 

Bond: Two Pixies 

Single: "(She’s Just About To) Close Up 

the Library” 

B Side: ' This Is a Pickle 

Bond: Men of High Ideals 

Single: ’ I'm All Right, I'm All Right” 

B Side: "Busted the Jukebox" 

Band: Bedlorcl Two-Four-Seven 

Single: Flee Haw and Merry Christmas” 

B Side: "Happy New Year—in jail11 

— A1 ithrnl M a mey 



R rnfle Dtam 

Working 

Girl: Why 

Sawyer Has _ , 
Before ABCs 

m E T HER PrimeThtu Lire hit 

MATCH AT the airwaves last 
H y season, insiders at 

infMt ifMt the network tout- 

Live ed the Diane Saw^ 

_yer-Sam Donald- 

son pairing as 

Miss Priss vs, the Terminator. But while 

Donaldson is a bully hoy on the air, the 

real ogres at Prime Time Lire have turned 

out to be Sawyer herself and the show's 

executive producer, Rick Kaplan. These 

two are on a collision course. 

Sawyer's career has been marked by an 

unflagging ability to fail upward. Being 

a press aide in the Nixon White House 

or nuzzling Larry Tischs ear in public 

might be enough to destroy any other 

journalist s credibility, but the former 

America's Junior Miss survived both 

(and a fondling by the late Bill Paley) 

without so much as a blemish. Indeed, 

she has a reputation for skill and intelli¬ 

gence, though no one points to many 

Scoops or memorable interviews on her 

resume. The real secrets of her rise have 

been rhese: In failure, find a scapegoat — 

and better yet, ensure success by flirting 

relentlessly with important men. 

Back in 1983, when she was on The 

CBS Morning Netty and the show was a 

ratings disaster, Sawyer ran to manage¬ 

ment and unfairly blamed her executive 

producers — first George Merlis, then 

Bob Ferrante. Their careers wobbled 

while Sawyer's reputation only grew. Her 

eventual ticket off the doomed morning 

show was Don Hewitt, executive produc¬ 

er of the news division’s cash cow, 60 

Minutes. Hewitt would frequent the 

Morning News set and, in the words of 

one former staffer, stare at Sawyer “like a 

dog stares at a piece of meat." In kind. 

Sawyer once responded to his presence by 

turning what was supposed to be a blithe 

Riek 

human-interest piece on the congression¬ 

al campaign of Nancy Kulp, the woman 

who played Miss Hathaway on The Beverly 

Hillbilliesy into an inappropriate hatchet 

job. Sawyer ravaged her nonplussed 

guest —thus demonstrating to Hewitt 

that she could hold her own with Mike 

Wallace. Sawyer soon tired of Hewitt, 

however, and began a series of long lunch¬ 

es with ABC News president Roone 

Arledge, which culminated in her jump¬ 

ing networks tor her very own star vehicle. 

Now, as the occasionally interesting 

PrimeTime Lire continues to hover near the 

bottom of the ratings — it typically ranks 

66th out of 101 shows—executive pro¬ 

ducer Kaplan looms as Sawyer s next fall 

gruy. But he is no patsy. Aside from his 

hulking physical presence, the 40-ish pro¬ 

ducer shares Sawyers penchant for blam¬ 

ing others when broadcasts fail to measure 

up. For instance, during the October 

I 989 San Francisco earthquake, Kaplan 

deployed his FT Live shock troops to set 

up a segment for a show airing 

two days after the Tuesday-night 

quake. Needless to say, broadcast¬ 

ing live is complicated enough; 

broadcasting live from a national 

disaster area is almost impossible. 

When a slight technical problem 

arose during the broadcast —a 

mistake that viewers didn’t even 

notice—Kaplan, watching from 

New York, lost his cool. Within 

minutes the phone of producer 

David Doss was ringing in San 

Francisco. When Doss (who had 

scrapped a vacation with his ailing wife to 

do the broadcast) picked up the phone, 

everyone in the vicinity overheard 

Kaplan’s tirade, "I wish you were dead!" 

the excitable executive producer 

screamed. In TV news this sort of behav¬ 

ior often passes for leadership, 

Kaplan's compassion extends to man¬ 

made disasters as well. In 1989 his 

Christmas holiday was put on hold so 

that PT Ln;e could broadcast from the 

Panamanian war zone. When staffers dis¬ 

appeared in country, a decent fellow 

might have worked the phones trying to 

locate his MI As. Not Kaplan —he left 

the offices and requisitioned the Capital 

Cities jet so as to salvage the remainder of 

his vacation. 

Prior to PT Li ve, Kaplan was the 

executive producer of Night lint, where he 

measured the success of his broadcasts by 

what he called the Fingerman Poll, 

named fur his neighbor in New jersey, 

one Mrs. Fingerman. Kaplan would call 

the woman —his pipeline to Mr. and 

Mrs, America —and ask her for a 

thumbs-up or -down on the morning fol¬ 

lowing a broadcast. To Kaplan this was 

no joke, and his Nightline staff drew little 

comfort from knowing their professional 

fate lay in such hands. 

At PT Lire, Kaplan's populist 

instincts do not sit well with 

Sawyer, a former Wellesley girl 

who would rather interview 

William Styron rhan Marla 

Maples. Now that Sam Donald¬ 

son co-anchors the show from 

Washington, happier with 

realpolitik than the backstage 

sort, Sawyer has no one left to 

tangle with but Kaplan, She has 

overruled his attempts to cut her 

tiresome ten-minute segments to 

a more watchable length, and he 

has already thwarted one full- 

bore coup attempt, But the eventual out¬ 

come is clear. You can move producers, 

the thinking goes, but you can only tar¬ 

nish stars— especially those costing the 

network more than $2 million a year, 

and extra-especially those who have 

Roone Arledge wrapped around their lit¬ 

tle finger. —Laureen Hobbs 

wish you 

were deed!" 

the excitable 

executive 

producer 

screamed 
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L'f I v I y husband Maury Povkh and 

/j are taking a Per) aggress im approach to 

having a baby" — Connie Chung, in “I 

Warn: to Have a Baby," the People cover 

story of August 20, 1990 

Week 1: We call CBS. “Has Chung con¬ 

ceived ?" we inquire. Chung's assistant 

playfully pushes telephone buttons and 

says, “Do you like my song? We have no 

comment. Thank you lor calling,” 

Week 2: I have no idea [what measures 

they're taking]/’ a spokesperson says. 

"Let's pur it this way; I'm sure they’re 

trying all the latest methods/’ We dis¬ 

cover that the Poviches have gone on 

vacation. 

ORidft IRES P.. 

Dr. Hannibal Letter. 

i I I* 

to a ruthless killer. 

Clarice Starling, F.B.L 

Brilliant. Vulnerable. Alone. 

She must trust him 

to stop the killer. 

The Baby Watch 

Never Stops 
The Latest from Connie and Maury 

Week 3: "Are Connie and Maury doing 

it?' we ask delicately. "WeYe not com¬ 

menting on that now" is the reply. 

Week 4; "Are you going ro call me every 

week until the end of the millennium?" 

Week 5: No news. "Is Chung spending 

all of her time, you know, around the 

apartment?" we wonder. ,lNo comment," 

says the spokesperson, "She’s in New 

York working* This is her own personal 
business." 

Week 6: The New York Post reports that 

no conception has yet occurred. “Is she 

making efforts to look more, you know, 

attractive?” we ask CBS. "She's always 

beautiful to me," says a spokesperson* 

— A time Beil 

Attention Studio 

Publicists 
NISPfMn t 

' Y spy continues to tally the 

liood of referendum bal- 

^jl lots that readers have 

sent in to determine 

Walter Monheu!M's pro* 

^^B hss 

publish the results next 

month. Mr. Monheits suspension from 

active movie-blurbing continues for the 

duration of the tally period. $ 
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M, £ 
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The Man Who 

Would Be King; 

Subtly bur sure¬ 

ly, Mike "the 

Manipulator” 

Ovitz draws his 

agenting career 

to a close, his ten-percenter's bloodlust 

softened by a middle-aged desire to run a 

movie studio officially and thereby serve a 

more authoritative, dignified function in 

the creative food chain. No pronounce¬ 

ment has yet been handed down by Crc- 

ative Artists Agency* but then, the 

Kremlin was less than forthcoming when 

Leonid Brezhnev left office in 1982. 

What we do know (about Ovitz, not 

Brezhnev) is that he has relinquished 

many of his day-to-day responsibilities at 

the agency. He now rarely attends CAA's 

daily staff meetings. Queries regarding 

his pet clients — Robert Redford, Dustin 

Hoffman, even best pal Barry' Levinson — 

are more often than not referred to Ros¬ 

alie Swedlin, one of Ovitz's feared and 

respected deputies. The evidence points 

emphatically to the conclusion that Qvitz 

is readying himself for a new job, and the 

conventional wisdom has him out of 

CAA within a yean 

But I'm getting ahead of myself. 

First of all, it s not entirely clear 

where Mike is headed. The long-held 

assumption, of course, is that Qvitz will 

step into MCA/Universal chairman Lew 

"the Legend" Wasserman s loafers now 

that the studio has completed its deal 

with Matsushita, since he was advising 

and even representing the Japanese in 

their negotiations with MCA. It is fur¬ 

ther presumed that CAA's copresident of 

motion pictures Jack Rapke will follow 

his boss to MCA and take over Sid 

Sheinberg s job as studio head. Rapke 

already enjoys something of a pupil- 

mentor relationship with Ovitz, along 

the lines of the one Jeff "'Sparky" Katzen- 

berg has with Michael Eisner at Disney, 

In fact, it's fair to speculate that the rea¬ 

son Rapke didn't leave CAA years ago to 

start his own talent agency, or accept any 

of the attractive studio jobs offered him, 

is that Ovitz promised him a Katzen- 

bergesque role in a grander, more power- 

amassing scheme. 

The Speculation about Rapke is further 

encouraged by the fast-disintegrating 

goodwill between Sheinberg and Was- 

sennan, servant and master for almost two 

decades. But the Washerman-She in berg 

rift doesn't make the Ovttz-Rapke ascen¬ 

sion a done deal. The wild card here is 

David Geffen. In 1989, MCA bought 

Geffen Records in an equity-for-stock 

swap that left Geffen as a major share¬ 

holder in MCA, Geffen has told intimates 

that "there is no way in the world" he 

would work for Ovitz, much less approve 

him as chairman of his company. 

There is another twist in the Matsushi¬ 

ta buyout of MCA: many are 

wondering just how serious 

Wasserman really was about 

acquiring a new partner. As a 

savvy businessman, Wasserman 

knew that even partial Japanese 

ownership of E.T, Bruce the 

Shark and Steven Spielberg's 

Amblin Entertainment would 

prompt another wave of protec¬ 

tionist outcry. But with Robert 

Strauss, Jody Powell, Albert Gore 

Jr, and Bill Bradley as his Wash¬ 

ington mouthpieces, that may 

prove not to be a problem. He was also 

aware of Geffen's contempt for Ovitz — a 

contempt that has been dulled by a puta¬ 

tive reconciliation. Wouldn't you turn the 

other cheek in exchange for $720 million 

(which is what Geffen’s MCA stock is now' 

worth)? What Wasserman really wanted 

was to inflate the price of MCA stock. 

which sank as low as $34 a share earlier 

this year. As recently as November, Mat¬ 

sushita was offering $70 a share; Wasser¬ 

man was looking for $100, and yet 

MCA's stock was hovering in the mid- 

50s, If investors then believed that Was¬ 

serman really wanted to sell, wouldn't rhe 

share price have been higher? In other 

words, did the whole thing start off as a 

stock-price-goosing ruse? | 

A year ago Ovitz was said to have con¬ 

sidered the top job at Sony/Columbia, the 

one that went to Peter Guber and Jon 

Peters. Ovitz turned the post down 

because tie realized he had more power at 

CAA. But there was an even heftier bit of 

rationale for Gvicz's decision: he knew 

that the real power would still rest in the 

hands of the man who initiated the 

deal —Walter Yetnikoff, the erratic head 

of GBS/Columbia Records. 

Well...Yetnikoff is gone, collapsed 

under the weight of his own personality 

(and an unfortunate, sexuality-related 

comment about Geffen), and the 

quasi-Yetnikoffian Jon Peters has 

been all but exiled from 

Columbia, his three remaining 

responsibilities being (1) produc¬ 

ing a New Kids on the Block 

movie; (2) investigating the possi¬ 

bility of building a Columbia Pic¬ 

tures theme park in an L.A. sub¬ 

urb; and (3) keeping his name out 

of the papers. 

Ail ot which explains why 1 

wouldn’t be surprised if Ovirz and 

Rapke ended up at Columbia after 

all, (At least there Ovirz would be able to 

get stock options- Matsushita, on the oth¬ 

er hand, is privately held.) Then, at least 

ex-Marine Ron "Agent Meyer" Meyer 

would finally be able to realize his dream 

of becoming rhe tferchief of CAA, 

Sec you Monday night at Mortons. 

— Celia Brady 

Ovitz 
Chronicles 

Part XXII- 

Akio to Mike: 

“Phone Home” 

Geffen told 

intimates "there 

is no way in 

the world" 

he would work 

for Ovitz 
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he longtime friendship 

between archi tec curt- 

critic turned culture 

editor Paul Goldberger 

and Frank "the Butch¬ 

er of Broadway” Rich 

lies in shambles, the casualty of an unfor¬ 

tunate chain ot events involving Gold¬ 

berger s job promorion, Rich's main 

squeeze, Arthur Gelbs ego and David 

Merrick's latest musical. 

It ail began when Rich padded into 

the Richard Rodgers Theater to review 

Oh, Kay!, Merrick’s revival of the old 

Gershwm musical. The show received 

generally good notices from other New 

York critics, but Rich wrote up his usual 

smart pan, employing characteristic hau¬ 

teur and gleeful putdowns likely to 

leave more than a few theatergoers 

shrugging their shoulders and asking, 

Didn't i doze through that a couple of 

summers ago in a barn?' '). One page 

away from Rich's damning review, Alex 

Wjrebels "On Stage, and Off" column 

carried an item about a discontented 

member of Oh. Kay I*$ cast who had criti¬ 

cal words for Merrick. 

It was just the sort of frustrating one- 

two punch the theater community was 

coming to expect and fear from Rich and 

Witchel. Broadway had hoped that when 

the Times hired a new theater reporter, he 

or she would provide a respite from 

Rich's acidity, ot at least a slightly less 

rigorous regard for the art form — its only 

show businessi after all. Instead they got 

Witchel, late of Elk, 7 Days and Mirahel- 

lay a woman whose high-handedness and 

tetchmess are already legend in the 

third-floor newsroom, a woman who 

is — aim! — the human being by whose 

side Frank Rich sleeps most nights. 

For 78-year-uid David Merrick, the 

Ohy Kay! double whammy from the the- 

atef-crit Ceau^escus was occasion to 

attempt an impish shot across the Times's 

bow. But first he fired off an outraged 

missive to publisher Punch Sulzberger 

pointing out that Witchel "whispered to 

Mr Rich [and giggled] throughout the 

performance. At one point.. .the woman 

sitting in front of them had to turn 

around to hush them," Merrick then 

placed a retaliatory advertisemenr to run 

in Monday's arts pages. The ad featured a 

giant heart framing two anti-Merrick 

quotations, one from each article, and 

above the heart read the declaration AT 

LAST, PEOPLE ARE HOLDING HANDS IN THE 

THEATRE AGAIN!! 

Paul Goldberger, who just a few 

weeks earlier had been appointed the 

paper’s culture czar — in charge of Arts 

& Leisure, Weekend and the daily arts 

coverage, the first Times culture editor 

since Gelh to have such broad power — 

spotted Merrick's ad Sunday evening. 

Distressed bv the ad's personal bent, he 

nevertheless understood that executive 

editor Max Frankel had signed 

oft on it. Still, Goldberger decid¬ 

ed to call Rich at 10:15 that 

night and left word of the ad tin 

his answering machine. 

Rich called back a few min¬ 

utes later and is said to have 

showered Goldberger with a 

broad range of expletives and 

accusations of betrayal. Rich 

immediately telephoned the 

semiretired Gelb, now the do- 

nothing chairman of the New 

York Times Company Founda¬ 

tion, to complain about his plight. In 

Rich's whimngs, the aging, still-power- 

mad Gelb saw art opportunity to rein¬ 

state himself as a player in the Times's 

senior-level politics, jealous of the 40- 

year-old Goldbergers ascent to his vacat¬ 

ed position of power, Gelb sought to 

maximize the friction between Rich and 

the new culture czar, assuring the theater 

critic that no such humiliation would 

have arisen if he, Gelb, were still running 

things. Goldberger, meanwhile, turned 

to assistant managing editor Al Siegal, 

who discovered that the ad bad not been 

properly vetted by the advertising- 

acceptability department and managed 

to get it killed, 

Despite Goldbergers eleventh-hour 

efforts on Rich's behalf, the Merrick ad 

made it into an early edition of Mondays 

Timest prompting Rich to declare himself 

an enemy of Goldbergers. In the news¬ 

room a few days later, Witchel screamed 

at Goldberger that he wasn't her 

editor —that honor belonged to John 

Moruono, the new Weekend editor. 

Goldberger was thus required to write 

Witchel a note explaining that since 

Mon tot io reports to him, Witchel must 

do so as well. 

The deeper unpleasantness of the deba¬ 

cle is that Goldberger and Rich had been 

more than in-the-trenches office - 

mates, Goldberger had been a vir¬ 

tual second father to Rich's chil¬ 

dren since Rich’s divorce, and Rich 

himself had spent many holidays 

with Goldberger and his family. 

Rich told the friends who 

lined up on his side at the Times 

that henceforth he would have 

nothing to do with Goldberger, 

his boss, and little to do with the 

Times — that he would simply 

attend plays, turn in his copy and 

otherwise avoid West 43rd Street. 

His ire has been fortified by regular calls 

from his old boss Gelb, who as spy went 

to press had wedged himself into a dinner 

Rich and managing editor ]oseph 

Lely veld were having as a first step 

toward ending the war betwreen the 

paper's theater critic and his old friend 

turned new boss. —J. J, Hitnsecker 

Gelb sought 

to maximize 

friction 

between Rich 

and the 

new culture 

czar 
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E INSIDE STORY OF JORDAN'S ALL-AMERICAN QUEEN- 

MRS. KING HUSSEIN—DURING THE COUNTDOWN TO WAR 

D EXILE “MY LIFEi NOW REALLY CONTAINS ... ALL THE ELE 

ments that I had ever set out as being desirable for 

way I wanted to lead my life,1’ Lisa Halaby told the Christian 

Monitor in 1985, after seven years of her element'filled, 

ly led life as Queen Noor al-Hussein of Jordan, Her 

story is familiar In 1978, after what has been por¬ 

trayed as a whirlwind six-week courtship, she married itsy- 

bitsy King Hussein, the longest-reigning monarch in the 

Arab world. She was 26; he was 42, marrying for the 

fourth time and already the father of eight. She was 

American, Washington- and Fifth Avenue-raised, 

Princeton-educated and (everywhere but in official por¬ 

traits) taller by a head; he was,■. well, he was the longest- 

reigning monarch in the Arab world. Together they 

were Grace and Rainier for the eighties. Ic wpas — that's 

right—a Fairy-tale Romance. 

At this juncture it is customary to wail, LISA—WHAT 

WENT WRONG? And, if your lungs are good* maybe to follow 

up with How did a perfectly nice young American woman come to find 

herself an unpopular, unhappy queen in a shaky desert monarchy,.. and 

with a highly affected new regal manner to hot? 

Regular official insistence to the contrary, Lisa Halaby has not 

had an entirely easy i c 

time of it as the t|5 a-***© vwcJL 

queen of Jordan. WITH additional kepobting. by Aimee Bell. 
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And now, as her husband, ever the appeaser, has taken the 

wrong side in rhe Persian Gulf prewar maneuvering, his 

Yankee baby-boomer wife finds herself in an awkward position; 

Jordanians resent her, in part because she is a high-handed 

American, and Americans are coming to dislike her because 

she es a haughty and-American mouthpiece. 

Despite a grasp of policy no one calls acute, during the 

Current crisis Noot seems to be fulfilling her not-well-disguised 

ambitions to be an important player and actually wielding 

some significant, Nancy Reagan-esque influence over the tiny 

king. She has been the conduit, via faxed groveling notes 

from New York and Washington, for various big-time U S. 

journalists seeking an audience with Iraq's Saddam Hussein. 

Ted Koppel had a three-hour dinner with Noor and King 

Hussein cn route to Baghdad, and according to another 'well- 

known reporter who rccenrJy spent time with the royal couple 

in Amman, Noor did nearly all the talking. At one lunch with 

Westerners, she passed the king several notes during the meal, 

one of which said, "Stop smoking so much," At the same 

time, her public presence in Jordan has been toned down in 

response to the crisis. For a month after the invasion, she 

was invisible — reportedly sent out of the country more than 

once by the nervous king. Whatever happens in the Gulf, 

though, Noor is probably now on a precarious perch —win 

or lose, the U.S. and its Arab allies are unlikely to prevent the 

overthrow of the quisling King Hussein. "She may have 

wanted to be Nancy Reagan," says a veteran Middle East 

reporter, "but it hasn’t worked out chat way" 

TBerf have been difficulties from the beginning. 

She purports to be an Arab through and through (her 

paternal grandfather was from Syria; she converted to Tslam; 

she is, after all, queen of Jordan) t but Noor is basically the all- 

American yuppie, the girl next door—only next door happens 

to be a palace in Amman. She has no natural constituency in 

Jordan, She has no official 

role, “f don’t know what 

to do any better than 

you," King Hussein told 

her when they were 

married. Just be 

yourself' So, although 

she rushes to admit she 

is not a "policy person" 

and is generally excluded —to her dismay —from formal 

meetings of the king and his advisers, the queen has pointed 

out, "I have my own office [and] most of what I’ve done has 

been rather revolutionary, as far as someone in my position.” 

That occasionally includes officially disavowing her past. "I 

never felt American when 1 married," she told People in 1980. 

"Its not that I'm rejecting America, but, ..I felt from the start 

I belonged here." 

By most accounts there is real affection berween the couple. 

Still, Noor is wife No, 4 —and, some rumors have suggested, 

merely part of a continuing series. The king has a well-known 

affection for young, attractive women and has made no great 

secret of his passions. Before he had divorced his second wife, 

he was wooing his third. Not long ago he was smitten by 

the TV journalist Kathleen Sullivan, wrho coyly referred to 

the episode on The Tonight Shou\ although without naming 

Hussein, Most recently; the king is said to have fallen for a 23- 

year-old Palestinian-American living in Jordan; the young 

woman is said to have been shipped off co rhe U.S. (Intriguingly, 

when spy contacted the Jordan Information Bureau's press 

office in Washington, a female press officer with the same 

name as this supposed object of the kings affections became 

hostile.) Queen Noor has acknowledged, albeit in an entirely 

different context, her husband's great appreciation of “the 

capabilities of women." They have had two sons and two 

daughters together, although as half-Americans the boys are 

unlikely heirs to the throne. The king is said to have lobbied 

during the last couple ol years for a fifth child, an idea Noor 

has apparently resisted. And when the notion of possible 

separation came up, according to one account, Hussein 

threatened her with a more or less permanent estrangement 

from their children, (Hussein divorced his first wife when 

their daughter was an infant, and mother and child were kept 

apart until the girl was seven.) 

She's King Hussein’s fourth wife, and she may nor be his last. 
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Princeton days. Lisa 

was hotn a 8tg Chill- 

ish commune-dweller 

(bottom center) 

and a peppy cheerlead¬ 

er; mt she's a shop 

ahofiic with an exile- 

ready Vienna cottage. 

but she is, according ro 

her father, American-born businessman Najeeb Jeeb” Halaby, 

"the utmost — a queen in every respect.” (And asJeeb told SPY, 

Tm a very critical father.”) Well, certainly in some respects: 

she quickly became master of the banality that seems to afflict 

royals whenever a public utterance is required. For instance, 

in 1980, on her first return crip: "[Washington] looks very 

green, especially coming from a more parched environment.” 

And despite protests to the contrary, Noor and her frantic 

handlers have an overweeningly monarchical regard for the 

press, seeking to exercise strict control over her coverage. One 

journalist who had gone through an extensive screening 

process was surprised to find the queen carefully demanding 

that a reference to Iter "streaked hair” be deleted from the story. 

Accuracy on the couple's respective heights has been another key 

concern. One American editor trying not long ago to prepare 

an uncritical profile of the queen says he was interminably 

harassed from Amman and Washington by “a stream of taxes.'’ 

The tone of all the communications,” he says, became really 

shrill and threatening, And it was basically going to be a puff 

piece anyway.” The photographer for the story, based in London, 

was persuaded by Jordanian government agents to give over 

his film. For a Vanity Fair profile written in November, Noor 

claimed she had been promised the right to approve her quotes 

and raised a ruckus when the magazine declined to let her. 

“The press [in Jordan] is free,” Noor told one 

American visitor only three years after becom¬ 

ing queen, "except the government steps in 

when there are distortions of truth," 

Queen Noor has said that one of her key 

goals is to ”be able to integrate into any environ¬ 

ment!’Judging from scores of interviews con* 

ducted for this article with people who have 

watched her in action both before and since her 

ascension, inside the palace and out, she has integrated but 

still doesn't quite fit in. 

NOOR HAS TAKEN TO 
THE ISRAEL-BASHING 

PARTS OF THE JOB 
WITH SPECIAL RELISH 

4<ShEi WAS a LITTLE SPACEY. IT TOOK THE JOB OF QUEEN TO 

get her to commit" — an old Princeton boyfriend 

Lisa Halaby was born in 1951 in Washington and raised there 

and in New York, She was sent to boarding 

school (Concord Academy near Boston), 

where she was evidently a loner — private, 

guarded, the one who (at one party) 

would not go skinny ^dipping when 

everyone else did. 

Her first glancing fame was as a member 

of Princeton’s first class of undergraduate 

women, starting school in the fall of 

1969. She was, by most accounts, a friendly perky, outdoorsy, 

preppy, not exceptionally bright girl. People say she gave the 

impression that she was meant for bigger things. “We all felt 

even then that she had some sort of aspirations of grandeur,” 

an old friend says. Her senior-year boyfriend, Pat Patterson, 

remembers her as directed. One friend was impressed by 

her "risk taking.” But her direction was, typically for her age 

and class and era, unspecific — she simply wanted to be a 

person of substance — and her risk-taking experiments with 

independence tended to fall well within very safe bounds (in 

1971 she took a year off to study photography and work 

as a waitress in Aspen, a family vacation spot). She lived 

commune-style for a time in a house off campus with seven 

friends, one of whom, Huntley Scone, describes her as “very 

controlled”—congenial bur remote, and difficult to get to 

know. She was either weirdly well rounded Or confused; this 

early-seventies communard also took up cheerleading, then 

aband oned ic after four football games. She graduated in 1974 

without honors. Tier B.A. in architecture made it possible for 

her to be misrepresented, in the years that followed, as an 

architect. (In a partly unpublished L981 interview with 

journalists Carl Giassman and April Komi, the queen referred 

to architecture as "my profession,'”) 

After graduation she tried unsuccessfully to get into radio 

journalism, at National Public Radio and several other networks. 

Instead, after a couple of years ar various jobs overseas, she 

rook a position in the Middle East with an organization 

called Arabair Services. She said she was “instinctively" drawn 

to the region. Also, her father, in conjunction with the 

Jordanian government, owned the company, 

Halaby arrived in Jordan with Dad in late 1976. jeeb 

Halaby was involved in importing Western technology to the 

Middle East and was working in particular on design for the 

Jordanian state airline, then called ALIA, T never could figure 

out exactly what her job was!' a iriend of Lisas said to The 

Washington Post about her position with the 

company in Amman. "But she was always 

running off to meetings with important 

people." Shortly thereafter, she became head of 

the design department for ALIA, Unable to 

find a suitable apartment in Amman, she was 

forced to stay at the Intercontinental Hotel — 

part of a hotel group run by a family friend, 

Paul Shed me. 

"Something in me just felt it belonged [there},” she said 

years later, referring not to the Intercontinental but to Jordan 

in general. “One of the reasons I remained is, Jordan is a 

very dynamic community in transition — [being there is] far 

more exciting than living and working in an environment 

where people feel they've found all the answers.” 
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By 1978, however, Jordans king and Lisa Halaby, B.A., 

would find some of the answers, 

Lisa's father, whom she adores, and who had requested her 

presence abroad, was the link between King Hussein and the 

future Queen Noon Jeeb and Hussein were old friends and 

business associates as well as fellow aviation nuts, and Lisa 

first met the king soon after her arrival. As Jeeb 

innocently describes it now, I was there [doing 

business at the airport] with the president of the 

airline, and [Hussein] saw this very handsome 

working architect and came over, and we in¬ 

troduced them, and..The rest is history? “Yes!" 

In February 1977, Husseins third wife, Alia, a 

popular queen of Palestinian descent (Jordan's 

population is 60 percent Palestinian), was killed 

in a helicopter crash. It's uncertain precisely 

where Lisa and the king first hit it off — and whenr 

But they began their whirlwind six-week courtship.'1 Or their 

neat merger, depending on howF you look at it. 

It was, in any event, a good time for Hussein to marry an 

American, and if there was any doubt about the "fairy tale," 

the king offered clarification; "Its not a sudden development 

or an emotional one,'1 he said in 1978 to The New York Times. 

"But more than that, it's... logical." Long disparaged as a craven, 

principle-free survivor, the George Bush of Middle Eastern 

monarchs, Hussein had just seen his $750,000 annual retainer 

from the CIA cut off by Jimmy Carter. And there was always 

the lu re of the Western savvy his new association might provide. 

Plus, there was his lifelong weakness for pretty young womtn. 

For their wreddircg there were no parades in Amman, no 

festivity apart from a few posters hung in shop windows. 

The locals' lack of enthusiasm seems to have echoed the 

bridegroom's. Describing the honeymoon to a reporter, Hussein 

rhapsodized, "The reason 1 chose Scotland was because I'd 

been there before.... This time the weather let us down [but] 

we went fishing once, and I caught a salmon'' 

Lisa struggled through her first press conference as 

Queen Noon Hussein had publicly estimated his brides 

command of Arabic at 85 percent, though in fact, wrhen a 

reporter asked her to say just one word, she looked baffled. 

Facing reporters, she said, in English, "My language is — 

makes me unable to communicate. I cannot answer your 

question right now? But she belonged here! Yes, it would be 

far more exciting than living someplace where people feel 

they've found all the 

answers. 

By many accounts, 

the new Queen Noor 

was, for a year or two, 

as unaffected as she had 

been at home, When she 

burst into tears after 

giving an early public 

speech in Arabic, the 

Jordanian public wras 

charmed. (She is now' 

fluent.) 

A few months after the 

it is awesome; 
NOOR HAS GUSHED 
ABOUT HERSELF “JUST 
THE CONCEPT, THE 
TITLE—M QUEEN!” 

royal wedding, Queen Noor reflected on her new' life. “It is 

awre$ome," she exclaimed to Macleans. Just the concept, the 

title — the queen!" 

And then the former Lisa Haiaby set about becoming royal. 

The change was clear after the birth of her first child. She 

insisted on being called Youi Majesty— a habit that prompted 

one well-known visitor to squirm: “She'd 

ignore you otherwise.... It’s a very difficult 

thing for a democratic person_Its 

embarrassing," Her late predecessor, the 

popular Queen Alia, had preferred the more 

colloquial Sitti, a nickname meaning roughly 

"madam” (or, in the masculine, "sir”) that 

government officials still use with the king. 

The queen, already beautiful, decided a 

more regal physical profile was needed. It was 

achieved through cosmetic surgery, The nose 

job completed, the press photographers wrere given a couple 

of weeks off. The rhinoplasty wras seen, at least by one palace 

insider, as pivotal. "She not only changed features, her whole 

character changed with them,’ she says., Before long, according 

to one source close to the queen, Noor was applying pressure 

to various Jordanian institutions that had been named for 

Alia and her children to rename themselves, preferably for her 

and her children (in 1988 the airline ALIA became Royal 

Jordanian; a garden named for Alias son was renamed for 

Noor’s oldest son). These demands were made in a brand-new 

voice. The queen cultivated wrhar she apparently imagined to 

be a regal accent —made up of equal parrs pseudo-British-, 

pseudo-Arabic-accented English and authentic pretension. 

LJntil Noor, the royal palace had been allowed to remain 

small —they were “squeezed in like sardines” she told one 

visitor —and so she has expanded and improved it to reflect a 

certain level of sophistication. And when Queen Elizabeth 

visited in 1984, there were further renovations. After a 

wail was knocked dowm to expand the guest quarters, the 

lawn at Aqaba (where she and the king keep a seaside palace) 

was uprooted and replanted, and new uniforms were ordered 

for everyone, 

Noor is a hands-on manager. 

Once, when a servant had left a pole 

JOUST TO IEE FOURTH REICH m TO 

you, Liebchen...fioor with, left to 

right, Kurt Waldheim in Vienna- the 

Shriver-Sch-warzeneggers and Wolfgang 
Puck at Spago in LA.; the Duchess of 

York at Wimbledon and downtrodden 

Kuwaitis at a refugee camp near Amman 
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sticking up in a palace garden, she berated the footman In front 

of a visitor. Hl. told you to remove these,” she screamed, grabbing 

the pole and waving it. "They're in the way" Before long, servants 

were calling her Us a — no doubt affectionately—behind her back. 

The palace staff of more than 100 needed alterations. The 

new queen hired more British and Americans, chough four 

actual. Jordanians currently work in her office as well. For an 

official photographic portrait of the royal family, the queen 

insisted on hiring a British photographer, explaining that 

Jordanians weren’t yet advanced enough to ger it right. 

Queen Noor also learned the importance of appearing 

regal to those who didn't have the benefit of regular personal 

contact. She developed the habit of keeping people waiting, 

sometimes for days, for scheduled appointments. (This is 

always useful when establishing an aura.) And she knew 

enough not to ruin the effect by apologizing. On one occasion 

a journalist who had flown in from the States specifically to 

see her waited four days for her to return from Aqaba. 

Back in the States, the extended Jordanian royal family share 

in the miracle. Alexa, the queen's sister, took naturally to regal 

ways. One college acquaintance who sawr her after the wedding 

noticed a marked new sense of superiority. Alexa had sprung 

from the head of her sister a full-blown princess" another 

friend recalls. The sister basks happily in Moor's reflected 

glow, "This is major climbing,'1 says one Washington journalist. 

Alexa, nowr 36, had already been chasing a half-Kennedy 

(Bobby Shriver) and soon moved on ro William Hurr and 

George Lucas. A business associate wrho worked with Alexa 

on a project concerning Noor says, "She tends to get involved 

as her sister’s surrogate. While she may have had to call Queen 

Noor ’Your Majesty,' that doesn't mean Alexa isn’t similarly 

imperious with nontitled Americans like myself 

Lisa's mother, Doris —whom one friend describes as a “sweet 

Upper East Side matron'— bragged about the ’glamour" of the 

job and encouraged her friends to refer to her new son-in-law as 

Ktngy. Mrs. Halaby was also impressed with the political nature 

of Lisa's new post and seemed to delight in the opportunity it 

afforded her to vent publicly ^m 

a strain of extra energetic Isracl-attacking— in the context, of 

course, of supporting Palestinian rights and contributing to 

the international dialogue. 

Noor herself has taken to the Israeli-bashing parts of the job 

with special relish. She has read staff-written speeches about 

the Israeli wrat machine" and criticized the LLS. for seeming to 

"reward [Israel] for its belligerence,'' Her husband counts among 

his vast automobile collection a gold Mercedes-Benz used by 

Hitler (the Jordan Information Bureau maintains the car belonged 

to uthc German Army”), and the couple count among their friends 

the charming Kurt Waldheim (as well as Waldheim’s American 

pal Arnold Schwarzenegger), And Noor has, on at least one 

occasion, appalled guests by sneeringly mimicking the accents 

of her Jewish neighbors on the other side of the Jordan River. 

Queen Noor ha.s frequently referred to herself as a 

“humble civil servant” a "working queen" with a “modest" way 

of life and “no time to worry about [our] own safety.” In addition 

to the palace in Amman, the palace in Aqaba and a new lavish 

private residence outside Amman bought this year, the royal 

couple also own a country estate in the hills above Vienna — 

this is thought to be the future residence-in-exile, and they 

have poured some $5 million into restoring the place, in the 

process equipping it writh an elaborate security system that 

includes guard dogs, a video camera at every entrance* and a 

wraparound electric double fence. The couple have also 

maintained homes in England (one of which they lent last winter 

to Charles and Di when they were renovating), Cannes* the 

Canary Islands and Maryland; a year ago Noor was apparently 

house-hunting in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, and in November 

reportedly in Palm Beach, Florida. In 1982, Noor rented Trees, 

the Long Island summer house then owned by Carl Bernstein 

and Nora Ephrom With two Lear jets at her personal disposal, 

its no wonder Noor reportedly spends so little time (no more 

than a month a year, by one report) in Amman. 

Because the royal couple travel so much, extravagant displays 

of affection toward each other and their children are crucial 
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Once, when Noorand Hussein were vacationing in London, they 

loaded a Royal Jordanian jet to Amman with a precious cargo 

of Big Macs and french fries — surprise! On a visit to L.A, 

with Hussein, Noor's eye was caught by a piece of jewelry in 

the window of a hotel shop. The fact that it was the wee hours 

of the morning and the shop was closed made her sad...until 

she remembered that she was a queen. The royal couple 

promptly awakened the scores manager to showr them the jewels. 

Although the queen is, as we've learned, an Arab now, 

she exhibits a healthy interest in the infidels' popular culture. 

Trivial Pursuit, Dallas and French fashion magazines are 

pastimes. Most of all, she and the king like to relax in the 

palace cinema with some tacos or cheeseburgers at hand, 

(Queen Noor has said they simply watch leftover videos from 

Amman movie theaters, but she is being unnecessarily 

modest; in fact, the royal library contains some 4,000 films, 

and additional shipments of up to 50 videos per week arrive 

from the States as needed,) The queen even introduced His 

Majesty to country-and-we stern music and rock n roll, which 

the five-foot-three-inch Hussein sometimes cranks up ro 

energize himself before important political events. 

After breakfast the queen might have her three-times-weekly 

aerobics lesson with her personal trainer while the king takes 

an imaginary spin on his exercise bicycle — or possibly a real 

spin around the palace with his wife or the kids on one of his 

30 motorcycles, (He also owns 175 cars, counting Hitler's gold 

Mercedes, mote than 40 boats and several royal jets; he recently 

acquired a $20,000 14Toot Surfrider Sport Speedboat. Each 

of the couple's older children owns a miniature motorized car; 

and. then there are the presumably special-occasion-only, 

nanny-chauffeured mini-Porsches,) 

A queen must look right, and Noors taste in clothes runs 

toward Yves Saint Laurent and Pierre Cardin. At the palace, a 

chambermaid is employed to attend exclusively ro Her Majesty's 

wardrobe, which is distributed through several rooms and 

includes — is this the fin de siede indicator of imminent exile? -- 

hundreds of pairs of shoes. Every item has been photographed, 

and the photographs are organized into albums to make 

packing easier Which frees the queen to spend more time 

contributing to Jordanian society. 

In 1989 the queen was one of the grievances 

precipitating riots that broke Out in Jordan as the economy 

became more and more unbearable. As a result of the 

discontent, the well-loved king instituted an elected 

parliament for the first time in 22 years, which in turn 

resulted in the election of a powerful minority of Islamic 

conservatives. A rising faction in Jordan since 1984, they 

were becoming yet another cause for concern for the ever- 

appeasing king—they particularly objected to his new' wife. 

In some ways Queen Noor ran afoul of her subjects from the 

very beginning. She spent too much money; she was thought 

to be condescending and patronizing. "People in the Jordanian 

street*1 she has said, "want to touch us, they want to feel us, they 

feel we are their family.1’ Her handlers' desperate efforts to keep 

her quiet and low-key wrere a source of amusement for onlookers. 

In the late 1980s, one Amman resident says, she went through 

a two-year period of looking like your aunt Bessie"—long 

sleeves, dowrdy outfits, generally less-sparkling-looking. 

The queen says she was "completely surprised1’ by the eruption 

of her subjects unloving feelings, but she told people that in time, 

Jordanians would learn to respect her. It may be a long w'ait. A 

dozen years into Noor’s reign, Abdullah Hasafct, an editor at the 

pro-HusseinJordan Times\ finds the queen genuine" but still a bit... 

unprepared. "It's not easy for Queen Noor to, urn, comprehend 

everything^ Hasafet says. "She does not have the gut feeling, 

you know, you have when you are born here and you know the 

conflict and you've lived w ith it," Her recent public appearances, 

such as the photo-op visits to Kuwaiti refugee camps, are so 

controlled that it’s impossible for the press's enthusiasm — She’s 

beautiful! She cares!— not to outstrip reality. In October she, 

not Hussein, visited New York (for the UN conference on 

children) and then Washington, where she gave a speech at 

the liberal Brookings Institution. It seemed a good idea to 

send the queen and not the king. Amman's streets were filling 

with anti-Western, pro-Saddam Hussein protestors—if war 

comes to the Gulf, a U.S. official told The New York Times 

recently, "the American embassy in Amman will probably 

burn"—and some locals were detecting a political statement 

in Jordanian television's first-ever airing of The Ugly American. 

So she headed for Washington. 

Following her Brookings speech, during a qubstion- 

and-answer session, someone asked about Jordans Israel 

policy After the queens evasive response, her host interceded. 

"If were going to dwell on the past11 the Brookings woman 

said while the queen stood by approvingly, "were never going 

to move into the future," The regal effect worked this time: the 

questioner later apologized to Noor, 

The main, $100-peoticket reception for her visit, held at the 

Jordanian embassy to raise funds for Kuwaiti refugees in 

Jordan, was completely ignored by the U.S, government. Luckily, 

Jeeb Halaby was there —along with other political hard hitters 

like Catherine Shouse, founder of Wolf Trap — to offer 

support and imbue his daughter's visit with the import it 

deserved; a number of well-known magazines hoped to cover 

the event with photos in their social pages, but those sorts of 

photos. Dad implied, were just not serious enough. Happily 

for the Halabys, The Washington Post did cover Noors official 

visit. Unhappily, they did so in the Style section. 

Is it too much to ask that a queen be taken seriously? She 

returns again and again to Washington, the one place in her 

homeland where titular importance ought to count for a fot. In 

the corner of a social gathering thrown by friends back home, 

the former Lisa Halaby — Queen Noor of Jordan — sits all alone. 

The guests, perhaps reluctant to be seen as toadying, perhaps 

simply not interested, are just not going over to talk to her. 

Please, the hostess begs one after another, please just go up to her 

and chat for five minutes, each of you. You can talk about anything. 

But the queen (whom one participant will later describe as 

"fundamentally boring”) remains isolated, apparently uncertain 

of how to proceed — unable to engage the attention of her former 

fellow Americans, unwilling to wade in among them and risk 

diluting the queenly aura. Wherever she is these days, Amman 

or Washington, Aqaba or London, she seems a little awkward, 

a little out of place, unloved. For us," said a Western journalist 

covering the Middle East, "she's the Blond Queen. In Jordan she's 

just not playing a big role. She has only to be very careful? > 
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J'M rwsuLTct 
Tbat ^cv- 
EVEN TWW. 

OF AC.C'^NG 
-—. ME. 

Parents stretch the truth. 

Surely you've sensed 

this. But, possessing only 

a fifth-grade education or 

so, you probably haven’t 

been able to catch them 

at it. Here, then, are the 

explosive truths they don't 

want you to know, Study 

up good. 

THING YOU DID 

1. Sent president picture of butt, 

2. Tore oft label from every food 

can in house. 

3. Answered phone as raccoon. 

4. Ordered musical treasuries for 

strangers. 

5. Disrupted Air Force fly-by. 

6. Ripped last page from every 

book in house. 

7* Tried to turn humidifier into 

robot. 

EXCUSE 

A. “Grandma started it." \ 
B. "I blame the economy” , 

C. ‘A man on the radio said 

to do it” 

D. “I was at a movie alone," » 

E. "I’ve already punished myself," 

F. “Let’s say no more about it,” 
i 

G. “Gypsies did most of it” 
i 

'95H3X* OLE 51 
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Bart Simpson's 
the Excuse to the Thing You Did" 

Don 't play u iih itkksipencih — 

you'll put your eye out. 

Not likely. According to 

the National Eye Trauma 

System, most eye injuries 

are caused by 'projectiles” 

not “sharp objects." Indeed, 

a 1989 study published in 

the American Journal of the 

Diseases of Children found 

that balls were the greatest 

cause of childhood eye 

injuries. 

Actual Crank Calls 
to the Rich and Famous 

LAUREN BACALL, 

a famous 1940s movie star: Hello? 

SPY JR*: Hello, Air, Bacall? 

Yes? 

Yes, 

IJh, I don't know. 

Want me to check? 

Uh, yeah, that would be 
Clean your plate—people are 

starving in India, 

Yes, people are starving 

in India and elsewhere in 

the developing world. But 

relief organizations like 

Oxfam say that the U S, 

contributes to the world 

hunger problem by using 

up more than its fair share 

of the world’s resources. 

So maybe your parents 

shouldn't have bought, 

cooked and given you so 

many Brussels sprouts in the 

first place! Also, making 

you eat things you don't 

want could lead you down 

the path toward juvenile 

obesity As Karen Miller* 

Um, l was wondering if your refrigerator 

was running. 

Who is this? 

Richard Hurtz. I'm just wondering if 

your refrigerator is running. 
[Bacall, a famous 1940s movie star* 

hangs upj 

SUSAN SEIDELMAN, director of a 

movie starring Madonna: Hello? 

SPY JR Hi, is Susan Seidelman there? 

Speaking. 

HiP uh. Ale Seidelman, this is Michael 

Hunt. / was wondering, is your 

refrigerator running? 

Is my refrigerator running? 

Okay; hold it. 

Thanks, 

[Thirty-seven-second pause] 

Hello? 

Yes? 

Yes* it is. 

It is. Do you think youd better go 

catch it?!? 

[Sighs] That was very funny. 

Okay, 

Okay* very funny. Very clever. 

Have you heard about the idiot who 

sayst “What?” 

[Sighs] Goodnight, 

Goodnight, 

[Seidelman hangs up.] £ 
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Donatello (?) 

A conflict arose during the filming of a 

major movie sequels climactic scene, A 

concerned crew member complained to 

the director that the scene was being 

shot in such a way that audiences might 

see one character start an action and a 

second character complete it. These 

sorts of errors are called continuity 

problems, and on most movie sets they 

would be cause for embarrassment. But 

not on the set of Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles It. Said the nonchalant director, 

ilThe only thing that tips people off to 

which turtle is which is the different- 

colored headband. And in this light, 

who can tell?' Ads on TV will soon be 

urging you to see this carefully crafted, 

not-at-all-cxploitative film. 

An actual mom writes: Recently I wras 

making the rounds of Manhattan's pri¬ 

vate preschools, trying to find one suit¬ 

able for my child. While standing on the 

rooftop playground of the Upper East 

Side's posh All Souls School, I wras 

shocked to see one three-year-old child, 

Jimmy (nor his real name), sobbing un¬ 

controllably. The reason? He was encir¬ 

cled by his classmates, who wrere chant¬ 

ing, Jimmy doesn't have a coun-iry house, 

Jimmy doesn't have a conn-try house! 

Kovach of the American 

Dietetic Association 

says, "Forcing kids to eat 

more than they want 

defeats the natural hunger 

mechanism." 

Cross your eyes and they 'll 

get stuck that way. 

We asked Dr. Gustavo 

Colon, a Metairie, 

Louisiana, plastic surgeon, 

whether eye crossing 

could cause permanent 

injury. "It is completely 

impossible," Dr. Colon 

says, "unless you crossed 

your eyes and somebody 

put pins in your eyes 

to hold them in that 

position " 

Private Lives of Public Figures 

Bert and Ernie enjoy a break from their hectic taping schedule. 

Just say no. 

just? Easier said than 

done. According to the 

American Medical 

Association, addiction is 

a disease, not a choice. 

And recent studies show 

chat a tendency to abuse 

drugs and alcohol can be 

inherited. Tell your parents 

you’re worried about this, 

and ask them how many 

alcoholics and/or drug 

addicts you’re related 

to. insist on your right 

to know. Ask about 

scfiiiophrenics too, $ 

SPY JR. VOCABULARY BUILDERS 
Brussels sprouts: leafy 

vegetables with a bitter 

taste, traditionally disliked 

by kids in the days before 

frozen pizzas and cake-out 

Chinese food, 

schiEophreiiic (skitZ-oh-fren- 

ick): medical word for 

weird. 
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Walter™ is making his usual rounds of New York City in his role as spy's messenger-movie critic. 

Can you find him and all the important; SPY documents hes scattered across the city? See if you can 

also find: Walter s friend Waldo, who's visiting from Great Britain; Waldos wallet; Waldos cash; 

Waldos credit cards; the radio from Waldos car. If you find any of these items, please contact Waldo. 
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Bill 

mtard and Dig¬ 

italis Dept,: 

Every reader of Mad knows what 

bosomy, eccentric publisher Bill 

Gaines looks Like: stringy long hair, 

salt-a nd-pepper beard, stained 

shirts, heavy glasses, huge gut* 

Readers know this because Gaines 

is regularly drawn by the maga¬ 

zine's inside-joke-loving artists. 

So be on the lookout this year for 

a brand-new, skinnier Gaines* He’s 

had a pacemaker installed, and on 

doctor's orders, the well-fed 68- 

year-old has actually been dieting 

and avoiding wine, 

Gaines's new health regimen 

means he will have to pass up im¬ 

portant office activities like last 

year's "Dog-Off" Associate editor 

joe Raiola challenged his boss and 

the rest of the magazines staff to 

taste-test three regular hot dogs 

and three soy-meal dogs. To 

Raiolas dismay—he was trying to 

prove that health food tastes 

normal — everyone could tell the 

'difference between the real dogs 

and the fakes. Gaines, a connois¬ 

seur of sorts, was even able to iden¬ 

tify the different brands ("This ones 

Hebrew National, this one s Oscar 

man his age.) Gaines also likes to 

point out a pair of cherished old 

photos he keeps in a hinged frame. 

At first glance, visitors often mis¬ 

take the man and woman in the 

pictures for Gaines's parents. In 

fact, they ate none other than Fatty 

Arbuckle and Virginia Rap pc, a 

famous Hollywood couple from the 

1920s. Ask your parents what the 

joke is* 

Tricentennial Blues Dept,: U you've 

already seen the January Mad, you 

know that the cover for the maga¬ 

zine's 300th issue features Alfred 

E. Neuman as the 'Sexiest Schmuek 

Alive’’ What you don't know is that 

the original 300th-issue cover wras 

scrapped at the last minute be¬ 

cause of the 

situation in the Per¬ 

sian Gulf and the editors’ fear that 

the climate in this country is such 

that their readers —or their 

readers' parents — would never 

stand for anything remotely satiri¬ 

cal concerning patriotism. The 

cover that didn't run is pictured 

above. — Roger Kaputnik 

SPT II. VOCABULARY BUILDERS 

eccentric: nice word tor weird. 

OedipoMed uh-pull): a reference to Oedi¬ 

pus (ed-uh-puss), a character in Greek 

mythology who accidentally killed his 

father and spent rhe night cuddled up 

in his mother’s bed. Ring any bells? Its 

okay, you're supposedly normal. 

Fuchsite, Fucivorous... 
Our Monthly Excerpts from The Oxford English Dictionary 

Butt-head: see Butt.*.. 

Turd (tpjd). Not now in polite 

use.,. „ 

1. A lump or piece of 

excrement; also, excrement, 

ordure_ 1553 Bale Vocacyon... 

Yet will a toorde be but a stinkinge 

toorde, both in smele and syght.*** 

1761 Brit. Mag*.. .Thatch your house 

with t —d, and you'll have more 

teachers than reachers. $ 

Mayer, and that one’s a Sabrett’s' )! 

Hence the pacemaker. 

Otherwise, the millionaire pub¬ 

lisher's busy, busy days continue 

to be filled with showing off the 

authentic human skull in his office 

bookcase; (He claims it s his fa¬ 

thers, an oddly Oedipol jest for a 

Separated at Birth? 

Hitler ... and Julia Roberts? 
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Goofus and Gallant 

Goofus Roseanne Barr 

displays vulgar manners 

in front of millions. 

Goofus Ed Koch runs the 

city into the ground. 

Goofus Pete Rose makes 

a little kid pay $30 for 

a signed baseball. 

Gallant Roseanne Barr is 

the star of a top-rated, 

money-making situation 

comedy. 

Gallant Ed Koch gives the 

new mayor helpful advice. 

Gallant Pete Rose sells his 

services to the federal 

government (or only 11 

cents an hour.# 

The SPY JR, Annotation 

Your parents' bedside table drawer 

is their most private, top-secret 

place. Many of the objects there 

may be unfamiliar to you. They 

may even frighten you. Others may 

seem familiar. But to adults, they 

have unusual uses. 

Sex manual. Having sex Is a lot_ 

more complicated than you prob¬ 

ably think, and for a lot of rea¬ 

sons (some of them not even dirty). 

What would be really great to knowF 

is wThich parent bought this. 

Wash'n Dri's. It s a lot grosser than_ 

you think, too. 

Room freshener. Much, much 

grosser. 

Scarf. Left over from an 

perimentf 

Nose-hair scissors. When people^ 

become adults, lung black hairs 

grow out of their noses —not just 

really old people, either. Its true. 

Contraceptive foam. This is not an 

extremely effective kind of birth 

control —you may be proof. Fun 

fact; the applicator works on the 

same principle as a Ghostbuster 

Gooper Ghost. 

Valium. Mom would cry even more 

if she didnt have these. 

Embarrassing photo of your par¬ 

ents! probably from before you 

were born. Ick. 

/ 
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t on the coffee table. Photo of Dad's parents in their counselor or clergyman imme 

trailer home* How come photos diately. 
// 

of Mom’s parents on their sailboat 

are out in the living room? 

Book about screwed-up children?', 

Matchbook from fancy restaurant. Uh-oh. 
/ 7 / \ 

Mom a/id Dad got taken here once. \ 

Therapist's business card* This is A long time ago. Ad for miiitary academy* DoubK 

why you have a baby-sitter every 

Wednesday night. 

, uh’Oh, 

Hard -to-understand book. Dad 

has read the first three and a half Vaseline Intensive Care Lotion 

A marijuana-cigarette butt pages about four times, Sometimes This is probably just for Mom’s dry 

("roach"). Inform your guidance when people come over, he leaves skin. Probably. ) 
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o you believe in Santa Claus? 

This is a complex theological 

question that each child must decide 

for him- or herself. Until now, that is. With the 

aid of computers, SPY JR. has 

conducted a rigorous statistical 

investigation into the question 

of Santas existence. Be fore¬ 

warned: you may not like our 

conclusions*... 

We begin our investigation by 

assuming that Santa Claus really 

does exist* Now, if you’ve learned 

anything about human nature, 

you know its highly unlikely that 

a normal man would choose, for 

no particular reason, to devote 

his life to making toys and deliv¬ 

ering them to boys and girls the 

world over. But this is an objective 

inquiry, and questions of motiva¬ 

tion aren’t relevant. We want only 

to know whether such a man 

could accomplish his mission. 

Santa’s first obstacle is that no known specks of 

reindeer can fly. However, scientists estimate that 

out of the earths roughly 2 million species of 

living organisms, 300,000 or so have yet to be 

classified. So, even though most 

of these undiscovered species 

are insects and germs, we cant 

rule out the slight possibility 

that a species of flying reindeer 

does, in fact, exist. And that 

no one besides Santa has ever 

seen one, 

A bigger obstacle for Santa 

is that there are 2 billion 

children under the age of 18 in 

the world. The good news is 

that he needs to deliver presents 

only to Christian children, of 

whom there are approximately 

378 million (according to figures 

provided by the Population 

Reference Bureau). Let’s assume 

that 15 percent of these 

Christian children have been 

— i 

ANYBODY HOME? No toy-manufacture 

mg facility or elf living quarters are 

visible in this aerial surveillance 

photo taken over the North Pole* 
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ON, DANCER, QM^AfEEEEEH! Artists rendition of Sana's 

hypersonic gift'delivery vehicle 

bad and are thus — like Muslim, Hindu, Jewish 

and Buddhist children — ineligible for gift 

getting- Still, at an average rate of 3.5 children 

per household, Santa has a backbreaking 

9L8 million homes to visit on any given 

Christmas Eve. 

Fortunately, Santa has 31 hours of Christmas 

Eve darkness to visit all these homes if he 

travels from east to west, thanks to the rotation 

of the earth. Unfortunately, this still works 

out to 822.6 visits per second. So, for each 

Christian household with good children, Santa 

has just over a thousandth of a second to land, 

hop out of his sleigh, jump dow n the chimney, 

fill the stockings, distribute the rest of the 

presents under the tree, eat whatever snacks 

have been left out, get back up the chimney, 

climb back into his sleigh, take off and fly to 

the next house. 

How fast is Santa moving? Assuming all 

9L8 million stops are spread evenly over the 

earth’s landmass, Santa must travel 0.79 miles 

per household —a total trip of 72,522,000 

miles. (This is a conservative estimate. It doesn’t 

include trips across oceans, feeding stops for 

the reindeer, etc.) Given the 31-hour time 

period, Santas sleigh must maintain an average 

speed of 650 miles per second, or more than 

3,000 times the speed of sound. To give you 

an idea how fast that is, the fastest man-made 

vehicle ever built, the Ulysses space probe, 

travels at a relatively poky pace of 27*4 miles 

per second, and conventional, land-bound 

reindeer travel at a top speed of 15 miles per 

hour. But lets just assume that Santa’s flying 

reindeer are somehow' able to reach hypersonic 

speeds —thanks, say, to the magical spirit of 

Christmas giving. 

Lets take a closer look at Santa’s vehicle. 

First of all, assuming a cheapo 2 pounds of 

presents per child (that’s like one crummy Lego 

set), the sleigh must still be able to carry a load 

of 321,300 tons —plus Santa, an overweight 

man. On land, a reindeer can’t pull more than 

300 pounds of freight, and even assuming that 

flying reindeer could pull ten times that amount, 

Santas massive sleigh has to be drawm by 

214,200 beasts. They increase the weight of the 
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overall Santa payload to 353,430 tons {not 

including the weight of the sleigh itself). This 

is more than four times the weight of the Queen 

Elizabeth ocean liner. Imagine: Santa skimming 

over rooftops in a gargantuan 

hypersonic aircraft with even 

less maneuverability than a 

Big Wheel. 

of a second. 

As for Santa, he will be subjected to 

centrifugal forces 17,500,06 times greater than 

gravity. A 250-pound Santa will be pinned to 

the back of his sleigh by 

4,375,015 pounds of force 

(after we deduct his weight). 

This force will kill Santa 

instantly, crushing his 

bones, pulverizing his flesh, 

turning him into pink goo. 

He res where things get fun. 

shots, taken by a SPYjr, 

reader in western Ore- 

Three hundred fifty’three thousand 

tons of reindeer and presents are going 

to create an enormous amount of air 

resistance —especially at 650 miles per 

second. This air resistance will heat 

the reindeer in the same way that spaceships 

are heated up when they reenter the earths 

atmosphere. According to our calculations, 

the lead pair of reindeer will absorb 14.3- 

quintillion joules of energy per second each. 

This means they will burst into spectacular, 

multicolored flames almost instantaneously, 

exposing the reindeer behind them. As Santa 

continues on his mission — leaving deafening 

sonic booms in his wake —charred reindeer 

will constantly be sloughed off. All 214,200 

reindeer will be dead within 4.26 thousandths 

In other words, if Santa tries to deliver 

presents on Christmas Eve to every 

qualified boy and girl on the face of 

the earth, he will be liquefied. 

If he even exists, he's already dead. 

So where do the presents come from? Weirdly 

kindhearted intruders? Stupid robbers? Magic? 

Your parents, maybe? 

We wont insult your intelligence with the 

answer. } 

SPY JR VOCABULARY BUILDERS 

statistical: this is an almost always meaningless word that is 

frequently used when people want to make something that 

is vague and haphazard sound authoritative and scientific, 

objective: see statistical. 

gonr purports to show 

actual parents setting 

out presents and eating 

cookies left for "Santa” 

How does Santa fit down a chimney if he's so fat? 

How does Santa deliver presents to houses and apartments that don't have 

chimneys? 

Assuming reindeer have aerodynamic lift, what is the minimum speed a 

reindeer would have to attain in order to become airborne? 
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The SPY JR. 

Handbook 

Your Own Copy of Playboy 

Every Month! 

Instead of depending on uncertain 

suppliers “older brothers* creepy 

clerks at the Circle K, the top of 

Dads closet —you can, no matter how 

young you are, become a subscriber 

to Playboy. This way, youll get not 

only the magazine but also neat junk 

mail from other sophisticated mens 

magazines and from sophisticated 

mens mail-order catalogs. 

Step 1: Establish your own mailing 

address. Most cities have commercial 

post-office-box agencies, which 

operate out of stores and typically 

charge between $25 and $35 per 

month. Check the Yellow Pages and 

call for more information. If the clerk 

says youTe awfully young to be renting 

a box, suggest that your situation is 

complicated but has something to do 

with your parents' divorce and your 

moms being “in an institution,” 

Step 2: Subscribe. Although the 

official rate is $26 per year* 

subscriptions are actually available 

for as little as $21. Just send a 

request, with your name, past-office- 

box number and a money order 

(probably available for a fee of $1 

at the place where youTe renting 

the post office box) to Playboy 

Subscriptions, P.O. Box 2003, Harlan, 

Iowa 51593, Happy reading! 

Hext Month: Staying home from school 

the Physicians' Desk Reference way! > 

1. Frizzes Honor costar; 

Siss shame. (6) 

3, Aftermath of 7 

Across. (4*4) 

4, Nice word for 

retarded. (4) 

5, Metropolitan 

Museum o__. (1,3) 

6, Dumb mistake — 

especially in swim 

trunks, (5) 

; j a 

2, Grandpas specialty. 

(7,3) 

5* t*.round the corner 

___is made. (5) 

dividing Asia and 

Europe, (5) 

6. Amusing color. (5) 

7. Wedgie, e.g. (7) 

9, TVs porcelain-bus 

driver? (5) 

11 * \ellow River 

author. (5) 

10* Gross stuff, (3) 

SPY JR. staff: Edit id by Bruce Handy. Written by Kurt Andersen„Josh Gillette, 

Joanne Gruber, Bruce Handy, Jamie Malamwski, George Meyers, Susan Morrison, 

Joel Potischman. Designed by Christiaan Kuypers. Educational consultant: the 

Reverend Harry Powell, D.D., Ph.Ed, # 
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Blissfully iree of the high seriousness that infects so much 

haute couture* the Italian-born* Berkeley-educated 

jean de Brunhoff's Bahar books and the works of 
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I 

J.R.R. Tolkien —sources more commonly associated with cherished blankies and outcast teenagers than with Women's 

Wear Daily and Linda Evangelista, "I have a lot of Babar books, and 1 still read rhcm before I go to bed," explains the 

28-year-old TarassL " So it just occurred to me, God, I should use Babar!"^ Here, Tarassi has photographed 

some inhabitants of Celesteville in his spring and summer Line, available at Louis, Boston and Bergdorfs. 

Fit milt Information,. »•, p«gi 7). 
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Gary enraptures Phyllis Schla% 

Bob gives out American flags 

im ft u £f 1 tltf 

Sammy lives—in a 
Polish waxworks, 

with Frank! 

JIINII GINS or RICH AMERICAN 

WARNING AGAINST WELFARE, RIND 

MfiMy capitalists are we! 
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ack in the good old days of the Cold War, a 

guy like ack Wheeler wouldn't have been 

caught dead leading a bunch of American 

tourists on a sight-seeing trip around the 

colonies of the Evil Empire. But here he was — 

Jack Wheeler, the all-American boy, the Indiana Jones of the 

right, the man hwstia Once described as an 'ideological gang¬ 

ster;" a true believer who had launched Stinger missiles with the 

mujaheddin in Afghanistan, dodged bullets with the contras in 

Nicaragua and downed brews with Ollie North at a dive near 

the White House —on the Hungarian-Romanian border with 

a Mercedes busload of ill-tempered American tourists. 

Jack was, as ever, dressed in safari gear —battered khaki 

jacket, khaki shorts, khaki-colored Reeboks (his khaki Har wich 

the porcupine quill had been filched some days earlier in East 

Berlin). On the middle finger of his right hand was a mollusk- 

size gold ting, embossed with a Chinese character, that he had 

bought in Saigon when it was still called Saigon. ("Its the sym¬ 

bol for happiness and virility he says.) Jack stood at the 

front of the bus and surveyed the squadron of American right¬ 

wingers with a pair of mischievous, narrow-set blue eyes, His 

charges were filling out their exit cards. 

Profits wrere split between Wheeler and the Council. 

jack Wheeler, 1 soon learned, was a professional adventurer 

who'd been credited by The Washington Post with dreaming up 

the Reagan Doctrine after spending a few years hooking up 

with anti-Soviet insurgents in Africa, Asia and Central Amer¬ 

ica. One night in Afghanistan in 19$5, he’d had an epiphany: 

rebels were rising up and fighting the Soviet juggernaut all over 

the globe. Jack hightailed it back to Washington, gave a breath¬ 

less talk to the White House speech writers —and presto, 

Reagan was extolling the moral equivalents of the Founding 

Fathers who were fighting Commie bastards everywhere. Jack 

became the brash, blue-eyed boy of the conservative move¬ 

ment, a rock n1 roll Republican in the Lee Atwater tradition. 

Jack wanted to know if I was interested in the trip. There was 

silence on my end of the phone. 'It'll be hitching he promised. 

J had to admit that I was curious to see a group of conservative 

Americans square dance on the grave of their mortal enemy 

"Sign me up" I told him. 

THE RONALD REA6AN GREEQ IS GOOD VICTORY TOUR 
Tanya, The name conjures up a slinky, smoky-voiced Slavic spy 

who smuggles microfilm across the border in her black satin 

IlfiHHINGERS AS THEY ROCK ’H’ ROIL THROUGH EASTERN EUROPE-GLOATING, PARTYING, 
IB OUT THE STAHS AHI STUPES, BLOWING KISSES TO I0MINIAR HOOKERS, KHD MORE! 

“Hey, Jaek^1 someone called out from the back of the bus, 

"What do we write under reason tor visit?11 

Jack paused for a moment, 'KCA," he said matter-of-faedy 

over the buss speaker system. “KCA.,h 

“What’s that?'1 one of his troops asked. 

Jack grinned, and then grabbed the microphone as though 

he were launching into a sweaty encore in a Vegas lounge."Kick 

Commie ass!" he cried. “Kick Commie ass!" 

Suddenly, backstage behind the disintegrating Iron Curtain, 

where nervous Americans once kept their heads down and 

spoke only in whispers, the bus literally rocked. 

“KICK COMMIE ASS!" 

"KICK COMMIE ASS!" 

Several weeks before I joined up with Jack Wheelers merry 

buscapade, my eye had been drawn to one of those tiny ads 

buried at the bottom of the front page of The New York Times: 

CAPITALISM HAS WON! VIP tours to East Europe 

w/ former Reagan officials. 

I called the SGO number and got Wheeler straightaway. 'This 

is not some American Express tour to sec the sights," he told me. 

’This is current history^ and we're going to meet the people mak¬ 

ing that history1 The tour, sponsored by a conservative Washing¬ 

ton think tank called the Council for Inter American Security, 

covered six countries — East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Poland, 

Hungary Romania and Bulgaria, in that order —and each ofthe 

trips three legs would include about 15 or 20 traveler? of the 

“conservative disposition" The price was just under $10,000. 

bustier But Tanya, our guide to East Berlin, was a breezy 

T-shirted 20-year-old from southern California who had lived 

in Germany for exactly three weeks. Her familiarity with the 

city was slight (she knew where all the McDonald's were in 

West Berlin), and her knowledge of World War II seemed 

to be derived mostly from Hoganjs Heroes reruns. 

Tanya was a keen disappointment to our conservatives, who 

peppered her with well-researched questions about the range 

of the 5S-2Q missiles based in East Germany, the number of 

Soviet military personnel still stationed in Warsaw Pact coun¬ 

tries and whether former East German leader Erich Honecker 

had been an international drug kingpin. 

There were 19 people on this leg ofthe trip, 15 of them men. 

There was Gary, an earnest, bespectacled jeweler from Indi¬ 

anapolis who wore gold chains and thought pornography was 

the source of all crime; Bill, a ham-faced businessman, also 

from Indianapolis, who proudly told me he was the first person 

to buy a Playboy Club franchise, back in i960; Bud, a real es¬ 

tate developer from Orange County who, everywhere we went 

in Eastern Europe, made a point of asking about land prices. 

Later we would be joined by right-wing celebrities like Phyllis 

Schlafiy and her daughter; Ray Cline, the former deputy direc¬ 

tor of cbe CIA, who referred to the rest of us as campers; 

another mother-daughter ream, Bobbi and Lisa, from Her- 

mosa Beach, California; and Lynn Bouchey, the garrulous 

president ofthe Council for Inter American Security. 

Most ofthe men, jack told me, were "investors" One thing I 

know they invested in was subscriptions to arcane journals 

like Intelligence Digest, which they pored over on the bus. 
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Sample conversation; 

T read this article on nuclear deterrence in Foreign Affairs" 

“No, 1 think it was Foreign Policy Review' 

"No, Foreign Affairs? 

"Wanna bet?” 

These fellows were not in lockstep agreement on the whole 

range of conservative is 

sues, but they had one 

undeviating, inflexible 

point of principle: 

Commies were the 

root of all evil. This 

was essentially the 

Ronald Reagan 

Victory Tour. They 

had been told all their 

lives that American 

values would triumph 

in the end, and they 

had come to see it—The 

End —for themselves 

They were bumptious and 

proud of...well, of free- 

several of the others piped up, 'A month. Bill, a month? 

Don't mess with them on Soviet stats. 

That night at dinner our speaker was the managing director 

of an East German printing firm. (He affected the popular 

East German style of white socks and black sandals.) He was 

a gung ho capitalist with the enthusiasm of the newly con- 

vcrccd. He told us how he wanted to privatize his 

firm and sack a bunch of employees. “They are a 

bit, you know, what you call, lazy* he said, and they 

worried about welfare for unemployed workers. 

Welfare! The hands shot up. Diamond Gary 

launched into a practiced harangue about how wel¬ 

fare undermines the desire to work. Others lec- 

tured the East German about how welfare de¬ 

stroys family values. In Eastern Europe the conser¬ 

vatives might not have the Commies to pick on 

anymore, but there were still the big-spending 

liberals back home. 

A proshlule solicits the former CIA deputy director, 

dom and democracy and high-yield corporate bonds. 

THE TRIUMPH OF THE FREE-KARKET HIPPIES 
fn Prague, people were tickled to see us. The 

Czechs looked us up and down as if we were char¬ 

acters from Dynasty, trying to guess the secret, how 

mmMttm ye olde hammer-and-sickle shoppe 
Everyone on the bus cheered up when Tanya delivered us to the 

Wall. The Wall, or what is left of it, has become a kind of out¬ 

door Communist nostalgia mall, Ye Olde Hammer-and-Sickle 

Shoppe. Dozens of men were hawking chunks of concrete neatly 

packaged in plastic. There was also a bustling market in Soviet 

memorabilia like genuine Red Army belt buckles. Our group 

were gluttons for all of it. I watched two of my conservative 

companions sling Red Army belts over their shoulders and 

crouch down low, pretending to fire phantom AK-47s. 

None of this tame, tourist stuff for jack Wheeler, though. 

Tousle-haired, pigeon-toed, with a cocky, athletic walk, Jack 

wras a 46-year-old Tom Sawyer. He had been the youngest Eagle 

Scout in America (age 12), swum the Hellespont naked {a la 

Lord Byron), ridden elephants across the Alps, hunted the 

man-eating tiger of Oalat and sky-dived over the North Pole. 

He wasn't about to pay hard currency for some penny-ante, 

plastic-wrapped, tarted-up keepsake of the Berlin Wall. Herd 

get his own. Jack moved down to a less popular precinct of the 

wall and, with his bare hands, pried off a 15 -pound wedge and 

hoisted it onto his shoulder, his Cold War trophy 

From the Wall, we went directly to a State Department 

briefing. State Department professionals were naturally re¬ 

garded by my colleagues as effete, Ivy League, striped-pants 

weenies. In East Berlin our contact at State could have been a 

mold for the rest; fair-haired, pasty-faced, a moist handshake. 

He blushed when he told us that the East German foreign 

minister had been a nudist. 

My mac ho-foreign-policy leathernecks tried to trip up the 

man from State. They wanted to know where, for example, all 

the East German secret police had gone. One fellow got a big 

laugh by beginning a question, "According to Jane Fonda,,." 

Playboy Bill cleared his throat and said, “Gorbachev is still 

pouring $350 million a year into Kabul..." Before he finished, 

THE CZECHS 

we had done it in America. They liked m. they really liked us, 

The Civic Forum headquarters in Wencesfas Square seemed 

more like a chaotic student union than like the offices of 

Czechoslovakia's new ruling party. We spoke with two party 

leaders. Dr. Tomas Jezek, an adviser to the finance minister; 

and Martin Palous, a foreign adviser to Vaclav Havel himself. 

Jezek was a rumpled, shaggy-haired fellow wrho wras an adher¬ 

ent of the ultra-laissez-faire Austrian 

school of economics. MTo be a socialist'1 

said jezek, 'means not to know eco¬ 

nomics.1' Music to everyone's ears. But 

when Jezek described himself as a liberal, people in our group 

winced, My comrades never quite got used to the idea that 

anyone called a liberal didn't want to soak the rich and stifle 

incentive, 

Martin Palous looked as though he had just wandered in 

from Max Yasgur's field at Woodstock circa 1969, He wore 

faded blue jeans and had long, stringy hair and an untrimmed 

beard. Palous wras also a disciple of the Austrian school, and 

one of the first things he told us was,11 We were very grateful to 

your president Ronald Reagan ’when he started ro talk about 

the Soviet Union as an empire of evil.’jack and everyone else 

beamed. Here was a foreigner—a long-haired foreigner, no 

less —uttering the magic words. 

We heard from a succession of such long-haired economic 

conservatives over the course of the trip, and I came to think 

of them as Free-Markct Hippies. What united these men and 

our group was a mutual loathing of Communism and a rever¬ 

ence for a kind of libertarian capitalism. But culturally, 

aesthetically and sartorially they were polar opposites. After 

all, Vaclav Havel had appointed one ol his heroes, Frank 

Zappas to be a special trade representative, and not once dur¬ 

ing the trip did I heat any of my colleagues talk about the semi¬ 

nal influence of Zappa's Uncle Meat album. 

On our last night in Prague, Jack wanted to go to a place 

called U Flacos, because that's where his buddy, the right-wing 
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California congressman Dana Rohrabather, had told him he 

had been in 1?68 when someone slipped him a message that 

the Soviets were going to invade. According to Jack, Dana had 

passed the information to the State Department. 4Of course,” 

said Jack, 'nothing happened." 

ANTI COMMUNISTS ANONYMOUS 
“Squares;1 the ruddy-faced fellow sitting next to me at dinner 

whispered, “Commies love squares," It was our first night in 

Warsaw, and my dinnermate was Lynn Bouchey, the presi¬ 

dent of the Council for Inter-American Security Lynn had a 

resonant, glee-club sort of voice, a boyish face and a deeply 

conspiratorial manner. He also had had a few vodkas. 

Moments later, Lynn tapped his spoon on his glass and rose 

to speak. 'On behalf of the Council, I just want to say chatsverc 

here to have a look-see, walk-see, touch-see tour of the fall of 

Communism, This is a tout where we won't know what we're 

doing from one minute to the next, because history is changing 

that fast!’ Then, lowering his voice and looking cautiously 

about the room, he said. There are still a lot of Commies 

around. Dorit be fooled. I saw some myself at the airport. 

“I admit it, fm a cultural imperialist —an Aristotelian by 

way of Aquinas —and I'm not ashamed to want to impose 

it on others. That's what jack and 1 are here to do: drive a 

stake through the heart of Communism!" Jack shifted in his chair, 

a little uneasy. 

On the other hand, Bobbi and Lisa, the duo from Hermosa 

Beach, were riveted, Lisa, the blond, statuesque daughter, in 

spandex pants, seemed star-struck, "fcj1 she said, 

Tiscenf she asked me in a hushed voice after dinner; "do you 

girls in black tights were morosely shutfling on the floor while 

their bell-bottomed boyfriends sat around smoking. Jack be¬ 

moaned the fact that Europeans produced such terrible rock 

'ri roll. Jack is partial ro the old-fashioned, hard-core, all- 

American version, jacks only real quarrel with the conserva¬ 

tive agenda seems to be that there is not enough fun in it. “Do 

you knowr Glenn Frey's 'Better in the USA?,” Jack asked me. "It's 

a bitchid song.” And then, in a disco in Warsaw, he Sa ng it for u&. 

They look to the East. 

They look to the West. 

The Third World wonders which way is best. 

We've got freedom; we've got soul. 

We ve got blue jeans and rock-and-roE. 

It's better in the USA. 

PHYLLIS SCHLAfin OWN MARSHALL PLAN 
Phyllis Schlafly has great posture. Her carriage is enhanced by 

her hairdo, a meticulous French roll in the shape of a Midget- 

man missile, While her daughter Ann has a wry manner, 

Phyllis doesn’t have an ironic bone in her ramrod body. Ann is 

a professional cook, Phyllis is a professional anrifeminist, and 

they joined us in Budapest. 

Istvan, our Hungarian guide, did hU best to please a group 

of capitalist crusaders: 'That really ugly building over there is 

the Communist Party headquarters." In the old days Eastern 

European guides were flacks for the socialist way of life. Istvan 

did take us to one statue commemorating the Red Army, but 

"for the view, only" he said. This did not mollify Gary. 'What 

the hell are we doing here?" he demanded. To register his 

contempt, he boycotted Istvan's lecture about the Russian lib- 

LOOKED US OP MID DOWN AS IF WE WESE CHARACTERS EDOM HUM, TRYING ID GUESS OUR SECRET 
know where I can find an A A meeting in Warsaw? I don't need 

to go. I just like to sometimes,” 

EVERYTHING'S BETTER IN THE USA 
Our first morning in Poland, Eva, our sweet, nervous guide, 

told us how Poland was always surrounded by enemies and 

had been invaded countless times, "You know urhat Poland's 

problem is?" said Bud, the Orange County entrepreneur, who 

relentlessly applied the tenets of American real estate to geo¬ 

politics, “Location. Location, Location," 

Later, Lisa and Bobbi rook Eva aside and had a heart-to- 

heart: Eva, you're a lovely woman, hut that silver eye shadow and 

brown lipstick have got to go, They then initiated her into the 

elaborate cosmetic rites of California, putting Eva through a 

complete make over, “1 gave her cheekbones" said Lisa proudly. 

That night at dinner, the leader of the Confederation for In¬ 

dependent Poland, Lescek Moczulski, droned on through the 

entire meal about domestic prices (rising) and industrial out¬ 

put (falling). During dessert. Diamond Gary stood up and 

asked a question. “Look, can I get off th is micro subject and ask 

a macro question?" he said irritatedly, "Is there anybody in this 

country good at making money?" 

After dinner a few of us went to a local disco. It was a dark 

and joyless place, with elevator music on the sound system, a 

few anemic flashing lights and a closet-size dance area. A few 

erators and instead marched off to urinate on the side of 

the monument. 

We met Caspar Tamas, a founder of Hungary’s Alliance of 

Free Democrats, who spoke with a crisp English accent and 

could have played a boulevardier in a British drawing-room 

comedy. Caspar was very gloomy. "You know,” he said, round¬ 

ing off his remarks, “I’ve been advised never to say There's no 

hope' roan American." Then he called jack aside and put in the 

hook more smoothly than any Texas Savings-and-loan officer. 

Jack” he said, “there is a very important conference in Vienna; 

if I am to attend, I must have American currency....” 

Phyllis heard this and immediately spearheaded a fundrais¬ 

ing drive, Caspar made a valiant atrempr to appear sheepish 

about accepting money, bur Phyllis pressed it on him. 'The first 

of the American handouts to Eastern Europe;' Bud grumbled. 

SHBPPERS OF THE WORLD, UNITE! 
Bobbi and Lisa — the Girls, as some took to calling them —had 

been suffering acute shopping withdrawal, (Bobbi complained 

that she was running out of outfits.) But Budapest proved a veri¬ 

table galleria. After a day at the stores, Lisa, a former cheer¬ 

leader; broke into an exuberant cheer: “Give me an ST she 

chanted, jumping into the air. "Give me an H. Give me an 0...." 

At our last supper in Hungary, I found myself seated next 

to Mrs. Schlafly. About halfway through the meal, she turned 
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to me, wagged a finger at my chest and said, "You deserve 

better," I was having a little trouble concentrating, because 

a gypsy waitress just behind Phyllis was dancing while baianc- 

ing a botde of wine on her head. All I had told Phyllis, who 

had for a decade quarterbacked the national STOP-ERA cam¬ 

paign, was that 1 was willing to change a diaper every now 

and then. <cYou deserve a woman who will stay at home, raise 

your children for you' she said. "If she's not willing to do that, 

then you don’t want her. Do you understand?" 

Bobbi was scooped up by the dancers for a kind of Hungar¬ 

ian tarantella, which she performed with great enthusiasm. 

Later she came over to Phyllis to borrow an emery board. 

Phyllis found one in her capacious bag, handed it to her and 

said, smiling, “You’ve lost all sense of propriety, my dear” 

Jack, moved by the high-spiritedness, stood up and tapped 

his glass. Tt was 1956,”Jack said, “and 1 was 12 years old. I was 

watching television, and I saw the tanks rolling into Budapest 

and students throwing rocks — rocks! — at the tanks, and 1 

thought, Vm going to fuck these guys — urn, what I thought was, 

Someday Vm going to do something about this 

It CLOSET LIBERAL FERRETS OUT A CLOSET COMMIE 
After crossing the border into Romania, we sat down to an out¬ 

door lunch by a muddy river on which a lone water-skier was 

slowly gliding. My tablemate was Ray Cline, a former deputy 

director of the CIA, a bluff, hobbitlike man with a Santa Claus 

beard. Tm affiliated with the four most despised institutions 

on earth," Cline said by way of introduction. “Harvard, Oxford, 

the State Department and the CIA” 

Also joining us was an earnest, mustachioed fellow from 

California named Bob, who eagerly declared that he had been 

a member of the John Birch Society since 1963. He announced 

that he had been fighting international Communism all his life 

but that this was his first trip outside North America. He had 

thoughtfully brought along with him one gross of American 

flags to dole out to the natives. 

That night, at a smoky restaurant in the dismal city of Timi¬ 

soara, we dined with a group of Romanians who seemed beaten 

down, depressed. (Romanian restaurants have two sections: 

smoking and chain-smoking.) “We are a sick people,” the woman 

next to me said. “We’ve been living like animals." She bright¬ 

ened a bit wrhen John Birch Bob presented her with an Amer¬ 

ican flag and a ballpoint pen with the seal of California on it. 

We set off the next day for a town called Sibiu. At one point, 

as we wandered the Transylvanian countryside, the bus pulled 

to a stop by the side of the road. A horse-drawn cart went trun¬ 

dling by. Suddenly, John Bitch Bob leapt off the bus and gave 

chase. Seconds later, breathless, he thrust an American flag 

into the hand of the mystified wagon driver. 

Sibiu was the hometown of the murderous Nicu Ccau§escu, 

son of Nicolae. My roommate in Sibiu was Ray Cline. 1 have an 

amateur's interest in espionage, and 1 asked Ray about the 

postwar British defectors — Kim Philby, Guy Burgess and their 

circle. wThe British never vetted their people properly” Ray said 

blithely. “They relied on the old-boy network and family rela¬ 

tionships.' Then he raised one eyebrow and looked at me curi¬ 

ously “What you do when you discover a double agent is” he 

said very slowly, enunciating each word carefully, "you wrap 

him in a cocoon so he cant hurt you” Perhaps 1 was being para* 

noid, but I informed Ray I had just remembered I'd left some¬ 

thing in the lobby, and excused myself. 

Our first morning in Sibiu, we talked with the newly elected 

National Salvation Front member representing Sibiu. (Jack, 

never an early risers slept through the meeting.) The Front is 

basically an organization of former Communists who deposed 

Ceau^escu and now run the country. Wearing an Italian silk 

sweater and tinted sunglasses, the new MF, whose name was 

Romeo, could have played a hit man in The Godfather. He had 

an equally sinister-looking translator who actually called him 

Boss. Romeo told us he had worked for the government and 

that Nicu Ceau§escu was not as bad a fellow as people said. 

I looked around in wonderment at my companions. It was 

obvious. This fellow was a Communist in slick capitalist cloth¬ 

ing. But what were my friends doing? Lobbing him softball 

questions about inflation and privatization. For half the trip 

I’d felt more socialist than the Eastern European ex-Socialists, 

and now here I was, filled with more anti-Communist bile than 

my crusading anti-Communist companions. 

“Isn’t it true," I challenged Romeo, “that the Front is mainly 

composed of former Communists?" He responded disdainfully 

with a single word: “Foolishness." I looked around, ready for my 

freedom-loving fellow travelers to rise up in support against 

the oily provocations of Romeo. But all that happened was that 

someone raised his hand and said, “When do you expect your 

currency to be convertible?” 

m cmmsmi jos mutmmm 
Our hotel in Bucharest was the sleaze capital of a shabby ci ty: 

money changers buttonholed you in the lobby, bellboys snig- 

gered at you as you lugged your bags upstairs, prostitutes 

patrolled the halls. 

In the lobby the morning after we checked in, an attractive 

but deeply unwashed woman in a red dress wTaved to Ray Cline. 

The former deputy ditector of the CIA gallantly blew her a 

kiss. A former operative? No, Ray explained that she had wan¬ 

dered into his room earlier and raised her dress over her 

head — the international sign for Wanna date?"She wanted a lit¬ 

tle quick sex, but at my age I don't have time for quick sex.” 

The first morning, we trooped off to see the US. ambassador 

to Romania, Alan Green, a hearty* heavyset fellow with a very 

red face. An old-line conservative from Portland, Green pref¬ 

aced almost everything he said with the phrase "I'm just a busi¬ 

nessman.” He was upbeat about the situation and didn’t seem 

to think the Front was so terrible. "You know, being a Com¬ 

munist in this country was the only way to get a job," he said. 

One of our group, a fellow from Sweden, began a question 

by saying, “Well, you Americans messed up at Yalta,*." Am¬ 

bassador Green acted as if he'd been accused of child molesta¬ 

tion* “Hey, wait” he said, raising his arms, “I wasn't even near 

Yalta." Conservatives, I discovered, never accept responsibility 

for something they didn't do with their own two hands. 

That night a number of us headed over to University Square, 

the scene of the continuing demonstrations against the Salva¬ 

tion Front government. About 10,000 people were there. From 
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a fourth-floor balcony lit by strobe lights, a young, bearded 

speaker was telling the restless crowd that the election had been 

stolen by the former Communists of the Salvation Front* and 

the mob agreed. 

Earlier in the day. Jack and Lynn had 

got word of a dream-come-true: they 

were invited to speak, from the klieg- 

lit balcony high above the Crowds, at 

the square that night. Driving a 

stake through Communism. indeed! 

(John Birch Bob heard about 

the invitation, figured one more 

American couldn't hurt and drafted 

his own remarks,) Despite the crush 

at the door leading up to the balcony 

jack, Lynn, John Birch Bob and I 

were ushered in when the students 

heard our American accents. The 

room next to the balcony was thick 

with long-haired young men in blue 

jeans smoking and talking, Free- 

Markct Hippies, 'This is a kick* isn't 

it?” Jack said. 

At about ten-thirty the speaker was 

telling people to calm down, "Don't 

give [President] Iliescu a chance to 

shoot you" he said, then motioned 

for Lynn and Jack to come outside. Suddenly, there was Lynn, 

in his navy-blue blazer and horn-rimmed glasses, in the spot¬ 

light. "The century of the Evil Empire is over'1 he began en¬ 

couragingly. ‘And the Council for In ter-American Security is 

going to help you." Confused silence. 

It was Jack's turn. He nervously bounced on the balls of his 

feet. He was wired. “In the eyes of history" he proclaimed into 

the microphone, "Marxism is dead. History is now on the side 

of democracy’ Scattered cheers. Then be told them that the 

'KickCommie ass!." Jack exhorts the 
Romanian mob. 

night we took a long table in a fancy hotel restaurant to cast 

a backward glance. Next to us were two Englishmen at a 

small round table* one damp and snouty the other old and 

lecherous—he was busy pawing a Bulgarian girl. During the 

course of the meal, the younger Englishman leaned toward our 

table and engaged Tom* the toy manufacturer from 

California, in conversation. 

"So, are you businessmen?7 He was red-faced, obvi¬ 

ously tanked. 

“Some of us,” Tom said. 

"What are you doing here?" he asked. 

"Well, we re sort of fact finding" Tom replied. 

"You mean you're just businessmen, right?” A little 

more aggressive. Tom was silent. 

"What you're doing here is raping the bloody coun¬ 

try aren't you?" he said, putting his red nose in Toms 

face, 

Tom could see this was heading in an unfortunate 

direction and said he preferred not to continue the con¬ 

versation. “Well, if you don't want to talk to us*' said the 

Englishman, standing up, "fuck off^ then." 

Tom, a quiet, burly man who had been a Marine in 

Korea, grabbed the Englishman and shoved him, send¬ 

ing him spinning for about ten feet. 

We had spent weeks in Eastern Europe, and the 

first full-blown anti-American asshole we had encoun¬ 

tered was an Englishman. The whole episode pur our 

tabic in a fine humor. People gave toasts and remi¬ 

nisced about the trip. 

Amid all the gloating, though, I detected a kind of mourn¬ 

ing that last night in Sofia, Suddenly, with the transformations 

of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union* these people didn't 

have the Commies to kick around anymore. For decades these 

men had been locked in psychological combat with the specter 

of Communism. Now their enemy had thrown in the towel. It 

wras going to be awfully lonely without those bastards. 

l7FTC,M Jack said, holding his glass aloft in a final toast. 'Fuck 

INTO Mi EXUBERANT CHEER 10 IRE JOT OF SHOPPING: "GIVE ME AN i GIVE ME AN H GIVE ME AO L” 
American people "did not like ion Iliescu — his gang of 

Stalinists can go jump in the Black Sea.” This got a roar. Then 

he raised his fist. JOS COMMUNISMUL [Romanian for “Kick 

Commie ass"}/" Jack yelled again: JOS COMMUNISMUL!” The 

crowd picked up the chant. JOS COMMUNISMULF 

When Jack finished, Lynn came out to embrace him. (John 

Birch Bob was waiting in the wings, but a Free-Market Hippie 

took the microphone.) Later, jack and Lynn were very excited 

to learn that a CNN camera bad been in the square. 

I LOVING THINE ENEMY AS THYSELF 
We were bullish on Bulgaria. All except John Birch Bob, At the 

border station, he extended one of his American flags to the 

guard. The guard stared at it for a moment and then said sim¬ 

ply* ''No” It was Bobs first rejection, and he took it hard. 
i . _ 

Sofia, Bulgaria's modern, charm-free capital, was our final 

stop. Having driven the stake, having danced on the grave, hav¬ 

ing said "We told you so” for almost a solid month, on our last 

the Communists!* he bellowed* and he drained his beer. But the 

spirit seemed to be lacking. 

The Commies are gone, but there is a consolation. Eastern 

Europe, I realized that night, had become a kind of Staliniand 

theme park for visiting Americans. No more boorish, brutish 

Yankees; we are the enlightened models of democracy, the 

steadfast prophets of freedom, the inventors of money-market 

funds. The Russians are the new Ugly Americans, 

It felt awfully grand to be an American in Eastern Europe. 

My colleagues and f never felt apologetic for the Stars and 

Stripes. So why go to France or England, where they barely 

deign to speak to us? Why trek to the Third World, where were 

still loathed as big-footed imperialists? Come to Eastern Eu¬ 

rope* where Americans can walk tall and not have to apologize 

for being businessmen out to make a buck—that’s what these 

people want. Eastern Europe* I discovered, is the last place 

where Americans can really be Americans, We even dress bet¬ 

ter than they do, J 
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For three decades, HARRY BENSON has been taking not-altogether- 
flattering pictures of famous people in bed. Is this a peculiar obsession 
of the celebrated, or the work of an incredibly persuasive photographer? 

Or both? 

"IF I CAN PHOTOGRAPH SOMEONE IN HIS 

bedroom,” says Harry Benson, whose work 

has appeared in almost every major Ameri¬ 

can and European publication and whose 

book Harry Benson's People will be published 

this spring, "then I feel I have weakened his 

resolve. I've gotten into the inner sanctum. 

And then, when you look at [the photo¬ 

graph], you can imagine all the things that THE BEATLES 

and I used to share a cot in the living room! 

That's poverty" The photographs here 

showcase their subjects’ more animal-like 

attributes: some (Leona Helmsley, Helen 

Gurley Brown, General Schwarzkopf) are 

theatrical and expectant, as if awaiting 

kibble-based treats; some (John Mai- 

kovich, Burt Reynolds) are languid and 

carnal, happy to luxuriate in their own 

have gone on in that room — all the dread/ul things.' Ben- 

sons fi rst legendary photograph that featured a bed was his 

shot of the Beatles having a pillow' fight in a hotel room in 

Paris in 1964 (above), and he has returned to the theme 

again and again. 13 The people on the following pages 

have strong feelings about their beds, '"Enlightened as 

your rivals may be' writes Helen Gurley Brown in Having 

It A/ly "do you suppose there’s any comparison between 

you in [your] bed with your need to please...and other 

women in their narrow or fat little beds?" You want to 

knowr about poverty? I'll tell you about poverty!," Ed Koch 

screamed to an interviewer in 1989. “My brother, Harold, 

musk; and some (Truman Capote, Margaret Whiting) 

are beached and immobile, separated from their 

pods. Beds, indeed, are the dominion of the id. Their 

cushiony expansiveness and sheer familiarity seem to 

prompt the pure expression of self; beds are couches 

without the responsibility. And yet, pictured on their beds, 

these celebrities seem a bit uncomfortable, almost as if 

they were burdened by the dreadfulness to which Benson 

refers. If he had wished to, Benson might have taken much 

more flattering photographs in the same setting, for bed 

is, after ail, the place wrhere so many people are at their very 

best: asleep. —Henry Alford 
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Brown has declared that "a delicately rosy, silky-satin, somehow innocent, always vulnerable erect penis is probably 

/he most fasdnanng ohfeci in the world.'’ 

Capote once saw a 

derelict sleeping 

beside a pier and 

said, ,lQb, you're not 

vtry inriting, )bu 're 

Oort Vidals typed 
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QIANE KEATON CYNDI LAUPER 

MARGARET WHITING AND1 JACK WRANGl 

ED KOCH 

PRINCE AND PRINCESS MICHAEL OF KE 
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r 
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H ALSTON 

GEMERfll H. HORMflH SCHWARZKOPF 
The commander of the U.S. forces in 

the Persian Gulf 

BUST REYNOLDS 

Reynolds has 

said, '7 know how 

to work hard? and 

how to play hardt 

but I've never 

learned to relaxd 
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Pseudo-French pseudoplayboy JOE QUEENAN checks out the clothes, has 
a manicure, sends faxes, hounds the help and uses the putting green 
at Bergdorf Goodman’s swanky, elaborate new store pour I’homme. 

When New York's haute clothing retailer Bergdorf Goodman opened its "ultimate _ ' d 

store for gentlemen*1 late last summer, it implored its clientele to think of it not as a ^ 

department store but, well, as a "familiar, time-honored club: a masculine, elegant ^ brochure, feft and M, Forresticr, fight 

place where busy executives can feel comfortable!' Plush armchairs, stately fireplaces, fine woodwork, solicitous personnel 

and even a tiny putting green would all enable the harried plutocrat to take refuge from his cares. And yet time and the mar¬ 

kets do not stand still. So Bergdorf would provide an office suite with complimentary fax machines, telephones, quotrons, 

a secretary and a computer. Cellular telephones would be available on ail floors. 

Since membership in a mens club —actually, in any organization that could be called both masculine and elegant—has 

always eluded me, 1 turned up at Bergdorf Goodman Men and moved in. Fragments of the stores brochure —my helpful 

guide —are reprinted below. 

environment in which .. hvl, jgdorf Goodman Men was, 

conceived to be a special haven for the man with a busy agenda. It is a men's 

!u :i as much as u is a store and every effort has been made to ensure that men feel 

comferf able and at ease, whether in serious search for a new suit or just casually 

S A SELF-EMPLOYED WRITER whose 

wardrobe runs mostly to sweatshirts and 

well-used basketball shoes, I feared that if £ presented 

myself at my new club without some modification 

of my appearance —and even my identity —the 

generous welcome the store offered me in full-page 

ads in The New York Times might be revoked. 

Therefore, I was attired in traditional Euro-investor 

garb (dark sport coat, excessively pressed blue 

jeans, blue Jermyn Street shirt with French cuffs, 

Hermes tie, burgundy loafers and an inexpensive 

Swatch that I wore, insufferably, over the cuff of my 

shirt) when I reported to the concierges desk at the 

undersearedly elegant 58th Street entrance. My hair 

was moussed straight back in the style of all French 

homines d'affaires Identifying myself as Jean-Michel 

Forrestier, 1 seized an under statedly elegant phone 

to let my girl Aimee know where I could be 

reached. This call was not strictly necessary since 

Aimee, a member of the spy editorial staff who was 

my girl only for purposes of this experiment, knew 

perfectly well of my whereabouts, l then asked the 

concierge to arrange for a limousine to pick me up 

at 3:00 p.m. and ferry me to the Gotham Bar & 

Grill, It was now time to find an oversize armchair 

on the well-appointed second floor and begin 

studying the Financial Times, 
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I prowled through the pink sheet* as we call it 

On the Continent, without interruption, and to all 

in my vicinity* 1 believe, I appeared to be basking 

in this civilised respite from the pressure and pace 

of my hectic schedule. No one fussed or fretted as 

I palled out my microcassette recorder and made 

comments in horrendous French about British 

mutual funds and the decision by Waterford 

Wedgwood to move part of its manufacturing 

operations out of Ireland. 1 was so undisturbed that 

I might have napped, spreading the paper over my 

face, but 1 knew that the traditional time for such 

things at a men's dub was after lunch. 
- ^ ia0nal computer and a tax 

.ephone lines, » recept^st,customer need to make 
Li-'' 

The saleswoman was impressed when I hurled the 

change from my crisp $100 bill disdainfully into an 

oversize Bergdorf Goodman bag. Just then, a youth 

burst in. 

“Jean-Mi! Jean-Mi!” he exclaimed, his mock 

urgency having produced the real thing in the 

concierge wrho led him. “These forms—you must 

sign right away!" 

1 signed* and then with a wave of my hand I 

dispatched him to return to the ostentatious offices 

of SPY* chagrined* no doubt, that our little ruse 

did not allow him to remain longer in this world 

of quiet, masculine refinement. But then* whar 

would a dub be if just anyone could repose there 

indiscriminately? 

call while having 

inclement weather, o'” 
-urgency 

*■ T; ardyre^ 
i *■ 

^ N time* 1 marched downstairs* past row 

upon row of traditional* natural-shoulder 

clothing by a heralded young designer who seemed 

to me, and to the Bergdorf Goodman Men 

brochure, to have an uncanny eye for mixing color 

and texture* I asked a clerk for a telephone. 

"You can use the phone right on the counter," he 

assured me, but I waved him away HZis is a bit of a 

private matter* and I need a secure line," I indicated 

in an accent that would have made Peter Sellers 

gag. He nodded in a conspiratorial manner and 

escorted me to an empty portion of the boutique, 

where he produced a cellular phone* on which he 

politely dialed my number. I thanked him* and 

when my girl Aimce picked up the receiver, I 

barked, loud enough to be heard a few feet away* "1 

want JeamClaude or Pierrc-Louis to take a look at 

Marks & Spencers UK Select Portfolio. Its trading 

at 84.64; J am interested in it at 83.72* But no 

higher—83*72, Ho-kay?” The clerk was clearly 

impressed, and I suspect that within minutes his 

international broker received a similar call from 

this very spot. 

js allowed us to create 
Niintmoiu mm*. - - 311 u 

*« •"r’-r tr 

iyi»r ■ 

incus snop 
_ EflreiylCLv+T' . 

Goodman begin.. Attention to detail, especially with regal 

cumere*00® “i vfWch Goodman Men was built. 

OME of Bergdorf's adroit purveyors of 

/^fc^'untommon haberdashery were Starting to 

give me the oncc-ovei; so I figured it might be a 

good idea to purchase some understated furnishings, 

accessories or both. I stepped into the sock 

department, A protracted discussion of anomalies in 

continental- American sock-size equivalencies ended 

with my purchase of a marked-down pair of Giorgio 

Armani hose and some fire-engine-red Hanro 

Eurobriefs that were the size of an audiocassette. 

GLIDED THROUGH the second floor* where 

a lavish selection of suits by Brioni and 

Hickey-Freeman and Oxxford were on display, and 

some salesmen quite understandably associated my 

presence in their departments w'irh a desire to buy 

something. They were mistaken. I did ask in the 

salon if I could have a manicure before lunch, and 

a shampoo and haircut afterward. While l waited* 

Nelfa* a Colombian hairdresser who had spent nine 

years in Stockholm, tried to figure out my accent. 

“You're from Sweden* right?” 

"No," l said, alarmed that my French accent wpas 

that bad. But what can one expect from a Colombian 

hairdresser who has spent nine years in Stockholm? 

"Germany?” she inquired. 

"No: 

MI know;' she brightened. “Australia.'1 

1 assured her that I was not from the land down 

under but from Southern Morocco. "I am a pied-mit; 

one of the very few white people from Southern 

Morocco* 1 explained. "You know., .zee war.,," 

I paid for the manicure with a crisp $100 bill, 

leaving LaJi* the Soviet manicurist* a big dp* and 

disdainfully hurled the change into my shopping 

bag. Everyone was impressed. 
B. Si 

iOrs in wruch we've stOL*.^ L.i*j£e sporty cotton knits, our golf professional is on 

hand at the department's own putting green for those golfers in need of a little 

expert instruction on their putting. 

Over the bergdorf Goodman ^ '*4tSnr| 

^ T was now time for lunch in the Cafe 745. 

After coffee and pastry 1 paid for the catse- 

crvufe writh a crisp $100 bill and, as had become my 

habit* threwr the change disdainfully into my 

shopping bag. After a few minutes of futilely trying 

on berets, J reported to the putting green, where a 

salesman who doubled as the house golf pro gave 

me a brief lesson. 
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"You just want to roll the ball on a line toward 

the hole"' said the convivial chap* contradicting 

everything I'd been told at the Jack Nicldaus 

Academy of Golf in Orlando 18 months earlier. 

When he told me to address the ball* I very nearly 
A 

launched into my Edouard Norton imitation 

CBonjour, la balk"). I resisted this urge and stiffly 

battle-axed the ball* missing the hole widely. 

"That's good" said the pro. 'The important thing 

is not to get caught up in all the mechanics'1 I was 

discouraged by my performance, but 1 consoled 

myself with the thought that a Frenchman who 

played golf well would just arouse suspicion. 

to jot dowrn some important investment 

notes to myself. She created a file, showed 

me how to use the computer and left the 

room while 1 wrote the following: 

Cest vraimeni merveilleux. Je mis m tram 

d'tcrirt cttU bisfoire sur un Qrdinateur qui 

m'a ete prete par Bergdorrrff Goodman. Ces 

gens sont vratment tres sympa. {This is really 

wonderful. 1 am in the process of writing 

this story on a computer lent to me by 

Bergdorrrff Goodman, These people 

are really great.] 

, ‘ '—.^irenu consiQtj» jon fora man's every need z,rT* n ^ bMntraincd to m 311 ««***^ 
tie a t lunch, he may come in for a loaner while we dry-clean his soiled 

ChcckisPr0V,^d:w= *** — 1 live’shiisv 

^ was now ready for my 2:00 p.m. haircut — 

but first nipped into the cafe long enough 

to drip coffee all over the tail of my Hermes tie, 

Reporting to the quietly elegant salon* I explained 

that the tie badly needed cleaning, A toute vitesse. 

"You can hardly see it" protested the manicurist, 

but I explained that the tie belonged to my 

brother-in-law* who had a keen eye for spots, and 

that I really had to insist on ics being cleaned. 

Disappointingly, no One offered to let me wear a 

loaner" as promised* Ten minutes later the tie, now 

stainless* was returned to me. 

Nelfa, the voluble hairdresser, told me my hair 

had been butchered the last time it had been cut, 

and that I put too much "grease" on it. I explained 

that 1 had spent two months in a remote, heavily 

wooded region of France recently, 

“You arc an archaeologist?” she asked. 

"Real estate,” I countered, I did not elaborate, She 

asked if 1 lived in New York. “I live a leetle bit here, 

a leetle bit zaycf I explained, I paid for the haircut 

with a crisp $100 bill, then hurled the change into 

my shopping bag —disdainfully 

—^emenu». „„ service. Foreign i^mguage sai**> _ ^ 

available ii needed. On the second floor, an office suite allows access to private 

telephone lines, a reception ist, secretarial services, a personal computer and a fax 

machine, portable telephones are available should a customer need to make 
* I « 

^ made yet another call on a cellular 

B/ phone— informing my girl Aimee that 1 liked 

Wal-Mart at 37. I then reported to Kimberley Kiss, 

the charming young woman who ran the Bergdorf 

"office.'' Earlier she had gregariously helped me fax a 

clipping from the Financial Times to Aimee. 1 had 

told Aimee to fax back the previous days foreign 

stock closings in The Wall Street Journal^ and I asked 

Ms. Kiss if this communication had arrived* It had, 

but as I checked the overhead stock deker outside 

her office 1 was dismayed to see that UAL had 

taken another nasty tumble. Perturbed* I asked Ms* 

Kiss if I could borrow her NEC personal computer 

When I finished, 1 asked her to print out a hard 

copy and destroy the file. She did, though I was 

somewhat annoyed to see that she had read what 

I had written on the screen. Oh, well, cfot la vk, I 

now requested a personal wardrobe consultation 

with the appropriate individual. 

"Ym the wardrobe consultant," beamed the 

multifaceted, enormously cooperative Ms. Kiss. 

"I am not so sure about fcis tie*' 1 confessed, 

fingering with displeasure the Hermes neckwear 

that only minutes before had been the object of so 

much solicitude. "A lot of people say it does not go 

with my blue eyes” 

Tt looks great,” she said. "It’s a classic look." 

"You t’ink it looks all right?" 

It looks fine," she reiterated* "You have very good 

taste,” 

These words, sadly unfamiliar to my ears* 

aroused in me a feeling of devotion and respect 

toward Ms* Kiss that could only be described as 

love. However, it was getting close to limo pickup 

time, so 1 hastened dowmstairs, 
1-^ X , Uu-Jj ^Aj,IU J Ll. . 

the uncommon item or gift for that special man in her life. 

Where other stores leave off Bergdorf Goodman Men begins... in the qualit 

clusivity and distinctive appeal of out clothing, furnishings and accessories, 

* ‘ driven to 

" R* FORRBSTIER, the concierge 

vw informed me, "your car is waiting, 

it's No, 47, Its parked right outside on Fifth Avenue.” 

I "tanked” everyone and made my way to the 

door. I was sorry to be saying goodbye to my club* 

but 1 knew I would always be welcome here, free to 

putt* to fax, to get my tie cleaned, free to receive 

a complimentary wardrobe consultation w ith a 

distinguished haberdashery professional* free to 

read the paper in a big leather club chair and free 

to make unlimited phone calls. Masculine and 

elegant* Bergdorf Goodman Men would serve me 

just the way White's and the Garrick in London 

and the Jockey Club in Paris have always served 

their members: as a civilized* fraternal alternative 

to the office and to home. And my club also offers 

so much more, just try to buy Armani socks at 

White's! » 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

Chxsifedf appear monthly its SPY. All orders must 

hi- pript/fii To p/uiL orders hy phone. us ll (212) 

ti 'ij-655Q u ml ask for Gina. 

CLASSIFIED ADS: S>S jut lint (iwo-iine 

minimum); $30 per line for two or more 

consecutive month*. 

PERSONALS: S30 per line; limited 

abbreviations accepted. Add SI 5 for spy box 

number. 

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: S230 per column 

inch; S2UU hrr two or more conseeutsvt 

months. 

Wfaen responding to personals. address your 

r&pamt in SPY Class t fink. 5 Huron Squan tt: W, 

New York, NY 10003, followed by tht box 

number to which you are responding 

Gifts 

PENIS POSTER (2 i"3;3511) Jepst’rs 12 animal 
[Hrni st .s tin .1 n in w h a Ic) SMI: Y at if a N --t i ls\, B u s. 
67 S-D, h looming ton, IN 1 102 

Services Offered_ __ 

\V 1 - represent riet-dj- itionurohs. who will bus row 

tirlt * or ILimn, Count, Duke. tic. for discreei 

donations Write GRI7 2PMI Ml Or 
Lexington, KY IU502. 

F U4 A N C I A L 

DEHTSr BILLS PIf.INC I:PiJ Bad crcdir i-* mi 

problem, Licensed/Bonded. Apps, Accepted SNi"'- 

S'iO/W Not a hunt company. UAC. Dept. SY. 

P.O. Box 2629Y Birmingham, Al. -3226. or tall 

<20S)&22-»2Hd. 

Intrqduction Services_ 

ME t: 7 ■ U V AI ti A WOR LD tt 7 DE FREE ) 2 PG 
CATALOG. America'* most respected service 
smct 1i Che 1 ry Blossoms I90SY‘ Rainbow 

Ridge, Kapaau, HI 96753; (SOS) 961-2114. 

Beyond monogamy? Group marriage book 
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24 MONTHS OF 
BEAUTIFUL WOMEN— 
Photoqfapnv by Bra3 Willis 

a i/2" x 11" 
Super-Glossy, 

Full-Color Photos. 
VOLUPTUOUS 

WOMEN OF THE 90'Sl 

Limited 
Time Offer! 
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1991-’92 ALL-COLOR CALENDAR 

DISK TOSSERS! 

Look smart with thtr alb new SPY i 'pisbcc, a 

state-til-the-art black-and-ytllow 17 5- 

gra m W ham -O 11 -M AX. Send S I 2 

(cheap!!) co SPY Fristwec, si*v, 5 Union 

Square West, \yw York, N-Y. 10003. 

Please allow' six co eight weeks tor delivery. 
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Pages 54-55: Trumpeter. Hand-knit 3-butlon 
crocheted gilet in Sea Island cotton, long-sleeved 
eortem jorsey T-shirt with embroidered pocket, riorv 
pleaied pant with curved pocket «n I 00 percent 
cotton. YtoL'rrrsh Hand-tailored silk’and<otfon 2- 
butfor jockei wilh bellows pockets, bnUk cation 
butlor-down shirt, nanpluuted pianl with curved 
pocket in 100 percent cotton. Trombonist: Hand- 
pointed short-sleeved cotton jersey T-shirt, two 
pleated Bermuda short in Fine Tasmanian wool. 
PicCa/o trumpeter; UncOnStructed Fortuny blouson, 
woven cottan-and-silk shirt with uncanstructed 
collar, Bermuda short with inverted pleat in 100 
percent cotton. Conductor: Hand-tailored 3-patch 
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Has the progenitor of Neu Journalism 

outpost of Europe's Bauhaus movement, 

which became known locally as the 

International Style, The Bauhausers’ 

doctrinaire ban tin ornament,,,” Here 

we go again. Starting 20 years ago when 

he made fun of the famously uncomfort¬ 

able leaf her-and-st eel chair designed by 

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Wolfe has 

been on the case of those beatnik mod¬ 

ern European architects with their nutty, 

far-out theories. In 1981 he wrote a 

best-selling book mocking them (From 

Bauhaus to Our House) ^ and he has pur¬ 

sued the issue in countless lectures and 

interviews. The Painted Word, which he 

become old hat? 

Q 
St HUMPHREY CREDO OH 

could have been surprised by his re¬ 

marks there about status. He has been 

saying the same thing — over and over 

and over — for 20 years. And even 

when he recently wrote a lighthearted 

article lor House & Garden, one heard 

an irritating, persistent squeak as 

Wolfe repeated a too-we 11-loved idea. 

Wolfe considers himself an amateur 

architecture critic, in the style of his 

aesthetic soulmate Charles I'm 

Thinking as Fast as 1 Can'1 Windsor. 

For HG, he wrote the text that accom¬ 

panied photographs of a town house 

owned by Eddie Hayes, the streetwise 

Irish lawyer on whom Wolfe based the 

character of Tommy Killian in The 

Bonfire of the Vanities and who became 

the attorney for the Warhol estate. 

Wolfe luxuriated in self-satisfaction as 

he described for this status-obsessed 

magazine the house of someone whose 

modest fame he himself had created; 

nevertheless* he cook time to give us 

some history; “The Museum of Mod¬ 

ern Art was the American missionary 

Tom Wolfe, author of Mauve Gloves & Madmen, Clutter & Vine, among other books, 

is an energetic and imaginative reporter. He possesses an often witty prose style. 

True, his taste for white suits is horrifying, especially since he considers himself a 

dandy (unaware, perhaps, that Beau Brummell wore dark brown 

and black), but Wolfe has consistently displayed genius over the 

quarter century of his fame. He has some hobbyhorses, however, 

and one often wishes that, as they rust* he would turn his agile 

mind to fresh material. No one who has read him and followed his 

interviews could have been surprised by his essay in Harper's about the modern 

novel. He's been saying the same thing — over and over and over — for 20 years. No 

one at all familiar with his work who read the cover story on him in Esquire this fall 

review 
OF 

REVIEWERS 

wrote in 1975* had used exactly the 

same intellectual template to discuss 

painting. Not unpredittably, then, the 

point of the story in MG was to praise 

Eddie Hayes for bringing in stonework- 

ers and bricklayers and rile masons to 

add highly wrought decoration to his 

house. Wolfe bewailed the scarcity of 

similar patrons. As if no one had ever 

heard his call before, and as if everyone 

but he —mentally stalwart in the man¬ 

ner of Captain Kirk — were still brain¬ 

washed to like only denuded white 

spaces, Wolfe once again sounded the 

alarm about those insidious Bauhausians 

and their "ban on ornament/' 
Perhaps Wolfe would never revisit 

this subject d he simply turned to the 
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story in HG that followed his. He 

would see a room described as a ‘light- 

filled gallery, rich in architectural and 

decorative flourishes," and a page or two 

later he would see eighteenth-century 

English paneling; a page later, twisted 

gilt curtain poles. And then* slowly, to 

minimise the shock, Wolfe could look 

at the rest of the magazine. Not a Mies 

chair in sight. 

At least Wolfe has strongly held 

opinions. Writing about MTV in 

Esquire, Michael Hirschorn asked a 

question: Has MTV hastened the end 

of Western civilization...?'’ And he 

answered it: “Almost certainly not '' No 

reckless assertions here! I suppose 

Hirschorn thought that, where the end 

of Western civilization is concerned, a 

wait-and-see attitude is always best, 

I wonder if Richard Locke — the first 

editor of the revived Vanity Fait, back 

in its commercially unsuccessful, 

pre-Tina Brown days — went to Oxford, 

I imagine he did, for he wrote the fol¬ 

lowing sentence in his adoring Wall 

Street Journal review of a collection of 

profiles by Kenneth Tynan: This is 

pure Oxford Union debating style, the 

reductive certainty, the flashing 

dichotomy, the precise wit that runs to 

paradox and aphorism.' Surely Locke’s 

detailed knowledge of the habits of 

mind on display at the Oxford Union is 

due to his personal familiarity with that 

institution— and yet his description has 

the ring of complete fantasy, the typical 

swooning over anything English by an 

American with literary pretensions, 

Oxford! Why, when 19-year-olds at 

Oxford debate, they must surely employ 

flashing dichotomy and precise wit that 

runs to paradox and aphorism. 

Is anyone else worried about John J, 

O’Connor, the daily TV critic for The 

New York Timer? Jf watching television 

rots the mind, what does writing about 

it do? Reviewing a dramatization of die 

Charles Stuart murder case, Q Connor 

wrote, "Like most other docudramas, 

[Good Nighty Sweet Wife] bobs and 

weaves in a manner that a good many 

students of the form find troubling." 

Students of the form? The form of the 

docudrama? Scary. Of course, O Con¬ 

nor’s critic reflex may have involuntarily 

twitched out a long, pseudoscrious, 

quintessentially Timesian phrase where 

one word—the difficult word is, as in 

"is troubling’' — would have served per¬ 

fectly. Still, we cannot ignore other 

warning signs. Ol Fresh Prince of Bel 

Air, O'Connor wrote, "This one was, in 

the words of one executive, going to hit 

the ground running. It didn t, at least 

not right away." In Other words, that 

utterly unremarkable show may become 

an instant hit— in a little while. And 

O Connor devoted a big piece to prov¬ 

ing his bold, controversial thesis that 

"TV Sitcoms Do Little for the Educa¬ 

tion Crisis.’ He actually wrote the sen¬ 

tence "Mr, Reynolds [he means Burt] is 

back in top form." And twice recently he 

has almost giddily discussed Steven 

Bochco's interest in urine. Scary. 

Really, Nancy Collins is at just about 

rhe same level in the celebrity food 

chain as Debra Winger, isn't she? One 

is a middle-aged movie-magazine writ¬ 

er, the ocher a beautiful, sultry, talented 

movie star — so, yes, one is about as fas¬ 

cinating as the other, especially si you 

consider that rhe movie magazine is 

Vanity Fair. (Vanity Fair is the print 

equivalent ol MGM in the old days.) 

Just eii case we were con I used on this 

issue, however, and thought that possi¬ 

bly Nancy Collins was less important 

than Debra Winger, Nancy Collins 

began her profile of Winger [ike this: 

It es Friday night when the phone rings 

in my apartment in New York. 

r'Hi, it's Debra, I'm in town," 

"How are you?1' 

"I'm having an identity crisis," 

''Could you save it until tomorrow' so 

we can get it on taptC 

' Debra'' calls Nancy, and Nancy gets 

the best lines! You know, actually, 

maybe Collins is more important than 

Winger. 

In Rick Hornung's review of Outrage: 

The Story Behind the Tatiana Brawley 

Hoax for The Village Voice, he criticized 

the authors for their supposed claim ro 

have found "THE TRUTH, as if there 

could be one unified account of this sad 

epic." Uh-oh! readers gulped. Here comes 

a Rashomon reference! "...As in Rash¬ 

omon, point of view was more important, 

and more revealing, than narrative." 

Whenever writers wish to make the 

commonplace observation that different 

people see things differently, they seem 

to think that mentioning Rashomon will 

at least make the idea sound exotic. 

They also hope to imply that among 

their many other fascinating, rarefied 

qualities is a profound appreciation of 

Japanese film, even — or especially — if 

they are not film critics. Luckily for 

journalists* no subject is immune to this 

treatment. Rudolf Bing's divorce? "A 

New7 York version of Rashomon* " 

according to Marianne Yen of 'The Wash¬ 

ington Post. The Joel Steinberg case? 

"More realities than 'Rashomon,’" says 

Patricia Volk in The New York limes 

Magazine, In Decembers Vanity Fair, 

Paul Rosen field describes Hollywood’s 

preoccupation with foretelling how and 

wrhether CAA chairman Mike Ovitz will 

replace MCA chairman Lew Wasserman. 

"Overnight," Rosen field writes, "rhe 

club game became Rashomon." (This is 

an interesting refinement of the cliche, 

referring as it does ro people's differing 

perceptions of an. event that hasn't even 

happened!) Describing the approach of a 

book about Walter, John and Angelica 

Huston, the ubiquitous omnicritic 

David ’Son of Sontag" Rieif offered a 

newr coinage modestly. The book, he 

wTote, uses “what might be called the 

'Rashomon’ method, of biographical nar¬ 

ration." Leslie Gelb, former second to 

Cyrus Vance at the State Department 

and now Op-Ed editor at The New York 

Tims, had such confidence in the star¬ 

tling freshness of his Rashomon analogy 

that be thought he had better take noth¬ 

ing for granted. In a piece about Pana¬ 

ma, Gelb observed interestingly that 

"Americans operate by the law of non¬ 

contradiction. Thar is, you can't have 

two truths in the same place at the same 

time," Then, as day follows night, came 

this: 1 Rashomon,’ a 195 3 Japanese 

film, shows just how natural it is to have 

many truths, as four characters tell 

four..." Why is at always Rashomon and 

never The Seven Samara/? "As in The 

Seven Samurai, it rained a lot." 

So brief was its presence in theaters 

that you may be wrondermg what Peter 

Bogdanovich s comeback-sequel-flop 

Texasnlie was like. Well, according to 

Texas-born pundit and essayist Liz 

Smith, wearing her ten-gallon film-crit¬ 

ic hat, it was like "seeing Twin Peaks in 

an open-air drive-in in the no man’s 

land that is Route BO between Fort 

Worth and El Paso ’ Those canny Tex¬ 

ans— open-air drive-ins. Shoot, as Liz 

herself might say, there's a notion. JS 
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AC ROSS 

1* The funny bear in question is Pooh. Put 

him back inside which is another word for 

tiny, and you have u>boopeet which is a kind of 

trick cushion, A Whon Pee cushion's some¬ 

thing that you slip under someone's scat, and 

when that person sits down on that cushion, it 

makes — let s not mince words—a fart noise. 

P/pppppp, something like that. Lately a biogra¬ 

phy was published of A. A. Milne, who wrote 

the Winnie-the-Pooh books. This biography 

made it dear that those books, cherished by 

me as a lad, exploited Christopher Milne, the 

author's son. And Christopher Robin looked 

so cure in the it lustrations. Even whimsy may 

welt entail drawing blood, often the author's 

own flesh and, 

11, Taxi piled rearranged Cbelter-skdter'1), 

15, Iran backward, running into gator to 

give us one who plots a course ("'plotter"). 

18, In Si’s urn. 

21 * To couch is to express, 

25. In depictions of eternal torment, rhe 

hands-on devils are generally shown having a 

wonderful time, in truth, the work probably 

grows tiresome. Setting up essentially the 

same gags over and over, like writing a TV 

series in its third year. Or Erst. No doubt 

there's pressure to keep coming up with 

fresh wrinkles, but not too fresh — “What's 

that?1 Look, if it s over their heads, these peo 

pie are not going to suffer from it.” The 

damned keep getting more and more jaded 

and rhe imps struggle w come up with more 

and more violence and weirdness unril they 

lose all sense of what they are up to—the 

David Lynch syndrome. At any rate, don't 

think the ordinary guy on the line gets to 

luck with Roy Cohn or Mussolini. The big 

damned souls get minimum-security deals* 

or they're trusties. Would hell be fair? 

DOWN 

2* Box on rearranged ("somehow"), plus 

10 Vs, 

5. A bit of a bloom, 

4* CE after sixteen rearranged. Perhaps ''Com¬ 

mon Era" would be a better clue {chan “civil 

engineer"), since that term and its abbrevia¬ 

tion, CE, seem to be replacing Anno Domini, 

or A.D Scholars are also saying fkC’.E., for 

Before Christian Era, instead of B.C.* for 

Before Christ. What Jesse Helms makes of all 

this, I can only imagine. 

5* Any word beginning in Bo seems an obvi¬ 

ous opportunity for reference to Bo Jackson, 

but I have an aversion to "Bo knows" jokes. 

Recently — because 1 am curious to know 

what it is like to do things toward which I 

have an aversion—I posed, along with other 

comedy writers, in a fashion shoot for anoth¬ 

er magazine, There we were, cooling our 

heels for hours watching one another submit 

to all sores of men swear indignities for no 

money and extremely dubious recognition, 

and the guy in charge of the session put us 

even more deeply in our place by felling us 

how Bo Jackson had behaved when he finally 

agreed to submit to being photographed for 

the cover of the magazine. Bo walked in the 

door of the studio and, without saying a 

word, held up five fingers. In fact, he loos¬ 

ened up and gave them ten minutes, and 

then he was out csf there. Bo knows posing. 

18, An incubus is male, because the word 

comes from the Latin "to lie upon,” and a 

succubus is female, from "lie under." There's 

a good line in the movie Strictly Dishonorabley 

which Preston Sturges wrote the play for, A 

judge says to a sprightly young woman, 

“That's immoral,'" She replies, “I read in a 

book of psychology that there's only one 

thing char's really immoral." "And what is 

that?" “Oh LordyT she replies, H1 forgot." 

20. Latin and Cu (copper), "wild/1 

24. A plus X plus 10 plus AL What's axi¬ 

omatic anymore? Whar statement can possi¬ 

bly hold up as reliably true, as time goes by? 

Well, a kiss (even if it is X in a puzzle) is 

still a kiss, a sigh is still a sigh. In his com¬ 

mentary on The Book of J, BEuom speculates 

about howt exactly, Yahweh went about 

breathing "the wind of life" into "a mud pie 

or clay figurme" to create Adam: "Does Yah¬ 

weh set his mouth to the earthling's nostrils, 

or is this a nostril-co-nostril inspiriting? The 

question is grotesque, and perhaps unneces¬ 

sary, since Yahweh works up close and either 

way kisses us, even if Eskimo-fashion." 

Here's looking at you, kid. J 

■ IXI 

The next time you think crime is 

running rampant. remember: 

the cops got A rktuiy Plont, You 

know — the chess player 

There are 7 million stories in the Naked 
City, we’ve been told, and about 18.1- 
million in the Greater Naked Metropoli¬ 

tan Area. livery once in 
a while* it seems* Franz 

c ft 1 m e Kafka reaches out from 

the grave to write one 
of them. 

Arkady Flom is a perfectly benign 
64-year-old grandfather from Brighton 
Beach, Brooklyn. He was born in the 

Soviet Union, served in the Red Army 
at the end of World War II, worked on a 
farm most of his life and had to struggle 
to win permission to emigrate. He 
obtained that permission in 1979 so he 
could come to America to receive treat¬ 

ment for a heart condition, one that 
afflicts him to this day. He still speaks 
English poorly and with a heavy accent. 
Until one day two years agof an ordinary 

day during one of rhe hottest summers 
in New York City history, Arkady 
Floms was a quiet life, its greatest tur¬ 
moil long since past, 

Floms favorite diversion was playing 
chess. Several rimes a week, when Flom 
didn’t have to see a doctor about his 
Heart condition, he would take the sub¬ 
way to mid tow n and play chess on the 
sidewalk of 42nd Street near rhe New 
York Public Library, much as old men 
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have been doing in New York for a cen¬ 

tury. On that hot day, a Tuesday, his 

chess-playing days ended with an inci¬ 

dent that Flom describes as ‘one for a 

million/’ 

Flom arrived at 42nd Street around 

1 1:00 a.m. and, as was his custom, took 

a seat at one of the tables to await a 

partner Soon a clean-cut young man 

approached; without much conversa¬ 

tion, the two began to play. 

Flom, by ins own estimation, is no 

grand master, but he plays well; still, he 

found it somewhat surprismg to dis¬ 

pense with his challenger in just a few 

minutes. The young man played so 

poorly that Flom proposed a deal: if the 

two would play again, Flom would give 

his opponent some pointers in exchange 

for $2, The fellow agreed, they set up 

the pieces, and Mom described the 

knight fork and other gambits. Twenty 

minutes larer Flom had his opponent in 

checkmate. As agreed, the fellow paid 
his money; then,, as soon as Flom pock¬ 

eted the cash, the clean-cut young man 

informed the pensioner that he was 

under arrest. All at once, a team of New 

York City’s finest — at least four of¬ 

ficers — swooped down on Flom from 

several directions, slapped him in hand¬ 

cuffs and read him his rights. Arkady 

Flom was under arrest for promoting 

gambling in the second degree and for 

possession of a gambling device, his 

chess set. 

He was loaded into a paddy wagon 

and cuffed to a chain. Soon he was 

joined by other public menaces; the 

wagon became so crammed that when it 

stopped, everyone inside tumbled on 

top of one another. After five hours at 

the precinct house, he was moved to a 

city jail, where he was pushed into a 

holding pen so crowded that there was 

no room for him to sit, 2 he small cell 

was not air-conditioned. Flom says he 

pleaded for wafer; only after several 

hours was he given some, in a cup nor 

even dean enough for dogs." Worst of 

all, the police took away his heart medi¬ 

cation, the pills lie is required to take 

three times a day. 

Flom spent all Tuesday evening in 

the packed cell. That night he was 

allowed to place his one phone call. He 

called his relatives. Having been read 

his Miranda rights only in English, the 

old emigre did nor understand that he 

was allowed an attorney, and the idea 

did not occur to Floms relatives. Nor 

did they come to get him out. 

At 1:00 a.m. on Wednesday, Flom 

and I 5 other prisoners were shipped to 

another city jail. There he remained 

throughout the day. That night, after 

30 hours in custody, Flom became over¬ 

whelmed by a heart seizure and was 

finally taken to a hospital. He was 

examined by a physician, who instruct¬ 

ed police to give the old man his 

medicine. 

Flom was returned to a smaller cell, 

a single-person unit that he was forced 

to share with another inmate; at least it 

had a concrete bench for him to sit on, 

On Thursday he was taken to court. His 

appearance before the judge lasted two 

minutes, Flom's court-appointed 

defender asked the judge to dismiss the 

charges for factual insufficiency, com¬ 

menting, The cop must be out ol the 

academy for two days." The judge 

quickly agreed, ruling that proof of 

gambling was not spelled out clearly in 

the complaint. 

The proceeding zoomed past Flom. 

When everyone stopped talking, he 

spoke up. The official transcript cap¬ 

tures his confusion: "They arrest me for 

iti hours, I am a very sick man. I got 

two heart attacks. I told them and now 

1 got — they arrested me. I am nor a 

gambler, I play chess 40 years, I never 

was a gambling. They put my case 

now — what does this mean?' 

“1 chink you ought to talk to your 

lawyer, ’ the judge replied. And with 

that, Arkady Fionas first bout with 

American justice came to an end. Flom 

now has an attorney ol his own, a chess 

player who frequently represents Rus¬ 

sian-speaking clients. lie has filed a 

wrongful-arrest suit on Fiona's behalf 

against the city, For their part, the 

police say they were just acting on com¬ 

plaints about the chess players along 

the crowded street. The cops also 

thought that since money had changed 

hands, it was gambling. 

When Flom was finally released, he 

went home by cab rather than take the 

subway as he usually does, "i had chest 

pains," he says, and i didn't go to the 

bathroom all day." His doctor says 

Flom's heart condition has grown much 

worse, and he hasn't played chess since 

the day of his arrest. |) 
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Twice a year, TV’s VIPs 

mollycoddle the reporters they loathe 

at 

B r KOBE 
flip 

Dance "Da Butt1' with CBS Broadcast 

Group president Howard Stringer! Be 

addressed as "asshole’ by Whoopi Gold¬ 

berg! As everyone 

knows, there are many 

t v free lunches, open bars 

and cruises to the Cay¬ 

man Islands available 

for hardworking journalists; but there's 

only one biannual (January and July), 

rwo-and-a-half-week, all-expenses-paid 

trip to L.A, for TV reporters and critics 

from around the country— only one 

press junket where they get to mingle 

wirh industry VIPs (who ordinarily 

wouldn't return their phone calls), pre¬ 

view new shows and file exotically date- 

lined copy promoting those shows, 
fn olden days the networks picked up 

the tab entirely, even staking guests the 

occasional hundred bucks to hit the race¬ 

track when things got slow. Eventually 

they realized fluff-hungry papers would 

spring for the airfare and hotel bill, and 

that all they had to cough up was the 

food and drink, a dazzling array of part¬ 

ing gifts (logo-emblazoned T-shirts, 

mugs, cote bags; books by Jackie Collins), 

and a parade of quasi-interesting celebri¬ 

ties (Patty Duke) and preoccupied execu¬ 

tives (god-of-NBC Brandon TartikofF). 

The 100-odd members of the august 

Television Critics Association, of course, 

cannot be bought. Many, however, can 

be rented for a few wreeks, provided 

there’s a fleet of stretch limos ready to 

deliver them to a free dinner at Spago. 

It’s an epic con, even by the standards of 

Hollywood journalism, and the likes of 

Tom Shales steer clear of this event. 

Tragically, the ongoing union troubles at 

the New York Daily News kept strange, 

ancient Kay Gardella away in July; the 

others had to do without her always 

intriguing press-conference questions 

(Were those live corpses?" she asked one 

year, after screening the Auschwitz 

scenes in War and Remembrance), indeed, 

the biggest fish on hand were the unas¬ 

suming Matt Roush of USA Today and 

Nm> York Times TV reporter Bill Carter, 

who is the spiritual leader of a clique of 

ratings-obsessed nerds whom their slap¬ 

dash peers have unaffetrinnately dubbed 

"the Mensa Men." 

"Hi, Bi II!” Connie Chung chirped 

when Carter asked a question during 

her press conference; no one asked why 

a Tjjmman had traveled 3,000 miles to 

talk to a network star he could probably 

lunch with any day of the week in New 

York. At the Mensa table during a CBS 

lunch, an understandably impressed 

Eric Mink of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch 

saluted Howard Stringer and called him 

“Captain." 
Days are filled with interminable con¬ 

ferences with the producers and talent. 

Complete transcripts of these mass inter¬ 

views arc made available later, ensuring 

that dozens of virtually identical stories 

full of insinuations of exclusivity — HIAs 

Ms. Fawcett told meappear 

nationwide in the months to follow. 

At night there are wacky theme par¬ 

ties {howling night!) where family men 

from the Midwest can be seen sniffing 

at scarlets in push-up lingerie. At a 

Twin Peaks fete last summer, a pack of 

reporters hovered for hours around 

Sherilyn Perm, begging to know if she 

could really knot a cherry stem with her 

tongue. This is an example of the ritual 

that network publicists call "being 

crushed by nobodies.' 

When Peter Weller spotted one of 

chose nobodies seated near him at a din¬ 

ner, he became enraged. HT don’t want 

anyone at my table 1 don't know," he 

hissed at a columnist from the New 

York Times Syndicate. "And I don't 

know you " After describing a project 

called When the Swelling Goes Down 

(don’t ask), lovable old Mickey Rooney 

mouthed the words "Fuck you" to a 

critic whose questions he didn’t like. 

No, it isn't all fun and games. But 

ground-breaking journalism rarely is. J 

He forsaketh ♦ . , just like a woman 

A 

* & v r o ry^rli o gjM t j a 

THE UN- 
BRITISH 

CROSSWORD 

PUZZLE 

I don’t quite know what to make of this 

idea chat a woman made up Yahweh. 

On the one hand 1 say, "Of course! 

Why didn't I see it be¬ 

fore? Behind every great 

man is a woman (rolling 

her eyes). She didn't 

make up a woman God; 

she was too droll for that. Whar is God 

but someone to blame unhappiness on? 

On the other hand 1 say, "Now, wait a 

minute.” 

Just as we re about to go to war with 

Islam (we who, incidentally, have a 

deeply disaffected underclass here at 

home featuring people named Raheem), 

along comes Yale literary theorist 

Harold Bloom with these propositions: 

►that J, ancient Hebrew author of 

what is now known as The Book of J 

(from which Genesis and other parts of 

the Bible derive), created not only 

Adam and Eve but also Yahweh, later 

to become Jehovah and Our Heavenly 

Father, not to mention Allah; 

► that J was a woman, a friend of 

Solomon s son; 

► that J’s account of the Creation and 

rhe Old Man Himself includes a good 

deal of the old tongue-in-cheekT 

1 bought the new translation of The Book 

of J by David Rosenberg with interpre¬ 

tation by Bloom, and 1 must say I’m 

jealous. All I could think to do in my last 

book was make up a first female presi¬ 

dent and male first lady. Bloom's made 

up a woman who made up God. It will 

be centuries before the dust settles enough 

for someone to take the next step and 
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make up Bloom. 

ff only Bloom could 

rake j on tour* Would 

that be an Oprah\ Proba¬ 

bly J'd have to speak 

from behind a screen, co 

preserve her anonymity 

so she wouldn't have to 

go into seclusion like Sal¬ 

man Rushdie; but that 

would just make her 

more fascinating. As she 

no doubt realized. 

It's true that J's Yah- 

weh makes a man first. 

Bloom points out, but it’s 

also true that "her child¬ 

like Yahweh" mak es 

Adam out of mud, then 

blunders around making 

birds and fishes and snakes while trying 

to come up with a partner for Adam-— 

then, after lots of practice at making ani¬ 

mals, lie carefully fashions, from Adam's 

bone, what was called for all along: a 

woman. "Misogyny in the West is a long 

and dismal history of weak misreadings 

of the comic J, who exalts women 

throughout her work, and never more 

than in this deliciously wry story' of cre¬ 

ation." If that’s not a book-selling point, 

then J don't know the first thing about 

publishing. 

Bloom first wondered whether J was 

a woman "when 1 heard yet once more 

the familiar contention of feminist criti¬ 

cism that my own theories of influence 

are patriarch ah" This ought to hold the 

feminists awhile, you sly dog, Bloom. I 

wonder whether in his heart of hearts he 

doesn't occasionally think of J as his 

Molly. Sometimes he sloes overplay his 

hand a bit, referring to "reading j as j’ 

with such zest that I'm reminded of Jon 

Lovitz and Dana Garvey on Saturday 

Night Live, as gushy French TV critics 

who seize rapturously on Quincy Jones’s 

every utterance with exclamations of "Le 

Q.r' But Bloom is smoother. Catch this: 

"J charmingly evades both patriar¬ 

chal misogyny and feminist resentment 

while insinuating a kind of Shavian wit 

not exactly shared either by Yah we h or 

by Adam/' Whom does Bloom sec as 

"the modern writer most in j s spirit"? 

Kafka. Ah. 

if Bloom has left himself sitting 

pretty, however, 1 still fed, myself, a bit 

at a loss. Here's what I'm wondering: 

what happens when my plane’s hijacked 

by an Iraqi operative eager to die for his 

bedieis, and I try to talk it out with 

him — for that is what I've learned 

(from women) is the only way to resolve 

conflict in mutual respect — and be asks 

me, "What dnyot/ believe in?" 

"Oh, well, the arts and sciences, of 

course. And the Rill of Rights. And the 

Judeo-Chrisdan ethic, that is to say, 

Turn the other cheek, or, in other 

words, An eye for an eye. What I mean 

to say is...You know, I read recently 

that all the great religions that began in 

the Middle Bast derive from a single 

author, a woman, interestingly enough, 

not really religious herself, bit of a 

humorist, actually, 

I figure he shoots me. 

ACROSS embraces Ed with 

fancy term for 

1. Funny bear pur jokey. (7) 

back inside: tiny trick 

cushion. (7) DOWN 
5. Going over with 

something deadly, or l . Burger’s big 
not going over at lie. (7) 

all. (7) 2. Somehow box 

9* The middle two on debts is 

words of Hamlet's repugnant. (9) 

most famous six 3. Bloom’s bit 

words are also the breaks plate. (3) 

proper response to 4, Being civil 

"We could slip into engineer after 

tile boss’s office and sixteen, perhaps. (9) 

put rubber vomit un 5, No rising in bed 

his desk." (2,3) deprived of hard 

10* Wliar we have parts. (3) 

until we realize that 6* Scornfully, master 

money can buy it. (9) til ceremonies 

11. Taxi piled embraces nothing 

helter-skelter into regal. (9) 

drunk. (9) 7. Kind ol column 

1 2. Where Prince like those in spy — 

Albert kept ref err mg but without any 

to old Peruvian right, (5) 

empire. (5) 8+ Brit novelist has 

13. Siegfrieds right to lie less 

partner comprehends experienced. (7) 

sixties chant to t>c 14* Wild hysterics is 

commodious. (3) response to "Are you 

15, Plotter (Russian) heing straight with 

backs tmn snappy me. judas?" (3,6) 

reptile. (9) 16, Scathing, 

T 8, I m pom mate, though somehow 

employed by civil around trio. (9) 

New house. (9) 17, First attempt to 

19. Yo! Flk digested shoot sign offering 

by rube. (5) things not worth 

21, Sola express. (5) caking, (4,3) 

23* In this 1 8, Unwanted 

neighborhood, one bedfellow in Little 

Jake is better than Bear, America. (7) 

two. (9) 20* I*atin copper — 

25. Satan s i m ps wild and crazy 

must sweat and guy. (7) 

toil To burn at stake 22. World 

and organization puts it 

(4,2,3) co leader of 

26, One Y ugoslavian 

northeastern right is accord- (5) 

dead.(5) 23* Singing group 

27, Popular term for crazy, rich with zero 

attorney is heart. (5) 

hysterically funny (in 24* A kiss? Ten 

part). (7) thousand! True 

28* Stand-up guy statement] (5) 

An suers appear on page 74. 
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Kurt Waldheim buff Arnold Schwarzenegger braces 

himself as his attractively snaggle toothed wife, 

Maria Shriver; loads 

rheir decidedly Ger¬ 

manic tot, Kather¬ 

ine, into the family 

infant pak, 

SPY'S GUIDE TO BEING PHOTOGRAPHED IN 

public (AN on going series} This month, 

two techniques for the unnaturally 

short public figure who wishes to be 

perceived as tall. (1) Ask a genuinely 

call public figure to squat or slump next to you when paparazzi are near, a$ Carrie Fisher 

has done here with Matthew Modine. (a) If your companion is noticeably taller than you, in¬ 

struct him or her to stay several feet behind you at all times and to walk knock-kneed if possi¬ 

ble Us socialite-war criminal Henry Kissinger has done here with his giantess wife, Nancy), 

"HELLO DARLING" FROM HELL Sylvia 

Miles, 83 years young and wear¬ 

ing a fashionable ensemble in 

roadkiEI patchwork, nips at the 

air in front of former fatgirl 

Dianne Brill’s face 

at a parry for Ben¬ 

etton at the Cen¬ 

tral Park Zoo. 

finger-lickin' good As bachelor-pianist Michael Fein- 

stein sniggers behind her back, improbable socialite 

and bosomy dirty-book writer Shirley Lord, momen¬ 

tarily flustered, attempts to in- serf the 

wrong end of a fork into the mouth of 

a tall, sturdy young chef. 

0 

last year's models Leave 

it to two nighttime-soap- 

opera stars to define the 

styles of the 1970s and early 1980s with time-warp perfec¬ 

tion. (l) Patrick Duffy of Dallas does the Disco Decade 

proud writh his tuxedo shirt worn unbuttoned to reveal sexy 

chest hair, European-look purse tucked discreetly under 

one arm, chunky gilt chain bracelet and snazzy aviator- 

style sunglasses. (2) In a cleaned-up-punk look, circa 1984, 

Bay watch's David H a sselh off— caught by photographers 

in a completely spontaneous, unguarded momenr — sports 

rolled-up T-shirt sleeves, a handy shiny leather hip pak, and 

sunglasses on a decorative and practical "leash" around his 

neckT Groovy! 

force Of habit Kitty Dukakis rolls up her sleeves, takes 

a deep breath and listens to a few words of moral sup¬ 

port from LBj biographer Robert Caro before put¬ 

ting herself on display at 

The Plaza as the author 

of a humiliating, exces¬ 

sively revealing memoir. 
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forever youngish Leaving Chascns in 

Beverly Hills, Nancy Reagan seemed 

delighted to autograph a vintage pub 

licity photograph of herself that bears 

scant resemblance to her current 

pinched, half-mad visage. 

£ H ECKING OU T T H E COMPE¬ 

TITION Old-fashioned 

couturier Carolina Her¬ 

rera inspects the de¬ 

co lietage of the future 

as conceived by retro-mod dress designer 

Isaac Mizrahi. 

duon After amusing guests 

a t h i s Bette r Wo rid Sou cry 

awa rds d i n n er by (1) I i m • 

boing under an imaginary 

pole while waving a wine 

glass in the air, New Agc 

mogul Ted Turner was 

(2) hauled away by his 

cosmetically capital-inten¬ 

sive girlfriend Jane Fonda, 

as concerned cameramen 

looked on. 

At the National Re¬ 

views 35th- birthday 

party tiresome New 

York Times columnist Abe "I'm Writing 

as Bad as I Can” Rosenthal and boule¬ 

vard ier Tom Wolfe took turns shaking 

editor Wiliiarn F. Buckley's hand while 

making funny faces at him. 

top this Now that 

every would-be 

boy toy from 

Dianne Brill to 

Marla Maples 

has copied her 

profoundly un¬ 

flattering hair¬ 

style, 1 v a n a 

Trump has per¬ 

sonalized her look 

with a unique, back¬ 

ward-hieing curlicue 

cowlick. 

THE FRIENDS OF DONALD l 

trump Still skittish about 

appearing in public with 

Police Academy V!f Oscar 

hopeful Marla Maples, 

for bey 400 dropout Don¬ 

ald l 'r li m p p re fe rs gi nng on gro u p d ate s — th a t 

is, he routinely invites half a dozen or so of his 

dearest friends to accompany him and Marla. 

Ac Ted Turner’s dinner, the pair was joined by 

(l) a large friend with a bushy mustache, a 

very large friend in a shiny suit and earphone 

and (3) an even larger friend who scowled and 

wore a black mustache. 
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Notes Toward a Nonfiction Novel 

rr-op ~ ~ —o Dear ni>faT,i- OCTOBER 1990 Ah' Dear Dictaphone. 
Th I $ on ? Ok ay 7 

««ost rather ten ,. ,. 

%L?5V£r f“ pzzS the01=„£-£» 

sstesai ^-7-" a istif “ 
ss.r t1;--/-M Sur»;r-- srj?j£?. 
thing won't atop ;a'”"9 “l' htnda .round so £“£ “° Hw, I said, ' ''a' 1 

"u“s, ECCiflri, „„t qtegti * “°at “e rUj-solM Jhoes--th** "°glcfc- the san* 

™.d"“°rr.f1“ya c°”i"g “etS* sgehthl°;iers r*'*u°t£2 "i“ ci» 

there-a these 1 ’“v* *« ~. 

=a"ytT?, 1«“b “"w°"Uing on 

ptSiS 

President." anri x*.9 , do a book one dav’ rri™ "d fc 1 SLlPPOse even tx~ - 

ssxsx.'Z' 

-^hi^rS -y—- «. that " 1M° * b“k S^ 

that6! Sdb,The fuSraG “llln» ^ P^the ffrst that so-cali~d 

J^candidate guy, outsat the Con^ *?° in fenff they say 
there--? Not_ „, .. e “Otivention Center7 nt ' H nk Brown/ the 

Gingrich, governmental <=■=, n nS guest list. Listen” *ay: ^GxJawdid t ^nnl. 
leahih, ail over S^T^tion, troc^fX 

not and so we're theTe^ r how was 1 to know’ Shs! ^ Saudi< Baker 
daughter-in-law, everv^x-1 ^°me ln> and there's qh= haron s °n the list hut 
tugging. Pulling and t 3 warm and close f J--r°n' say hello to the 

«“*! « themS^S1?9 « «* .-.lee.e-Sif";;''; "d cl”>” ■ • . a 
“BPSe- Didn't see hi, o t , *“”■ “tere are hjl.J Tuggi„g a„d 

IS, right there. And rm-wS TSXpect him (the list) waIk dY him m 
the figure of a fat£J "ff, I see him, r'm total,!' f SuddenlV therein 

thinking Little Leagul “ 5 StiI1 looking W * Parental all the way 

amn years ago). Anyway' he .n^ tnere' even though I erph^T ”hat he's 
for me—Neil a d y' 110 tugs, and then , y 1 explained and it's 

XfsfrS- ^ 

® nee 

^'S1^ CaU ^ on the Nob l ' e S °Ut there 1Urki"9 

*£X2?JS%V ^9et it— -n, 

aWSd‘UP ^47 Chamorro,ini‘think ? ^ 
GHWB;gk think Bar's gonna go ballistic ^ 
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